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Introduction
What is Evil United?

Evil United is an epic, 21-session adventure that takes
players from levels 8 to 16. It uses 4th edition D&D
rules, and takes place in the Dragonlance setting. It is
intended to stand alone; it operates under the
assumption that the players start playing these
characters at level 8, and stop playing them at the end
of the campaign.

sessions on that list anyway, it doesn't affect the plot
(in most cases). This may seem like a way to give the
players the illusion of control while still railroading
them (and it is), but it does let the players plan out
what order they want to do things, which makes for
happier people at the table.

Dungeons and Dragons Insider

Dungeons and Dragons Insider (DDI) is a
subscription-based service run by Wizards of the
Coast. Evil United uses many monsters and traps (and
a few other things) from DDI. Act 1 uses some rules
found in a Dungeon Magazine column, and Act 3 has
What Happens in Evil United?
three sessions that are impossible to run without access
In the campaign, the PCs will begin as mercenaries on to DDI. If you don't have DDI, I would urge you to get
the peninsula of Nordmaar. They will uncover a plot to it, even if you (as I do) use a Mac. Access to the online
bring down the three nations of the peninsula, and
Rules Compendium alone (which has all those
replace them with one nation, where all races (even
monsters and traps) is well worth the $6/month. Also,
evil ones) are equal. While this is a noble idea, it is one if you're a WotC representative, can I totally get paid
that, in Dragonlance cosmology, will bring only death for being a corporate shill?
and despair. The PCs try to stop the plot, and wind up
trying to stop the mastermind's plots throughout
Ambush Monsters
Nordmaar, across Ansalon, through time, and
Evil United occasionally makes use of so-called
ultimately into the planes beyond. The mastermind's
'ambush monsters'. These are monsters that present a
ultimate goal is to rewrite the Tobril, the book that
credible threat to the party, but can be defeated in only
contains the laws of the Dragonlance cosmology, so
a few minutes. An ambush monster uses the attacks
that evil no longer turns on itself. While he does this
(powers, ability modifiers, and skill modifiers) of a
with the intent of creating a world free of prejudice
monster of a much higher level than the party, but the
and hatred, it will actually bring about a world
defenses (HP, defenses, resistances, etc.) of a monster
dominated by evil.
of a much lower level than the party. The point of
ambush monsters is to provide brief excitement and
The campaign is very colorful, with each session
featuring a different interesting location, villain-of-the- threat without bogging down the session with an hour
of combat that doesn't actually contribute to the plot.
week, atmosphere, and monsters.

How Does Session Progression Work?
In acts one and three (and, to a lesser extent, act two),
the players get to choose at the end of each session
which of the villain's plots they want to combat next
session. This involves picking from a list. It gives the
players a great deal of control over what they get to do,
but since they will ultimately play through most of the
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Loot

Evil United does not include any loot. I recommend
letting each player pick out a new magic item of his
PC's level every time he levels up his PC. I also
recommend just hand-waving money. If it's reasonable
for the PCs to have it, they can buy it. Alternately, you
can whip up some treasure troves of your own.

Difficulty
This is not a difficult module, combat-wise. The
climax of Act 3 is only four levels higher than the PCs.
The climax of Act 2 is only three levels higher. Some
fights in the module are even lower than the PCs' level.
If you or your players feel like fights should be
desperate, highly-tactical affairs, you might want to
punch up the difficulty a bit.

Leveling
In Evil United, leveling is based not on XP, but rather
when it is appropriate that the PCs level. The PCs will
level after every three sessions, and after the final
session of every act. That means leveling breaks down
like this:

Act one
Start at 8
After three sessions, level to 9
After three more sessions, level to 10, just before the
climax.

Act two
Start at 11
After three sessions, level to 12
After three more sessions, level to 13, just before the
climax.

Act three
Start at 14
After three sessions, level to 15
After three more sessions, level to 16 just before the
climax.

The Dragonlance Lexicon

Evil United assumes the reader is familiar with the
Dragonlance setting. Fortunately, if I ever make
reference to something you don't know, be it a god, a
location, a historical event, or whatever, there's an
excellent online reference called the Dragonlance
Lexicon. Available through the Dragonlance Nexus
fansite (dlnexus.com), the Lexicon will almost
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certainly have an article about it.

Skill Challenges
Fourth edition D&D introduced the idea of skill
challenges, and Evil United makes full use of them. A
skill challenge is a mechanic for the DM that lets him
present situations to his players and have a clear grasp
of how well the players are doing. Each skill challenge
requires that the PCs earn a certain number of
successes (rolls that make the DC) before earning a
certain number of failures (rolls that fail the DC). PCs
roll to determine their success on the actions they are
taking. It's a way to ensure that your situation is as
deep and challenging (or quick and easy) as you want
it to be.
Because Evil United makes such heavy use of skill
challenges, I included this section on how to run them.
Many times you will see a skill challenge presented as
simply as 'The PCs have to get through the jungle. 6
successes before 3 failures.' Basically what you do is
you describe to the players the situation the PCs find
themselves in ("You're in a jungle, here's what you
see.") The players then announce the PCs' actions, and
roll, and you respond accordingly.
The key, though, is to paint a scene and tell a story. As
the players earn successes, they overcome obstacles,
and come across new ones, until the skill challenge is
complete. ("By climbing the tree, you are able to spot
the direction you need to go. However, once you've
traveled a quarter mile, you come to a wide river. What
do you do?") Alternately, if the PCs fail, then they do
not overcome these obstacles. ("Well, since you failed
your athletics roll, you fell out of the tree before you
could get to the top. Maybe you would like to come up
with a different way of discovering where you need to
go?"). But, again, the key is to tell a story, and not
simply present the situation as the players needing to
make a certain number of successes. In fact, it's often
best not to mention that the PCs are in a skill challenge
at all. Finally, if the skill challenge itself is over, but
the story isn't, don't end the story. Though the players'
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rolls no longer mean much, don't abruptly finish the
story ("aaaand Jon got that sixth success, so even
though you're all only halfway up the cliff while being
pelted with arrows, you make it up the rest of the way
without incident").
An important facet to presenting the skill challenges as
stories is letting the players reason or roleplay them
out. Often, the players will opt not to roll for
successes, but to describe in detail how they will solve
a problem, or to roleplay with the NPCs the skill
challenge presents. Allow this, and count these as
successes – possibly even completing the skill
challenge entirely. If the players come up with an
excellent plan to get around an obstacle or roleplay
skillfully, don't ruin the moment by asking for a roll,
unless, of course, it's necessary. Even if it is necessary,
give the PCs bonuses for the players' efforts. Other
examples of such 'success equivalencies' include
clever use of items or powers, or good arguments
when convincing an NPC of something.
One last note – remember to include all your players.
If someone doesn't feel they have anything to
contribute to a skill challenge, make sure to throw an
obstacle at the party to which they can contribute. If
you don't do this, some players will announce that no
one has anything to contribute except the one PC with
a really high arcana modifier, who will use nothing but Remember that skill check DCs were changed in the
arcana the whole time. Force players to stay involved. Player's Handbook errata. Here is the new table:
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The Villain and the PCs
The Villain:
Mdetn, the One Who Walks
This the BBEG (Big Bad Evil Guy), the recurring,
overarching, and ultimate villain of this module. He is
an intelligent, idealistic, devious mind-mystic goblin
named Mdetn, the One Who Walks. His tribe, which
survived by raiding human settlements on the Great
moors, was annihilated when he was out hunting. He
fled to Taman Busuk, where he found he had a gift for
leadership. He now leads an ever-growing secret army
of evil and neutral races (BOTH evil and neutral). He
wants to create a truly free and equitable society,
where members of all races can live with one another
at relative peace, and has his eyes set on the peninsula
of Nordmaar as this society's location. He has
displayed astounding skill at getting various evil races
to work together, but knows that this will last only as
long as there is either an outside threat or something to
be gained by working together. For now, the goal of a
free state and plunder is keeping the troops together.
There are three nations in Nordmaar: Mohrlexctlan,
Nord, and Teyr.
He feels the empire of Mohrlexctlan must be reclaimed
as a goblin homeland; the human kingdom of Nord is a
threat, for it will never tolerate an expansionistic evil
state (they barely tolerate Teyr); and the draconian
city-state of Teyr, which Mdetn approached for aid,
informed him that they would fight this army because
it would endear Teyr to the rest of the world. Mdetn
has numerous plots going on in each nation – some of
them subversive action by loyal agents, some of them
simply taking advantage of existing instability. With
luck, the plots alone will serve, but he plans to invade
with a great army of evil and neutral races at a certain
date. If the plots have not functioned, they will likely
have weakened the nations enough that he can conquer
them, and enact his greater plan.

Evil United

monstrous race, especially one typically encountered
Mdetn's new nation, if formed, is ultimately doomed to only at low levels. In my campaign, I had a chaotic
fall apart (evil turns on itself), causing chaos and
good/chaotic neutral goblin as a PC and used him for
devastation.
this role. You may also have to change certain other
details of Mdetn's backstory, though the plot will not
However, these plots are only the beginning. Mdetn
work if you change his motivations and ultimate
has plans in motion to spread his nation across the
desires (equality for all races, including evil ones).
world, and maybe beyond. Over the course of this
campaign, his agents will begin moving beyond
The PCs
Nordmaar, and into greater Ansalon, seeking
knowledge and recruits. Eventually, he will even begin They all begin the campaign at level 8, and as morally
good or neutral mercenaries in the Brass Tiger
dabbling in recruiting troops from other ages in time.
Company, led by Gwenyth Cordaric. They are the
Just before the third act, he will move beyond Krynn
company's go-to squad for missions that require
into the planes, seeking artifacts which he will use to
rewrite the Tobril and remake the very fabric of Krynn, delicacy and discretion. They are all competent, all
finally creating a world where all races are truly equal. disciplined, and most have a predisposition towards
morality and law. They got at least part of the way to
He refuses to accept that the makeup of the world is
level 8 in the service of the Brass Tigers. Over the
necessary for the Balance, and his attempts to form a
course of the adventure, they will have an opportunity
free state and to even remake the world will upset the
to grow as they transition from being mercenaries
balance and bring untold misery and death.
hired to do a job to being full-blown heroes in their
own right.
He uses his heightened powers of mysticism to read
minds, sense deceit, implant ideas, and manufacture
loyalty. Curiously, Mdetn is also a coward. While he is
incredibly powerful, he never faces open battle himself
when he can help it, one of the reasons he is so reliant
on agents to do his bidding. Fortunately, he is very
good at getting agents, so this isn't much of a problem.

Note that players can choose to play not only
traditional Dragonlance races, but also dragonborn,
shifters, devas, and tieflings. See racial backgrounds,
below, and also the session in Act 1 (in Mohrlexctlan)
titled '4 - Khisanth'. It will explain how these races
came to be.

He wears rune-inscribed leather armor, and carries two
rune-inscribed daggers. His skin is olive green, and he Backgrounds that characters can pick from if they
want (they could even pick several!) These tie into plot
is missing the tip of his right ear.
events in the adventure:

Optional feature of Mdetn's background

This campaign involves a small amount of time-travel.
At one point (at the end of the second act), you, as the
DM, have the option of doing a big reveal that Mdetn
is a copy of one of the PCs created during a temporal
paradox. However, if you plan to do this, you have to
start planning in advance. You have to make Mdetn the
same race and gender as the PC you choose (you'll
have a few sessions before you reveal his race, so you
have time to decide). Frankly, he works best as a

Racial backgrounds
Yes, they're heretical, but they fit into the campaign
A dragonborn, come into the world fully formed, with
memories only of being cruelly ripped from a dark,
comfortable place by terrible forces. You have heard
stories of others like you, but you've never met anyone
else of your race.
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A shifter, come into the world fully formed, with
memories only of dark experiments and great pain.
You have heard stories of others like you, but you've
never met anyone else of your race.

draconian saved your unit from total annihilation.
Centuries ago, one of your ancestors mocked an artist
who was a favorite of Sirrion, the god of creativity.
The deity cursed your ancestor's line to never be able
to appreciate art, be it painting, sculpture, poetry, or
even dance and music.

A deva, come into the world fully formed, with
memories only of worshipping a god. You have heard
stories of others like you, but you've never met anyone
else of your race.
Your great-uncle was a professional monster hunter
who disappeared ten years ago. Last anyone heard of
A tiefling, come into the world fully formed, with no
him, he was going after a vampire somewhere in
memories at all. You have heard stories of others like
southern Nordmaar.
you, but you've never met anyone else of your race.
Though you profess to follow Kiri-Jolith, the god of
martial righteousness, you are secretly a member of a
heretical cult of the good goddess of healing,
Personal backgrounds
Mishakal. The cult worships an aspect of the goddess
You've always chafed at the world which so often
they call "The White Earth," who violently opposes the
views members of "monstrous" races as second-class
Black Wind, Morgion, the god of disease. You
citizens, if not outright menaces. Five years ago, you
specialize in hunting gnolls, who worship a bestial
petitioned the Khan in North Keep to extend
aspect of Morgion called Yeenoghu.
citizenship rights to bakali, centaurs, ogres, and
draconians. The Khan did not approve, and had you
While adventuring in the Plains of Dust, far to the
banished from the city.
south, you saved a tribe of centaurs from a pack of
starving raptor dinosaurs. As thanks, the leader of the
You were raised in a small camp on the great moors,
centaur tribe painted tattoos of a horse's legs and
living off the land. When Mohrlex came and freed the
hooves on your legs and feet, and inducted you into
Bakali from the Jarak-Sinn, a band of Jarak-Sinn tried
the tribe.
to set up a camp nearby. When you saw their
depredations on the environment, you led the young
Your family's home was down the street from an
men of the village in a guerilla warfare campaign
alchemist's shop. You and he were great friends, and he
against them, killing many and driving the rest north
cultivated in you an appreciation for this less flashy
into the jungle.
form of magic.
You grew up in a small town in the swamps of
Nordmaar. One night, ogres attacked, burned the town
to the ground, and killed and ate your parents. You
were taken in by a dryad who tended to poisonous
plants. She hid you from the ogres until she left you
the following morning.
During your first mission with the Brass Tigers, your
squad was betrayed by your hired guide – a renegade
Dark Dwarf. Only the timely intervention of a Kapak
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At one point, while adventuring on the isle of Sancrist,
the home of the tinker gnomes, you saved a village
from the depredations of a mechanical horror. It turns
out that this construct was powered by a water
elemental trapped in a small vial. The humanoid
device was apparently constructed for some sort of
fieldwork, but it malfunctioned horribly. Its creator
was never found.
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Act One - Nordmaar
Outline of Act One
The Plot

The overall plot of this act is this – in Nordmaar, there
are three kingdoms, all at each other's throats (though
not yet at war). Into this volatile political situation, you
thrust a scheming goblin mystic in Taman Busuk who
plots to conquer all of Nordmaar to create a truly free
and equitable society for all races, even the evil ones.
He has allies in all three kingdoms, plotting to bring
down the kingdoms from within. At a predetermined
time (up to the DM), these plots will all come to a
head and attempt to overthrow the governments.
Simultaneously, the goblin Mdetb will march up from
the south with a massive unified army of evil and
neutral races. Only the PCs, who are outside agents
without loyalty to any particular government can
attempt to root out these plots, prevent the three
kingdoms from going to war, and then lead the attack
(or defense, if they did poorly, or were unlucky)
against the mystic's army. For more information on the
three kingdoms, consult 'Nordmaar Geogoraphy and
Culture'.
The overall story of the act is unknown. Each session
(other than the first and last) is simply a dungeon
delve. Each dungeon deals with a particular
machination or plot, and each is (if I dare say so) cool
and makes sense. The players have a list of the
locations of the various plots with a vague description
of what the plot is, and must choose what plots to go
after and in what order. What plots they choose, what
order they assault them in, and how well they do,
determines the overall course of the adventure. This
includes everything from tension between the three
nations, to warfare, to the kingdoms possibly being
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overthrown at the end of the adventure.

Choosing Sessions
Once your players get through the first session, and
they understand the world, you can have them select
which delve they'll do next at the end of each section.
This way, you only have to prepare one delve.

How Many Sessions?

kept aware of what the PCs are up to through their spy
networks. The actions of the PCs will strengthen or
weaken the power of some nations, in that a nation
with more of its plots defeated is more powerful. The
three nations, deeply suspicious of each other, will act
accordingly. If things are starting to swing one way or
another, one or more nations will alert the PCs and
explain what will happen if the PCs don't do what they
want.

If Teyr is looking powerful: The Nordmen attack Teyr.
(The siege of Teyr lasts for years)
If Pitch is unhelpful or looking powerful: The
Nordmen attack Pitch. (The war rages for a year.
Outcome up to DM discretion).
If Nord is looking powerful: Teyr occupies the
unclaimed savanna between it and Mohrlexctlan as a
Feeding the PCs information
buffer. Mohrlex begins a troop buildup near the border.
THIS SECTION IS VERY IMPORTANT. By the
This makes Nord very jumpy and much more likely to
final session of the act, the PCs need to know the
declare war, especially against a strong opponent.
following:
If the Nordmen are weak: parts of Nordmen territory
1. Someone is orchestrating a massive operation,
secede to Pitch, who takes it as a sign that he should
2. That same someone's title is 'the one who walks,'
conquer all Nordman territory. (all territory but
3. That he is named 'Mdetn,'
Wulfgar and North Keep fall in two weeks. Wulfgar
4. That he is attempting to destabilize the governments becomes the head of the satrapy after a mob kills the
of Teyr, Nord, and Mohrlexctlan,
khan, and North Keep becomes an independent city5. That he is uniting evil and neutral races, and that he state after brokering a deal).
is leading an army to conquer Nordmaar.
If Teyr is looking weak: Nord will move troops into
northern Teyr (north of the city-state) under the
I would recommend revealing these six facts in that
pretense of policing and defending an unprotected
order, at the rate of about one per session, with the
area. Mohrlex will take it as a sign that he should
final fact (about the invasion) revealed at the end of
occupy Teyr for the draconians' own good. (The siege
the session before the final one. Ideally, they would
of Teyr lasts for years)
learn these facts from the sub-villains at the end of
If Pitch is looking weak: Nord will try to reclaim its
each session, but how you choose to do it is up to you. lost territories outside the Great Moors. (The outcome
of the war is up to DM discretion)
If Teyr is left largely alone: The draconians take the
Diplomacy
opportunity to finish their construction of a flying
While Mdetn is trying to take over all three nations,
citadel. (The Nordemn and Pitch will no longer go to
they haven't stopped politicking. Depending on what
war, or call off a war if one is started).
the PCs do, one or more of these will happen.
(Parentheses is what will happen if the PCs don't
intervene) These will, of course, affect the success of
Mdetn's plots. The rulers of all three nations will be
I created this with the intention of the PCs being able
to complete six of the ten delves before time was up.
How you want to run it is up to you, but you way want
to adjust some things if you choose to let the story go
longer or shorter.
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How is Mdetn's insurgency and the PC's
counter-insurgency going to work?

Every plot is assigned a point value. As the PCs defeat
these plots, their point values are decreased. At the
pre-arranged time of insurgency (I recommend after
the PCs complete six sessions, not counting the first
one), the point values of the plots against each
kingdom will added up, then added to a d20 roll (one
for each kingdom). Each kingdom will have a table
this value will be compared against. The PCs will not
be able to defeat all the threats, so they will have to
pick and choose.
Furthermore, each value on that table will give a DC
that represents the nation's strength. Roll a raw d20
(representing the strength of Mdetn's armies) is higher,
the nation is on the defensive. If the Mdetn's d20 roll is
lower, the nation is on the offensive. After all the
rolling is done, the PCs will have to choose which
nation to defend. Defending a nation that is on the
offensive will mean attacking Mdetn's army before it
can enter the nation and do damage. Not defending a
nation on the offensive means Mdetn's army will be
beaten back in that nation, but countless civilian lives
will be lost in the process. Defending a nation that is
on the defensive means having a shot at saving it. Not
defending a nation that is on the defensive means a
total Mdetn victory in that nation, and the civilians will
be almost completely slaughtered. Note that in Teyr,
this is effectively genocide.
Note that these tables were created under the
assumption that the PCs would have time to go after
six of the ten plots.

Mohrlexctlan
Khisanth: untouched +4, Khisanth killed +3, hatreds
dealt with +2, hatreds thoroughly dealt with +1, border
defended +0
Treehouse: untouched +3, Jarak-Sinn weakened (say,
by an attack) +2, beholder killed +1, bakali given
assistance hunting down and killing fleeing Jarak-Sinn
+0
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Gnolls: Untouched +3, Remrr +2, tribe dispersed or
camp destroyed +0
Dryad: Untouched +4, dryad killed +3, dungeon
destroyed +2, roadway cleared +1, dryad not killed but
convinced to play nice +0
War: Open warfare on two fronts +7 Open warfare on
one front +5, heightened tensions on two fronts +3,
heightened tensions on one front +2
1: No noticeable effect. 20 (Automatically on the
offensive against Mdetn)
2: 2% of the military killed or routed. 19
3: 5% of the military killed or routed, 25% of druids
and other guardians of nature revolt. 18
6: 5% of the military killed or routed, Jarak-Sinn
reclaim 5% of bakali tribes. 16
9: 10% of the military killed or routed, 25% of druids
and other guardians of nature revolt, Jarak-Sinn
reclaim 10% of bakali tribes. 15
12: 20% of the military killed or routed, Jarak-Sinn
reclaim 20% of bakali tribes, 50% of druids and other
guardians of nature revolt. 14
15: 30% of the military killed or routed, Jarak-Sinn
reclaim 20% of bakali tribes, 50% of druids and other
guardians of nature revolt, In the absence of strong
authority, the Moor, Swamp, and Jungle Nordmen start
fighting. 12
18: 40% of the military killed or routed, Jarak-Sinn
reclaim 30% of bakali tribes, 75% of druids and other
guardians of nature revolt, In the abscence of strong
authority, the Moor, Swamp, and Jungle Nordmen start
fighting, 10% of the country conquered. 10
21: 50% of the military killed or routed, Jarak-Sinn
reclaim 40% of bakali tribes, 75% of druids and other
guardians of nature revolt, In the abscence of strong
authority, the Moor, Swamp, and Jungle Nordmen start
fighting, 25% of the country conquered. 7
24: 75% of the military killed or routed, Jarak-Sinn
reclaim 80% of bakali tribes, Most all of the druids
and other guardians of nature revolt, In the abscence of
strong authority, In the absence of strong authority, the
Moor, Swamp, and Jungle Nordmen start fighting,
50% of the country conquered. 4

27: Nearly all of the military killed or routed, JarakSinn reclaim 90% of bakali tribes, Nearly all of the
druids and other guardians of nature revolt, In the
abscence of strong authority, the Moor, Swamp, and
Jungle Nordmen start fighting, Nearly all of the
country conquered. 0 (Automatic defensive)

Nord

Colossus: Untouched +4 Colossus, turned on ahead of
schedule +3, deactivated +1, Enlye of Tarsis killed or
captured +0
Grasslands: Untouched +4. Subtract various things
from it (remember to round the thing you're
subtracting down). Nothing for capturing or killing
Ciyak (some see him as a martyr, but he stops causing
trouble; it cancels out), 1 for taking some of the
spriggans out of the fight, 2 for taking most all out, 1
for taking some of the centaurs out of the fight, 2 for
taking most all out
Clocktower: Untouched +3, defenses breached +2,
doomsday device stopped +1, Itry killed or captured
+0
War: Open warfare on two fronts +7 Open warfare on
one front +5, heightened tensions on two fronts +3,
heightened tensions on one front +2
1: No noticeable effect. 20 (Automatically on the
offensive against Mdetn)
2: 2% of the military killed or routed. 19
3: 5% of the military killed or routed, 25% of druids
and other guardians of nature revolt. 18
4: 5% of the military killed or routed, In the absence of
strong authority, the Horselords start fighting the City
and Jungle Nordmen. 16
6: 10% of the military killed or routed, 25% of druids
and other guardians of nature revolt, In the absence of
strong authority, the Horselords start fighting the City
and Jungle Nordmen. 15
9: 20% of the military killed or routed, In the absence
of strong authority, the Horselords start fighting the
City and Jungle Nordmen, 50% of druids and other
guardians of nature revolt. 14
12: 30% of the military killed or routed, In the absence
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of strong authority, the Horselords start fighting the
City and Jungle Nordmen, 50% of druids and other
guardians of nature revolt, In the absence of strong
authority, the Jungle Nordmen start fighting each other.
12
15: 40% of the military killed or routed, In the absence
of strong authority, the Horselords start fighting the
City and Jungle Nordmen, 75% of druids and other
guardians of nature revolt, In the absence of strong
authority, the Jungle Nordmen start fighting each
other, 10% of the country conquered. 10
18: 50% of the military killed or routed, In the absence
of strong authority, the Horselords start fighting the
City and Jungle Nordmen, 75% of druids and other
guardians of nature revolt, In the absence of strong
authority, the Jungle Nordmen start fighting each
other, 25% of the country conquered. 7
21: 75% of the military killed or routed, In the absence
of strong authority, the Horselords start fighting the
City and Jungle Nordmen, Most all of the druids and
other guardians of nature revolt, In the absence of
strong authority, the Jungle Nordmen start fighting
each other, 50% of the country conquered. 4
24: Nearly all of the military killed or routed, In the
absence of strong authority, the Horselords start
fighting the City and Jungle Nordmen, Nearly all of
the druids and other guardians of nature revolt, In the
absence of strong authority, the Jungle Nordmen start
fighting each other, Nearly all of the country
conquered. 0 (Automatic defensive)

routed, Auraks seize 40% of the senior officer
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the
Note that the draconians will likely weather nonabsence of strong authority, the troops start killing
warfare threats pretty well. They are a highly
non-draconians, 25% of the country conquered. 7
militarized society, after all, and are likely to weather it 22: 75% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
alright when the vampires come swarming over the
routed, Auraks seize 80% of the senior officer
wall. However, their small size makes them more
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
vulnerable to warfare, as they can be easily bottled up Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the
and almost automatically be on the defensive. Thus,
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
they have two tables.
non-draconians, 50% of the country conquered. 4
24: Nearly all of the draconians currently on duty
killed or routed, Auraks seize 90% of the senior officer
Roll on this table if Teyr is not at war
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
1: No noticeable effect. 20 (Automatically on the
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the
offensive against Mdetn)
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
2: 2% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
non-draconians, Nearly all of the country conquered 0.
routed. 19
(Automatic defensive)
3: 5% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
routed, The wild humanoids of the Astivar Mountains
Roll on this table if Teyr is at war
push closer into civilized territories. 18
7: 5% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
1: No noticeable effect. 20 (Automatically on the
routed, Auraks seize 5% of senior officer positions. 17 offensive against Mdetn)
12: 10% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
2: 2% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
routed, The wild humanoids of the Astivar Mountains routed. 18
push closer into civilized territories, Auraks seize 10% 3: 5% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
of the senior officer positions. 16
routed, The wild humanoids of the Astivar Mountains
15: 20% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
push closer into civilized territories. 16
routed, Auraks seize 20% of the senior officer
7: 5% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
routed, Auraks seize 5% of senior officer positions. 14
Mountains push closer into civilized territories. 14
12: 10% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
18: 30% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
routed, The wild humanoids of the Astivar Mountains
Teyr
routed, Auraks seize 20% of the senior officer
push closer into civilized territories, Auraks seize 10%
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
of the senior officer positions. 12
Vampires: Untouched +3, Coven weakened +2,
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the 15: 20% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
Vampire Lord slain +0
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
routed, Auraks seize 20% of the senior officer
Art museum: Untouched +3, painted creations
non-draconians. 12
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
destroyed +3 (he can make more), Tyner forced to
19:
40%
of
the
draconians
currently
on
duty
killed
or
Mountains push closer into civilized territories. 10
move to a different part of the city +2, Tyner killed +0
routed,
Auraks
seize
30%
of
the
senior
officer
18: 30% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
Flying citadel: Untouched +5, Mercenaries slain +4,
routed, Auraks seize 20% of the senior officer
Usmard Split-Axe slain, but citadel destroys draconian positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
fort +3, Usmard Split-Axe slain but citadel does not
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the
destroy draconian fort +2, Citadel handed over to the
non-draconians, 10% of the country conquered. 10
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
draconians -2
non-draconians. 8
War: Open warfare on two fronts +10 Open warfare on 20: 50% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
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one front +8, heightened tensions on two fronts +6,
heightened tensions on one front +4

10

19: 40% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
routed, Auraks seize 30% of the senior officer
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
non-draconians, 10% of the country conquered. 7
20: 50% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
routed, Auraks seize 40% of the senior officer
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
non-draconians, 25% of the country conquered. 5
22: 75% of the draconians currently on duty killed or
routed, Auraks seize 80% of the senior officer
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
non-draconians, 50% of the country conquered. 3
24: Nearly all of the draconians currently on duty
killed or routed, Auraks seize 90% of the senior officer
positions, The wild humanoids of the Astivar
Mountains push closer into civilized territories, In the
absence of strong authority, the troops start killing
non-draconians, Nearly all of the country conquered. 0
(Automatic defensive)
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Nordmaar Geography
and Culture
Nordmaar

Nordmaar is one of the most isolated areas on the
continent. Bordered to the west by swamps, to the east
by the ogrelands across a strait, and to the south by
the lawless realm of Taman Busk, what little contact
Nordmaar has with the outside world is from the sea.
Nordmaar is a hot land, with wide savannas in the
north, badlands in the southwest, and moors, swamps
and rainforests in the southeast.

Mohrlexctlan

The Plains Nordmen (called the Horselords) are a race
The empire of Mohrlexctlan is young, and includes the of nomads who breed the finest steeds on the
continent. The city Nordmen (called the
lands of the lizardfolk, three human ethnicities, and
numerous less-common races. It was set up some forty Stonedwellers) grow corn and, until recently,
sacrificed captured enemies atop their great pyramids.
years ago by the dragon overlord Pitch (or Mohrlex).
The Jungle Nordmen roam the rainforests nomadically,
Pitch ruled the Great Moors much like any other evil
and are very clannish. The three groups have never
black dragon, until a growing sense of duty to his
gotten along particularly well, and the Jungle Normden
people and powerful magic transformed him into a
clans frequently made war on each other.
morally neutral adamantium dragon.
His skills as a ruler and administrator convinced the
Swamp Nordmen and and many of the Jungle
Nordmen to break their ties with the kingdom of Nord
and join his new empire. Pitch ended the warfare
between the human and lizardfolk tribes of the moors,
and the almost constant skirmishing between the
Swamp and Jungle Nordmen, and even brought the
Moor Nordmen out of their solitude. Pitch has since
built a great road through the wetlands between his
capital (eponymously called Mohrlexctlan) and the
seaport town of Jennison, allowing the export of exotic
goods and the import of modern technologies. He
allows the regions of his empire surprising autonomy,
and his taxes are low.
It is beyond doubt that Mohrlexctlan has prospered
under Pitch's rule, but he is still, at heart, a dragon.
Pitch allows no dissent, and his rule, though wise, is
harsh. While he will not engage in aggressive warfare,
he will not hesitate to attack a perceived threat – and it
will not take much for a nation to be perceived as
threatening.

Nord

The kingdom of Nord encompasses a large stretch of
savanna, most of the largest jungle on the continent,
and three different ethnic groups. A hundred years ago,
Nord encompassed most all of Nordmaar. Now, Nord
only controls the traditional lands of the Plains and
City Nordmen, and most of the lands of the Jungle
Nordmen.
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However, a new king has put an end to all this. Nacon
II, Khan of the Wastes. He is the son of a City
Nordman, but was raised by the Horselords. This has
earned him the loyalty of the Horselords and the
Stonedwellers, making him the strongest king in
almost three hundred years – strong enough to
dominate the Jungle Nordmen as well. Nacon has
made no secret of his desire to see the return of the
Moor, Swamp, and secessionist Jungle Nordmen to
Nordish rule. This has driven Nord and Mohrlexctlan
almost to the point of war.
Nacon rules kindly and lightly – perhaps too lightly.
Though well-meaning, he is not a particularly
competent administrator and often leaves the capital at
North Keep to mingle with the troops at Wulfgar.
While Nacon is an unquestionably good man, he is
very aggressive and warlike, and many fear he will
turn his people's aggression against other nations.
Because most of the people outside the cities are
nomads, the boundaries of Nord are unclear, even to
the Nordmen.

Teyr

Depending on your viewpoint, the city-state of Teyr is
one of the greatest threats to global safety in recent
memory or one of the greatest success stories in
history. It is a city populated almost entirely by
draconians.
Draconians, or dragonmen, were created some eighty
years ago. Hatched from the stolen eggs of good
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dragons and corrupted with dark magic, draconians
served as shock troops in the armies of evil. When
these armies lost the war, the draconians were
scattered. Hated by all major nations for their role in
the war, the draconians were hunted down and
slaughtered. Those who survived existed on the fringes
of society, until they were united by Commander Kang
of the First Dragonarmy Engineers. Kang led them to
Nordmaar, where they built a walled city. The
draconian people are still suspicious of the outside
world – which is even more suspicious of them! – but
at this point only want to trade with other nations and
be otherwise left alone.

teach, evil turns on itself. The races and tribes
inhabiting Taman Busuk are almost constantly at war.
Yet whispers are coming from Taman Busuk of a new
leader who may change the face of that gods-forsaken
land forever...

Draconians remain a thoroughly evil race, free of the
concepts of pity or mercy, and with no tolerance for
weakness (they also quite enjoy eating kender). They
live in a highly regimented and militarized society; all
citizens are soldiers first, artisans or farmers second.
Commander Kang has maintained this tradition from
the war in order to control his people's violent
tendencies. Teyr has very few females (it's a very long
story why). Females tend to be kinder and gentler than
the males, but are just as competent. That said, they are
kept very heavily protected. It's unlikely that the PCs
will ever meet one, and gods help the PCs if they hurt
one.
Despite all that is negative about Teyr, its people are
burgeoning merchants, and it seems to wish no ill will
towards anyone – desiring only to be left alone so its
people may survive and maybe even flourish. Neither
Nord nor Mohrlexctlan trusts Teyr, and would not
hesitate to destroy the city-state if given an excuse.

Taman Busuk

Taman Busuk is a chaotic, lawless land of high peaks
surrounding deep valleys of forests, marshes, and
swamps. Virtually every evil race on the face of the
continent can be found in Taman Busuk. Some, like
the hobgoblins, have founded cities. Most live off the
land. Despite the harshness of the environment, there
is little danger of a food shortage for, as the priests
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Act One - First Session

The Flashback

actually a wall at all. If
they fail, the PCs are
Villain
Then fill in the background. All three nations have
independently (and without knowledge of each others' attacked from behind by
an ambush monster
An administrator with no
actions) hired her to send a squad to investigate a
Background
(Electric-charged
wall
fighting ability, named
Thousands of years ago, when what is now Nordmaar ruined tower in the unclaimed savanna in southern
homunculus;
attacks
of
Ihatt Vorynn. He was a
Nordmaar. Seeing an opportunity to get paid three
was dwarven territory, there was an ancient highway
an
Amalgamation,
secretary and minor
times for the same job, she accepted. Roleplay Captain
that ran East-West, in the unclaimed lands, between
defenses
of
a
Bluespawn
spymaster in Neraka
Cordaric sending them on their mission. The tower in
Robann and Garotte. The dwarves constructed
Stormlizard).
before being recruited by
question is of dwarven construction, first intended to
watchtowers to guard the highway. Now the highway
Mdetn. He is a nice guy,
guard the now long-destroyed dwarven highway.
is all but gone, and few of the watchtowers remain.
Killing him and moving though soft-spoken. He
Suspiscious
activity
has
been
reported
there,
and
the
But Mdetn has claimed one of the ruins as his own. He
up the stairs gets you
fervently believes in
PCs are to figure out what's going on, if it warrants
has sent agents to carefully rebuild it, and from it a
confronted by a puzzle.
Mdetn's cause, and will
putting
an
end
to,
and
putting
an
end
to
it.
Cordaric
trusted lieutenant named Ihatt Vorynnn coordinates
This
long
hallway
looks
not betray him short of
Mdetn's plots via carrier pigeons. Strange activity near instructs the PCs – though she makes clear this was not
structurally
unsound.
As
torture.
in the three nations' mandate – to see if anything needs
the tower has drawn the attention of all three nations.
soon
as
all
the
players
following up on at the tower, and if so to follow it as
enter it, rocks begin to fall from the ceiling, the whole
far as they see fit.
The Beginning
area shakes and rumbles. Begin counting down slowly
So, this is the first session! Start by explaining about
from 10. Answer questions by nodding or shaking the
She also gives the PCs griffins, with which to travel.
Nordmaar, and let them pick from the background
head ("No, there is not enough time to dash down to
However, the griffins are more valuable to the
options for their character backgrounds. They start at
the far end.") With luck, they'll stampede out around
company than the PCs are. As such, they have been
level 8.
the corner, though a character who stays in the tunnel
well-trained to flee combat, not to go indoors, into
after the 10 seconds (or who returns to the tunnel and
cities or into dungeons, or to go anywhere they feel
Start in medias res (in the middle of the story, with no
an attack of +15 vs. will fails) will discover it was all
uneasy. In other words, they won't do anything that
explanation as to how you got here). Just open up with
an illusion, and they can proceed.
will help the PCs beyond just ferrying them around.
"As you lie in the tall grass on the ridgeline, watching
a ruined tower for signs of movement, you hear
Confronting Ihatt Vorynn
Exploring the Tower
rustling. You see six enormous pythons slithering
At the top, they find the officer in his office. He's
towards you. Suddenly, they rise up and transform into The tower sits atop a square blockhouse. There is no
throwing open a cage of pigeons (no messages on their
vaguely reptilian humanoids. They draw weapons and door, but in the shadows on the other side of the
legs) out the window. The fireplace crackles and is full
doorway is a lowered portcullis. It's rusty, but a
rush at you silently. Roll for initiative."
of documents and ledgers. He turns to them and says
cursory examination reveals that the rust does not
penetrate, and brushing the portcullis off reveals black "There. Your damage will be minimized." In the room
FIGHT: 4 Snaketongue warriors, 1 snaketongue
there are a number of things: the remains of a great
cast iron. There are three obvious Spike Tube traps
map with markers and labels, charred beyond
celebrant, and 1 snaketongue assassin. The terrain is
(level 9 warders) next to the portcullis.
legibility, and a number of ledgers, all charred beyond
just grass. The whole point is for them to get to know
their character's abilities better.
The damage and ruination is superficial. Someone has recognition (hastily burned), except for one, whose
cover survived. The inside front cover has a numbered
very carefully repaired the structural damage while
Those Yuan-Ti are followers of Mdetn, brought up
leaving the exterior largely unaffected. The interior of list of vague descriptions of the plots above a map with
from the darkest reaches of Taman Busuk to guard this the blockhouse has a mess hall, barracks, and so forth numbers pointing by arrows to places on the map.
tower. The PCs have no way to find this out – I'm just for 6 enlisted men and one officer. If you travel up the Should the administrator of the place be compromised,
he will have his brain hemorrhage when captured. (the
justifying it to you.
stairs into the tower, trained characters get a Hard
magical equivalent of a remote-activated cyanide
perception DC to spot that the part of the wall is not
capsule). I would recommend, if the PCs try to
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interrogate him (without torture) that he tell the PCs
(in a kind manner) that someone is orchestrating a
massive operation, that it will destroy countless
terrible things, and that it will be the greatest good the
world has ever seen. Then have him kill himself with
the brain hemorrhage.
You can also view this map in the 'maps' section at the
end of the document, if you don't want your players to
see the information on this page.
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Sessions in Mohrlexctlan
1 - Treehouse
The Map's Note
Hunger may drive the exiles from their ruined
pyramids in the darkest jungle.

so exploitative of the natural resources, but since there
are fewer resources to begin with in the ruins (little can
grow on giant stone blocks, and there's been a bakali
tribe here for generations), these guys have nearly
wiped out the local ecosystem. The jarak-sinn are now
starting to make raids on nearby bakali villages, and
the locals fear that the bakali may soon migrate into
Nordish territory, which Nord might interpret as an act
of war.

The secret, though, is that the jarak-sinn are being led
by a beholder. The beholder was trapped by bakali
shamans thousands of years ago, and held in stasis at
the bottom of a great pit. The jarak-sinn, when they
Session Overview
The PCs will arrive in the jungle, talk to some natives, moved into the ruins after slaughtering the native
explore ancient ruins, and kill a beholder and some of bakali of the ruins, awoke the beholder and worship it
as a god. The civilized bakali who lived here
its evil worshippers.
thousands of years ago lived their lives aware of the
danger the beholder posed, but with unconcern, like a
town underneath a dam. They did, however, make the
Background
beholder something of a point of pride, and were fond
The bakali (Krynn's lizardfolk) were the first
intelligent beings on Krynn. Ruled by the dragons they of the motif of an eye, either closed or open. The
bakali who lived in treehouses before the bakali
worshipped, they constructed great cities, learned
slaughtered them just avoided the pit and tried to
magic, and built a civilization – all without the use of
forget about it.
fire or the wheel. The bakali civilization eventually
fell, however, and they were cursed by Takhisis and
Hiddukel. From then on, some of all the bakali eggs
Arrival
would develop into jarak-sinn, brutish, hulking
When the PCs arrive in the area, they cannot see the
monstrosities, who quickly came to dominate their
ruins, as the tree cover blocks them out. When they
weaker brethren. Under the control of the jarak-sinn,
land, they can start looking around for what's going on.
the bakali became a force for evil in the world. With
They draw attention, and are soon followed by a bakali
the aid of the dragon overlord Pitch, however, the
hunting party from a tribe that lives in the rainforest a
bakali have since overthrown their jarak-sinn masters,
few miles from the ruins. The lizardfolk are suspicious
and banished them to the forgotten corners of the
of outsiders, but willing to talk, especially if there's
empire. However, in this session, this new paradigm
one in the party. The bakali never actually go into the
has been subverted.
ruins, but some roleplay will reveal directions to the
ruins, reports of jarak-sinn raids on other nearby bakali
A large band of jarak-sinn has slaughtered a tribe of
tribes for food, and eyewitness accounts of an
freed bakali that lived in huts perched in immense
enormous shape that moves through the canopy (that
jungle trees growing in the ruins of a bakali city,
would be the beholder, though none of the bakali got a
whose original inhabitants left millennia ago. Now the
good enough look at it to see any features beyond its
jarak-sinn occupy the village. The jarak-sinn elsewhere
presence).
in Mohrlexctlan are just skating the thin ice from being
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Exploring the City
When entering the ruins, they find an egret lying next
to a trip wire with poison darts in its body, warning
them of the presence of traps. Exploring the ruins is a
series of four complexity 1 skill challenges (4
successes before 3 failures). In each challenge, they
are searching for traps, for clues what's going on, and
for where they can find the jarak-sinn. When they
succeed at the skill challenge, they are able to discern
based on tracking, city layout, and so forth (let 'em get
creative) which way they should go, and travel on to
the next location. If at no point during the challenge
they make a roll that would spot the trap, they set the
trap off when they win (or lose) the challenge. As they
go through, describe for them what they find, and play
up the ecological disaster the jarak-sinn are causing.
1. An overgrown marketplace with lianas climbing the
'stalls' (all that remains are a few stones stacked on
each other in vaguely square stall-sized patterns).
There appears to be a 'closed eye' motif used
throughout, carved on many of the stones. The trap is a
Field of Snares.
2. A huge pyramid with a great bowl at the top, now
full of water and home to poison dart frogs. There is an
open eye carved at the bottom of the bowl. The trap is
a Leg Breaker Trap.
3. An immense stone pit, with evidence of recent
excavation at the bottom. Other than the recent
excavation, this is the most verdant area of the ruins
you've seen thus far, with little to no evidence of
humanoid presence. The trap is Ghoul Teeth.
4. A great arena, now a pond with caimans sunning
themselves in the seats. The trap is a Fighter-Flinger.
Once you've given the basics of the area, ask a player
to flesh it out further. Let the players get invested in
creating a rich world. Succeeding at all four means
they find the walled temple complex where the treehut
village is located. Failing one of the skill challenges
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means they do not get to attempt the rest, and keep
wandering around 'til they're attacked by a jarak-sinn
hunting party (stats of 1 blackscale bruiser and 10 orc
warriors). Note that all orc warriors in this adventure
are Large and have Reach 2. Following back the
direction the patrol was coming from will lead them to
the complex.
However, the way into the temple complex is blocked.
Two guards stand in the way. There are three ways to
get through this.
1. Bluff the guards. This requires 6 successes before 3
failures.
2. Kill them. This alerts the complex, and you have 60
(50 if you dealt with the hunting party) monsters with
the stats of orc warriors coming after you. Surviving
will be – er – tough.
3. Search for a secret way in. As a matter of fact, the
bakali who built this place so many millennia ago did
put in such a route. Finding it (1 more complexity 1
exploration skill challenge to find an ancient bakery –
no traps this time) reveals a hidden trap door
underneath where there probably used to be an oven.
Down an ancient stone tunnel, slick with mud, they
come to this puzzle:
A locked stone door. On the other side, they hear – of
all things – Captain Cordaric barking orders! Once the
door is pushed open, the sounds are replaced by the
sounds of great confusion (a clatter, the sound of a few
people talking at once, the words almost
comprehensible) and running, all coming from around
a bend in the corridor, in conjunction with a faint glow
(very like a torch) receding quickly. If they hang back,
the noise fades. The noise-makers got away. If they
pursue, the PCs stumble into a trap. The floor is on a
counterweight so that when they get far enough down
the corridor past the bend, the floor starts tilting so the
PCs are suddenly heading downhill. If they keep
going, they slide down the mud-slick tunnel into a
small space below the great stone floor. With their
weight off it, the floor rises back up, trapping them
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beneath it.
They'll have to
dig their way
out.
Fortunately, the
ground has
softened and
the stones have
shifted since
the trap was
constructed,
and it's not too
tough to get out
(DC 15
endurance to
dig), but let
them have
some panic.

Villain
The beholder calls himself The
High Lord of Fire. The jarak-sinn,
who respect only strength, worship
him as a demigod. He likes to
scare the PCs by showing off his
teeth. He considers the ruins to be
his domain, and has subtle plans to
extend his influence over the
whole rainforest. He is aware of
Mdetn, but he refuses to speak to
Mdetn or his servants. Once he is
certain the PCs will be of no use to
him, he roars savagely and eye
rays the PCs.

The tunnel comes out among a pile of enormous
stones, where the PCs can exit without attracting
attention. When the PCs leave, the jarak-sinn will look
at the PCs with confusion, but the jarak-sinn don't say
anything – the guards let them through, right?

FIGHT: 1 Beholder Eye of Flame (13e) and 2

Blackscale Bruisers
This large house is a mere 30 ft (3d10 falling damage)
above the ground (and takes one full round to re-enter
after falling from). There are a number of windows (no
glass) in the room, but their bottoms are off the
ground, so a target gets two saving throws to avoid
being thrown out them.
When the beholder dies, the tribe dissolves. All the
Jarak Sinn run into the forest in all different directions
and hide. The bakali will pick them off one by one
over the next few weeks.

Finishing Up

The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session').

The Occupied Village

The village is in a large square in front of a low
pyramid with doors and windows in it. Investigating
the pyramid reveals it's deserted. No one has lived in it
for centuries. The square itself is mostly leaf litter,
with the occasional corner of a cobblestone sticking
up. Several huge trees thrust out of the square. Crudely
designed but well-made houses perch in the branches
or encircle the trunks. Some can be accessed by spiral
stairs up the trunks, others by climbing rope ladders.
The largest has a faint red light coming out its
windows. All these buildings were constructed by
bakali, not their Jarak-Sinn occupiers.
Heading up there reveals – surprise! – the beholder
holding audiences with the jarak-sinn. The PCs will
likely roleplay with the beholder, but will eventually
fight him.
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2 - Gnolls

actively than ever, and spreading chaos and fear where raiders carried many bodies off as food for their tribe).
they go. One tribe of gnolls is particularly nasty, and is
capable of creating undead creatures called
Tracking the Raiders
'witherlings'. The gnolls have raided a human village,
This is an
The Map's Note
killed all the inhabitants, and taken many bodies as
opportunity to
Across fen and moor, the gorger drags his prey from
food.
have a fun
their homes.
tracking
Arrival
(nature,
Session Overview
The PCs are led to the village by the plume of smoke. endurance,
The session starts in a human village on the moors.
The PCs arrive and find the village on fire. Witherlings Gnolls left behind the witherlings to slow pursuers and perception, etc.
hopefully kill anyone who could tell about the raid.
checks)
roam the paths. They have to defeat the witherlings
sequence,
and track the gnoll raiders into the moors. Eventually,
maybe with a
they will find the camp where the rest of the gnolls'
FIGHT: 1 Witherling horned terror. 8 Witherling
map. Run a complexity 3 skill challenge (8 successes
tribe is, and have to deal with those gnolls somehow.
rabble. 1 giant witherling contraption (it attacks like a before 3 failures). The PCs may only land twice –
This session is very light on the roleplay and story
Decrepit Flesh Golem). The giant witherling
otherwise, they are too slow and the raiders reach their
– it's much more about satiating your players' desire to
contraption is a failed experiment to create an
village. With all
mindlessly kill things. There's one in every party that
immense witherling. It's made from skin and muscle
the game trails
you have to keep happy by throwing a session like this
from numerous bodies stretched too tightly over a
that criss-cross
Villain
to him now and again. This session has lots of pictures
wooden frame. If the PCs attack it, make clear the
the moors, and
Remrr the Blood-Gorger leads the
because most Americans have no idea what a moor
futility of their task – their blows are having almost no with them
pack the PCs have to fight. He
looks like.
effect. Bringing the thing down is a complexity 1 skill having to figure
uses the stats of a gnoll gorger. He
challenge (4 successes before 3 failures). Failure
out which route savagely attacks the party,
means the thing survives 'til everything else is dead,
Background
the gnolls took
howling incoherently, biting off
The Great Moors of Nordmaar have always been home takes one last swing, and then lumbers off into the
their booty each chunks of flesh and eating them.
to savage gnolls. Pitch has managed to 'pacify' most of moors. If they track it, they watch it fall into a stream, time, this won't He feeds on the blood of his kin to
unable to get back up.
them, so the survivors keep mostly to themselves.
be easy. The
inspire himself to greater
However, Mdetn has stirred the gnolls up again with
trick is to catch savagery.
Exploring the village will find that no one is here, but up to the raiders
promises of plunder. Now they are raiding more
that there aren't enough bodies (that's because the
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before they reach the village. If they make it back in
time, the number of gnolls at the camp might be too
much for the PCs to handle.

they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session').

FIGHT: [1 gnoll gorger (level 7), 3 hyenas (level 2), 3
gnoll marauders (level 6), and 5 gnoll huntmasters
(level 5)]. The fight takes place in a bog. The
huntmasters crouch behind bushes to grant them
concealment, and the melee fighters run out and take
advantage of the warren of difficult terrain (mud,
streams, and bushes) to tie up the PCs. If the fight gets
boring (too many monsters slows the action down) or
too tough, the gnolls, being cowards, can flee by ones
and twos.
IMPORTANT. The gorger has a wand of invisibility in
one of his pouches. He had no idea what it did; he just
thought it looked neat and might be worth something.
He picked it up on an earlier raid. The wand is
weakening. It will only be useful for another 24 hours.
It lets the user become invisible for ten minutes, but
only contains two charges.
When the PCs kill the raiders, they will be close
enough to the gnoll tribe's camp to see it.

The Gnoll Camp

As for dealing with the camp, this is one area where
the PCs will have to think for themselves. The camp is
built around a bonfire. Bodies are piled up in a few
stacks forming a ring around the bonfire, between the
fire and the tents. Thus, the gnolls can keep an eye on
them. Several dozen witherlings stand motionless in a
huddle on one edge of the camp. There are no
livestock or food stores of any type – beyond, of
course, the bodies.

Finishing Up

The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
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3 - Maze

Skill challenge: Exploring the maze. They enter a large
room with a small pond and a massive oak, and the
Villain
bushes start moving. They move in such a way that the
The Everblooming, a dryad of poisonous plants. She entrance to the room starts rotating around the walls,
The Map's Note
was created by Zeboim, goddess of the sea, after the
much like how a string of christmas lights can make it
Nature's vengeance is slow, but deadly as a poisoned
cataclysm to watch over this former stretch of
look like a light is moving simply by turning lights on
thorn.
Zeboim's domain. In all the time the Everblooming
and off, except with opening and closing openings.
has watched over this area, she has never faced a
The entrance spins faster and faster until the PCs can
major threat, and so has no concept of defeat. Thus,
no longer keep sight of it. As it's doing this, it's
Session Overview
her countermeasures are a little halfway. They're
shrinking in size. The PCs have to peruse the walls to
The PCs find a great maze of vines and brambles has
nasty enough to be a problem (she thinks that's nasty find the entrance (1 success at either nature or
grown up across the highway that is the lifeblood of
enough to be a guaranteed stopper), but not nasty
perception, medium DC) and slide through it. Next,
Mohrlexctlan as a modern state. They must venture
enough to stop the PCs for certain (since she's never
they go wandering down a corridor that turns out to be
deep into the maze and stop the dryad of poisonous
had to do this before). She's also something of a
a dead end. When they turn around they see the
plants who created it. Otherwise, trade will fail, as will
perfectionist, explaining why the maze actually
passageway has closed behind them. They have to
rapid communications and troop responses and
functions as a maze, with an entrance and route to
placate the maze into opening the closed passageway
severely hamper Mohrlexctlan in the fight to come.
the center. Once no trace of the highway remains,
(1 religion and 1 nature success, medium DCs). Then,
The swampy maze itself is semisentient, like a chimp,
she will withdraw, leaving her grove restored.
as they wander the corridors of the maze, they start to
and is tasked with confusing anyone who enters and
realize that the maze is semi-intelligent, responding to
getting them to stumble into areas where they can be
their statements in a manner that gets them lost but
Inside the Maze
sealed in.
does not truly harm them (1 success with either
With any luck, the PCs will choose to venture in
dungeoneering, nature, or insight, medium DCs). Then
through the entrance (their griffin mounts will not
Background
carry them over the maze; they fear whatever is going they have to convince the maze to give up and let them
A dryad of poisonous plants was angered by the
in inside.) All the walls, ceilings, etc. are made of plant talk to the Everblooming (4 successes before 3
construction of the highway a few years ago, which
life. It reacts to stimulus (not wise to hack through it – failures, hard DCs). If at any point, they fail this
encounter, they spend a full day wandering the maze
destroyed a grove of particularly noxious weeds. She
every attack provokes an attack +14 vs AC, 2d6+5
nursed her desire for revenge until approached by
damage), but is not sentient, and is not an extension of aimlessly. After that (succeed or fail), the maze opens
up a straight shot with a single dog-leg in it. The dogagents of Mdetn who promised he would support her.
the dryad. First up is a trap – it's The Teeth (10e
To that end, she has built a swampy maze of plant
obstacle), except instead of stone, it's made of cypress leg contains the sunflower puzzle/trap (see below).
Once they get through that, the maze leads straight to
matter across the highway, obstructing traffic, and
knees and tree branches, and in place of an image,
the Everblooming.
effectively cutting the nation of Mohrlexctlan in two,
there is a spiked turtle shell (a holy symbol of
but blocking the only route that offers ease of travel
Zeboim). The teeth have a backwards-pulling motion.
across the empire.
The remains of everyone who's gone in are strewn
behind the teeth.
The Heart of the Maze

Arrival

When the PCs first arrive at the maze, they find a
regiment of Mohrlexctlani soldiers encamped by it.
The soldiers are tasked with destroying it, but all their
efforts have been in vain – hacking at it just makes it
attack back, and the maze reseals the hole. There's an
entrance a quarter mile south, but everyone who's gone
in hasn't come back out.

Evil United

After a bit more wandering through the maze, the PCs
encounter a speaking pitcher plant, through which they
can interact with the Everblooming (think of it as a
two-way radio with the dryad). After the RPing, they
should take a path and see her at the end of it, but she
closes the pathway, and the PCs can't cut through fast
enough to catch up.

FIGHT: The Everblooming, Briar witch dryad (13e

controller), 2 Greenvise vines (7 soldier), 1 Shambling
mound (9 brute). This fight takes place in the branches
of a great tree. There are multiple levels of branches
(the branches are all 5ft across except right next to the
trunk), and where they cross (always at chest height)
it's represented by dotted lines on the lower one.
Climbing up a "level of branch" is either an athletics
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check for it to be as moving one square, or a move
action. Failing such an athletics check or getting hit in
melee provokes a DC 10 acrobatics check or fall out of
the tree. Falling deals 2d6 damage, then the enchanted
earth sucks you in, up through the tree, and spits you
out on a random branch (1d6 damage, roll to determine
which pre-placed knot on the tree you're spat out of).
The tree in question is the living heart of the maze, and
the source of its intelligence. Killing it is the only way
to destroy the maze.

Finishing Up
The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session').

Sunflower Puzzle/Trap
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4 - Khisanth
The Map's Note

caused the two races to separate from each other, and
retreat from the small towns to one fortified town for
each race.

The tensions are largely over perception. The devas
The ancient sage will open the path through hatred and see the tieflings as chaotic and destructive beings with
discord.
ties to the abyss. The tieflings see the devas as
oppressive zealots. While each race has some small
tendency towards these states, they are mostly normal
Session Overview
people who look funny. Each side is unwilling to give
The Devas and Tieflings (see Khisanth's tablets for
ground to the other, so tensions have deteriorated
more information on them) were invited by Pitch to
almost to the point of warfare. Only a few from each
settle in the Marches of Morhlexctlan, in the south.
However, the two races took to squabbling. They have race have been murdered, but mass violence is coming.
Each side is using the militias they formed to defend
quite good militias for defense, but they're defending
the border to defend against each other. Because of
against each other, not Taman Busuk. Little deva or
this, the area is almost defenseless from an attack from
tiefling blood has been spilled yet, but it's not long in
the south.
coming, and until the hatred can be resolved, the
southern border is defenseless. The PCs have to get the
two races to cooperate. However, once they succeed,
the first deva or tiefling who agrees to play nice
suddenly starts advocating open warfare, and the
whole plan is almost a failure. They check him out and
find he's been magically dominated. They trace him
back to the lair of a behir, who has some interesting
story rewards in her rearmost chamber.

Background

The marchlands (little-governed borderlands) of
Mohrlexctlan are on the south side of the kingdom.
They are almost entirely tropical moorland. When
devas and tieflings started appearing fully formed
throughout his kindom (the tieflings and devas, too,
have no idea how they got there), Pitch saw it as a
golden opportunity to settle his marchlands. To this
end, he gave any and all devas and tieflings the right to
settle in his Marchlands, and govern themselves semiautonomously, provided that they organize themselves
for the defense of the border. At first, they did so,
settling in a string of small towns that ensured no army
could get through unnoticed, but fortifying some so
they can retreat to them when under attack. But
growing tensions between the devas and tieflings
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beast. Devas tend to name themselves after some
feature of the world, or their profession. Usually this
has religious symbolism.
Sample devas: Ember the potter. Platinum and Oak,
both farmers. Bellows the smith.
The deva society is modeled on a milder version of
real-world theocracies. Anyone who does not do what
the leadership of the community feels is right (like the
tieflings) is disobeying the will of the gods, a serious
crime.

The tieflings live in the fortified town of Sorrow's
Watch, which is surrounded by a well-constructed
wooden palisade. The palisade is manned by a handful
of spear-wielding tieflings day and night. The council
of Sorrow's Watch is led by a woman named
Determination. The PCs will find an ally in Vigilance,
Determination's second-in-command. The streets of
Sorrow's Watch are laid out somewhat haphazardly,
Geography of the Marchlands
but the buildings are well-constructed. Everyone has
Consult the pictures of moors from '2 - Gnolls'
their own small house. Tradespeople live above their
workshops. Those who arrived in the city too late to
The devas live in the fortified town of Godsrest.
find space for their own home live in sturdy huts built
Godsrest has a hastily constructed stone wall
as second stories atop the larger houses. Large herds of
encircling it (made from stones pulled out of the
cattle, sheep, and goats browse outside the walls, and
moors), which is well-manned by spear-bearing devas provide most of the town's food. The tieflings look out
day and night. The council of Godsrest is led by a man for one another, and there is no poverty. Sorrow's
named Fisherman. When the PCs try to convince the
Watch sends a weekly tribute to the Behir who lives in
devas to reduce tensions with the tieflings, they will
the marchlands, consisting mostly of goatmeat.
find an ally on the council named Horn. All the devas Tieflings tend to name themselves after a defining
are part of the militia, and live in pseudo-barracks,
virtue.
where each person gets their own private 3 foot by 8
Sample tieflings: Resilience the carpenter. Patience the
foot room. Godsrest has a higher than normal number shepherd. Beneficence the cowhand. Courage the
of temples for a city in the wilderness. Other than
candlemaker.
these two features, the town is fairly normal, boasting The tiefling society is modeled on a milder version of
two smithies, several carpenters, and the like. Fields of Ayn Rand's individualism. Anything infringing on
potatoes, tomatoes, peppers, peas, beans, and onions
someone's gods-given freedom and individuality is
grow outside the walls. The fields do not extend far
evil and must be opposed, including granting the
enough to be unprotected, which limits food
council significant amounts of power.
production. Fortunately, devas seem to have a slow
metabolism. Godsrest sends a weekly tribute to the
Behir who lives in the marchlands. Usually, this entails
someone from town telling the Behir great stories,
performing dances or songs, or otherwise amusing the
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A behir dwells in a
cave under a great
mound in a desolate
part of the moor. She
demands a weekly
tribute from both the
tieflings and the devas
in exchange for sparing
them. Read more about
this behir in the 'villain'
sidebar.

Arriving in the
Marchlands

Villain

The behir is actually
Khisanth (the black dragon
from Dragons of Autumn
Twilight) reborn. Roleplay
her as such. Mdetn has
promised her absolute
control over the
marchlands if she
continues doing what she's
doing and does not oppose
him. Khisanth's story can
be found in Khisanth's
tablets.

the trap.
Finally they come to the behir's room.

FIGHT: 1 behir bolter whelp (level 8 solo). The room

is quite large, and has a few raised stone areas, which
she can climb over easily, but serve as obstacles to the
PCs.
In the last chamber, they find some tablets (see below).

Finishing Up

The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
Once the PCs arrive in
the marchlands, they will quickly figure out something want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session').
is wrong, if only by all the abandoned villages. How
they resolve the situation is up to them. If they bring
both parties to the bargaining table, it's a skill
Tablets
challenge – 8 successes before 3 failures. However,
once they have resolved the tensions to a degree where One tablet, off to the side says "I, Mdetn, the One Who
Walks, promise the Marchlands of Mohrlexctlan to
they feel like their task is done, Vigilance and Horn
start loudly demanding declaring war. If the PCs didn't Khisanth the behir should she continue to turn the
local devas and tieflings against each other and not
interact with Vigilance or Horn, choose the first ally
the PCs had in defusing tensions in each town. A little oppose me in my conquest." This is inscribed by a
questioning will reveal that both were the latest bearers knife, though the "X" at the bottom looks scratched in
by a sharp claw.
of the tribute to the Behir.
For the rest, consult (I'd recommend printing out)
Khisanth's tablets. This is an especially strong story
With any luck, the PCs will head to the Behir's cave. In reward for a dragonborn, shifter, deva, or tiefling PC.
the cave, they first enter the audience chamber
(empty), which features a large bowl with a few
electric-blue scales in it. After that, they come to a
trap. The floor is covered in spikes, though they're far
apart enough to allow medium characters to walk
through them. Any pressure whatsoever makes all the
spikes shoot up, then retract, potentially on every step.
So, every square of movement is +15 vs. reflex, 1d6+5
damage. The trap is eight squares long. The behir just
climbs the tunnel roof to get around them. Hopefully
the PCs will come up with a zany plan to get around

Lair of the Behir
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Khisanth's Tablets
The following is found written in draconic on several
dwarf-sized stone tablets, apparently inscribed by a
sharp claw. They are arranged in a pile.
On the Enigmatic New Races
When I was born, the Third Dragonwar was nearly
over. Thanks to the actions of that thrice-cursed knight
Huma Dragonbane, my bakali handlers were forced to
put me into the long sleep. I awoke not long before the
War of the Lance. I served in the Dragonarmies, and
slew the Black Dragon Highlord for disgracing me. As
punishment, Takhisis condemned me to guard the
Disks of Mishakal in Xak Tsaroth. My final memory
was of a plainswoman striding towards me, bearing the
blue crystal staff, and striking me with it. As a brilliant
blue light flashed, I had the feeling of being pulled
from my body.
When I awoke, I was no longer in Xak Tsaroth. I was
in here, in a cave in Nordmaar. My beautiful black
scales had turned to the electric blue of Mishakal's
staff, my body had shrunk, and my legs had multiplied.
I seemed to be a young Behir. While researching this
mystery, I explored the area, and acquired a scrying
basin. Through it, I learned a number of interesting
things.
1. Eighty years have passed since Xak Tsaroth.
2. My treasure hoard in Xak Tsaroth has been
underwater about that long as well.
3. The world has changed remarkably again. New
races have appeared (and some have disappeared)
during those seventy years, including dragonspawn,
fire dragons, half-sane kender, dragonborn, tieflings,
devas, and shifters.

existence at about the same time I did. Some, too, have
memories of a past life. The devas speak of dim
recollections of a previous existence devoted to the
gods. The dragonborn recount memories of being
ripped from a dark, comfortable place by unnatural
forces. The shifters recall cruel magical experiments
being worked on their bodies. The tieflings have no
memories at all – they do not seem to have existed
before appearing on Krynn.

sent out legions of shadow wights to erase mortals
from existence. Not truly slain, though, such souls may
have been as unable to pass through the gate of souls
as I was. As they never existed, they would have no
memories of a past life, and their appearances might be
twisted and devilish to reflect their souls' withering
under the wights' touch.

The dragonborn raise more interesting questions still. I
learned of the creation of draconians for the War of the
Based on my experiences, I have come to the
Lance, and how metallic dragon eggs were corrupted
following conclusions.
by foul magicks – but what of the soul inside?
Certainly, the soul would not be present in the
When the plainswoman struck me with the staff, my
inherently evil draconians, as metallics are pathetically
soul was sucked from my body by the power of the
good. The dragonborn humanoid appearance matches
goddess Mishakal. However, since I had not truly died, the magic that ripped them from their eggs – the magic
I could not pass through the gate of souls spoken of by to create humanoid draconians. The dragonborn
the Dark Queen's clerics. Instead, my soul remained on memories of a dark, comforting place – their egg
this stage of existence, until, for whatever reason, it
– further corroborates this idea.
was given a body. This body, while superficially
similar to my old one, is different, and relates to the
As for the shifters, I am not historian enough to guess
manner of my departure from Krynn.
their origins. Perhaps the elves might know more.
It seems quite possible that something similar
happened to the dragonborn, tieflings, shifters, and
devas. If I were given a body at this time, it would
make sense that other souls who had not died would be
given theirs as well.
The devas' memories of lives devoted to the gods
would seem to point to past lives as the true clerics
whisked from the world before the cataclysm. They
seem to be drawn towards the ruined city of
Godshome in the Khalkists, which further corroborates
this idea, and their appearance as angelic, otherworldly
beings matches their being taken from the world by the
gods themselves.

The tieflings' demonic appearance seems to suggest
their souls had contact with the abyssal – or with the
mad god Chaos. I have heard mention of a "summer of
The dragonborn, tieflings, shifters and devas interest
me the most for, like me, they appeared fully formed in flame," during which a god styling himself as the "AllFather," attempted to destroy Krynn. Apparently, he
odd parts of Krynn. Furthermore, they all came into
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so to speak. Pulling the lever will open the door to 3,
but also cause massive rumbling, as the whole room
shakes and slowly turns on its side as the colossus
stands up. If they rush back to room 1 (now running
down what used to be the wall), they will be able to
look out what they can now see was the ear canal of
FIGHT: 1 Human Pirate Captain, 2 Human Pirates,
the colossus and realize their predicament: they're in a
and 2 Human Archers (level 9). The room is detailed in construct which is now starting to walk around through
the upper-right-hand corner of the map for this
the jungle.
The Map's Note
dungeon. The right side of the room is twenty feet
A thousand tunnels and traps guard the heart of our
higher than the left, and can be accessed by the stairs. 3: There is a breeze blowing out of this room.
greatest warrior.
There is a railing around the drop-off. The pirates tied Climbing up the ladder to 3, there is a brain in a jar.
ropes to the ceiling above the railing. The PCs enter
This brain is that of the evil wizard Cataclysmitus, and
the cave via the entrance in the lower-left. The starting it is quite mad. It uses its magic to dominate the person
Session Overview
The PCs explore a cave complex. A short ways in, they locations for the captain (C) the pirates (P) and the
in the party with the most damaging at-will power. (see
archers (A) are shown. The pirate and captain along
find a lever and (with any luck) pull it. Doing so
"dominated" in the Player's Handbook) It then has the
the railing swing down on the ropes as a charge action character attack the most vulnerable PC with that atactivates the giant stone colossus which the cave
against the PCs. The pirate by the stairs never strays
complex just happens to be inside of. They must
will power. If the dominated character is reduced to 0
navigate through traps and puzzles stolen directly from far from the stairs – he's supposed to be stopping the
HP, it will dominate another one. Only breaking the jar
PCs from engaging the archers. When the archers
(and then made a little less nasty than) the classic
and destroying the brain will stop this and release the
come under melee attack, the pirates and the captain
AD&D module The Tomb of Horrors to reach the
dominated PC. Cataclysmitus has no motivation
will use their climbing ability to ascend the ropes and beyond wanting to hurt and kill things. If a PC is
colossus' beating heart and shut the thing down.
come to their aid. Roleplaying the ridiculous fun of the teleported there from 4, the brain sends him back down
pirates "yarrr"ing through combat could be a lot of fun to 4 to attack his companions.
Background
if you don't take it too seriously.
Mdetn has dispatched an alchemist to construct an
4: A navy blue magic portal with three switches on the
enormous colossus in the heart of the Nordish jungle.
frame (all in the down position). The nature of the
Inside
the
Colossus
When the time is right, the colossus (which is lying on
portal is such that objects that go in it appear in a new
Room
1:
This
is
the
place
the
pirates
are
in.
The
door
its side, buried) will stand up and start tromping
place, with no portal back. Thus, there is constantly a
on the upper level is locked. The pirates, (who are
through the jungle, attacking villages and supply
breeze into it (air goes in, but not back out). A medium
searching for buried treasure, remember?) have not
trains, and generally causing havoc and tying up
difficulty Arcana can figure this out from the nature of
bothered to unlock it. Medium DC thievery or Hard
Nordish troops. The PCs, however, will inadvertently
the portal. A Hard nature roll can figure it out from the
DC athletics to open it.
set the whole thing off a little early.
breeze. The portal leads to 3. If they put the switches
in the right sequence (left up middle down right
2: As they travel deeper into the head of the colossus
down), the color changes to deep forest green, and it
Arriving
(which they should still believe to be a boulder), they
The area where the PCs arrive is a jungle. The only
go 'round a dog-leg intersection. At the end of it, there leads down to level 2 (or back to level 3, if you're at
the identical portal on level 2). Switches reset after
break in the canopy is above an immense boulder the
are two things: a lever in the floor and a locked door.
size of a house. There appears to be a cave mouth in
The door is magically sealed, and they will not be able someone goes through.
the boulder. Inside it, they find PIRATES! The pirates to open it, get around it, or otherwise avoid it. The
are there because they are camping out in the cave
alchemist who built the colossus has seen to this. He
while they search for BURIED TREASURE. These
opens the door by touching a particular door-opening
pirates are quite stereotypical, and enjoy saying such
magical artifact to it. The lever is his safeguard against
things as "Yarrrr," "Avast," and "Splice the main
intrusion and his way to get inside if he 'lost his key',

Sessions in Nord

brace!" Some of them have parrots, and one may even
have a monkey. This is entirely ridiculous, but I really
wanted to put some very silly pirates somewhere in
this campaign. Shiver me timbers.

1 - Colossus
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5. The PCs enter a T intersection. To the left and right,
twenty feet down the corridor, are wide double doors
(shut). Behind each double door is a gas that attacks at
+5 vs. Fort every turn to put the character to sleep
(nothing can wake them, not even damage, except the
gas dispersing) AND a giant stone juggernaut (think a
tank with rolling pins for wheels that wants to crush
you) exactly as wide as the hallway. The gas disperses
after four rounds, and will only re-form once both
doors are closed (Takes four rounds to do so).
Continuing past the doors, you round a corner (which
the juggernaught can't follow you round, owing to
their perfect size), and another set of doors. The
juggernaughts will not attack the villain, and he can

climb over them with ease when he has to enter or exit
his colossus. If a juggernaught manages to trap a PC
underneath him (+18 vs. Reflex, automatic hit on
prone characters), it attacks at +15 vs. Fort for 3d8+3
damage (miss is half damage). Escaping is a Medium
acrobatics check. They are 5 feet tall, 15 ft long, and
have a speed of 10. The obvious solution is jumping on
top of them, but your PCs may come up with
something more devious still.
6. This magical lift will take the PCs down to level 3,
or up to level 2.
7. A hall full of pillars. Touching any of them makes
you levitate up to the ceiling, which is
smooth (no handholds). Once up there, you
realize there's a carved demon mouth
sucking in air, and thus pulling you towards
it. Winding up in his mouth (you move at 4
squares/round) teleports all living matter to
the entrance, but all nonliving matter to 9.
8. This is a dummy portal. It's just like the
other one, except this one starts out russet,
and no amount of switch-flipping will get it
to change color. Stepping into it teleports all
living matter to the entrance, but all
nonliving matter to 9.
9. This small room is bare. Its only function
is to serve as a repository for the PCs' gear
when they are teleported back to the
entrance.
10. There are three chests in this room. In
order, they are gold, silver, and wood. They
are part of the dungeon itself, and cannot be
picked up. Gold and wood give off a magical
aura. Opening gold summons a Deathrattle
Viper (level 5 brute). Opening wood
summons a Minotaur Skeleton (level 6
soldier). Opening silver reveals a small silver
box. Removing the small box sets off the
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fusillade of poison darts (+14 vs. reflex, 3d8+2 poison
damage, miss is half damage). Inside the small silver
box is the key to the door for 11. The villain is wellaware of the trap, and opens the silver box from
behind so as not to be in the path of the darts.
11. The door to 11 is locked in a similar manner to the
one in 2. Only the key in 10 can unlock it. Inside of 11
is a magical lift that will take the PCs down to level 4
(or up to level 3). The lift entrance on level 4 is not
locked.
12. This door looks
as new as the day it
Villain
was first installed.
Enlye of Tarsis, a cultured,
There is not a single friendly British-accented
smudge on it, and
fellow who enjoys chatting
the door handle has with the PCs. He is an
no shiny spots from alchemist, and can mimic the
where it was rubbed effects of truly great
smooth by use
transmutation spells, given
(Hard DC to notice
enough time, through only
this). It's unlocked.
alchemical means. He has
Directly behind it
entered into a partnership with
are a dozen
Mdetn, who will purchase him
crossbows, pointed
ever more exotic and powerful
in various
reagents in exchange for
directions. When it
weapons of war. If he is not
goes off, it attacks
stopped, his colossus will lay
+14 vs reflex
waste to Jungle Nordmen
(3d8+4 damage,
camps, and smaller
miss half damage).
Stonedweller towns.
There is, of course,
nothing back here.
It's just a nasty decoy the villain set up.
13. There's a short dead end over here. The whole area
is wreathed in magical darkness. This, too, is a decoy.
14. This is the final portal. It doesn't actually teleport
you anywhere, but you do have to pass through it. It
changes the gender of anyone (except the villain) who
passes through it to put them off-guard when
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confronting him. Your gender reverts to normal when
you pass back through it. This has great (read: amusing
and potentially childish) roleplaying opportunities.
15. This chamber contains the villain, Enlye of Tarsis,
his bed, his magical workroom, his larder, etc. and the
beating stone heart of the colossus. He doesn't pose a
physical threat to the PCs, and upon being intimidated
will cave into their requests (with dignity).

Finishing Up
The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session') .
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2 - Clocktower
The Map's Note

they encounter a stairway that goes not up, but down.
Going down the stairway, they enter a small
underground complex. The stairs descend into the
large workshop. From there, the rooms are described
in counterclockwise order.

Session Overview

Large workshop:

Gears and machines will hand us the Nordish capital.

The PCs will find a lair underneath the North Keep
clocktower. They will explore, find a new friend, and
ascend to the top of the clocktower to do battle with a
mad gnome.

This workshop is filled with workbenches, tools,
pieces of scrap metal, and various large mechanical
devices. Slumped over in one corner, there is a a large
half-built mechanical humanoid. This humanoid (a sort
of robot) is powered by a tiny captured Djinn, named
Uthman. Uthman is being held in a bell jar in the
Background
center of the 'bot's chest. He can be seen banging on
A mad gnome named Itrynaughosrod (Itry) has quietly the side of the bell jar though a gap in the machinery.
taken over the three hundred foot-tall clocktower in the If the PCs release him, he will tell them about Itry's
center of North Keep. He is harnessing the power of
capturing of elemental spirits to power strange
trapped and bottled elemental spirits for his machines. mechanical devices for an unknown purpose. He
These include a soundwave-focusing device that he
doesn't know much beyond that, and will leave with
has pointed at the North Keep barracks. Once the
grateful thanks once the PCs are done talking to him.
appointed day comes, he will annhilate most of North
Keep's garrison and take over the town.

Library:

This adventure needs to have some soft barriers. The
PCs' griffins will refuse to fly into the city, so they
can't just fly to the top of the clocktower, and if they
try to climb it describe horrific (but well-disguised)
traps that unfold from the tower to make further
passage rather unwise. With luck, these won't even
come up, and the PCs will just walk in through the
front door.

Arrival
The PCs arrive in the city of North Keep, the capital of
Nord. If the PCs ask around for anything involving
gears and machines, they will get a blank look and be
told that the only thing in North Keep that remotely
fits that description is the clocktower.

Under the Clocktower
When they walk in the front door of the clocktower,
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The large central room is a library, with floor-toceiling bookshelves ringing the rough walls. They are
full of scrolls. Some deal with abstract engineering
concepts, others with technical advice, and still
others with schematics.

Spirit-trapping room:
This small room contains two strange mechanical
devices. Trained characters can make two Arcana
checks (each at a Hard DC), one for each device. A
success reveals that the left one, a large sphere with
glowing points and antennae protruding from it at odd
angles, is designed to attract elemental spirits and
elemental fey. The right one, resembling an engine
block with a vacuum hose attached, is designed to trap
them. All the controls do not seem designed for hands
so much as long, pointed appendages.

Elemental spirit storeroom:
In this storeroom, there are at least a hundred
elemental spirits trapped in bell jars. You might want
to play up the colors in your description, as dozens of
different shades of light pulse and sway to a silent
beat. The spirits are very suspicious of the PCs, as
their recent encounters with mortals haven't ended
well. Getting them to trust the PCs is a complexity 2
skill challenge (6 successes before 3 failures). The
elemental spirits know this from the gnome's mad
ramblings as he talks to himself while retrieving
things: Uthman, the tiny djinn, was taken to build a
"windcontrolmech" (the PCs will likely already know

Larder:

This is where Itry keeps his food supplies and other
mundane equipment in barrels, crates, and
cupboards.

Goat-shed:
This back room has a half-dozen goats in it, kept
behind a fence, which is several feet away from a
door (to keep the smell out of the rest of the
complex). There is a pile of hay outside the fence.
Itry keeps the goats here to feed the giant spider, Mr.
Jumpy.
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this, having passed through the large
workroom). Two chaos sprites, creatures of fire
and destruction, were taken to build "firebot."
And a number of genies, fairies, and wind and
stone spirits – all with some specialization in
sound – were taken for what the gnome calls the
"sonofocusingellipticalarraydoomsdaydevice."

Spider's lair:

Villain
A 'mad gnome' is a type of tinker gnome who is entirely
sane. That is, his inventions are not preposterous and by and
large tend to work. They tend to be exiled from Mt.
Nevermind for being dangerous and ungnomely. This
particular mad gnome believes that, if successful, Mdetn
will aid him in conquering Mt. Nevermind. He has little
concern for the lives of non-gnomes and truly and earnestly
believes (frankly, probably correctly) that the lives of
gnomes in Mt. Nevermind would be greatly improved by
removing the committees and putting him in charge. He
talks to himself. His name is
ItrynaughmosrodSonOfRisinebureldAndIngrothardnysWho
seAncestorsInventedANumberOfImportantThingsAndHereI
sWhatTheyWereKimusksaytherGrandmotherFortyTimesRe
movedInventedTheHandCrankPoweredClavicleTurineomen
gburGrandfatherThirtyNineTimesRemovedInventedTheWh
istlingPotatoPeeler...

This room is dark, and filled with large, sticky
webs. In the back of it, there is a giant spider
named Mr. Jumpy. He's very cheerful and
trusting. He can also talk. He acts as the
librarian and cataloguer of both the library and
the elemental spirit storeroom, and Itry has him
capture the spirits in the spirit-trapping room.
Mr. Jumpy simply knows that the gnome is a
friend who hatched him from an egg and keeps
him well-fed in exchange for capturing
elementals and keeping them catalogued and
sorted – something he delights in. He doesn't know
anything about the gnome's plan. For all his cheerful
and happy disposition, he's not very curious. Play him
up as endearing and childlike as you can, and use a
squeaky high-pitched voice. I don't know about yours,
but my players fell in love with him. This is more or
less the first appearance of a recurring character, as
Mr. Jumpy's relatives (who are all very similar to him)
will be showing up in later acts to serve as further
comic relief.

off. You cannot leave the chamber with it on. If you
teleport out, you'll immediately teleport back in. The
key to solving this (and you're not aware of this) is the
wrench. Touching the silver end of the wrench to the
silver workbench causes it to sink into the floor,
revealing the secret dumbwaiter that will take you up
into the clocktower. Touching the silver ball to the
golden cap makes the wearer take a saving throw. Fail,
and you take 4d8+5 points of damage. Succeed, and
you are dazed. Touching the golden end to the golden
cap makes the cap levitate off your head and back onto
the workbench.

choose to get out at this level and climb the stairs the
rest of the way up. The level they get out at is empty.
It's just a wooden floor with stairs leading down (all
the floors below are similarly empty) and up.
The next level up is booby-trapped to catch people
climbing the stairs (which Itry never uses). How they
would get onto the stairs without using the dumbwaiter
is not immediately clear, but Itry believes in being
prepared. The room is outfitted with Crushing Walls
and Ceiling (level 12 blaster).
The next level up (two below Itry) has the massive
bells of the clocktower. They are currently silent.
The next level up (directly below Itry) has the
mechanical workings of the clocktower. They are in
motion, but harmless.

The Top of the Tower
The topmost level features Itry. The room is described
in the "fight" section below. He is willing to talk, and
to try to convince the PCs to leave him alone, even
trying to bribe them (empty bribes, he has little actual
money, beyond his silver workbench down below)

FIGHT: The final battle is at the top of the clocktower

in the gnome's third and final workroom behind the
clock, with lots of giant clockwork buzzsaws sticking
up from the floor. They just act as walls, unless you're
shoved into their sharp side. Also, you can throw in a
few worktables (and don't forget about the massive
Bedroom:
doomsday device hidden behind the clockface). The
This is Itry's sleeping quarters. No surprises here.
gnome, in his clockwork mech suit, uses the stats of a
Ascending the Clocktower
slaughterstone slicer (11e). Two fire bots (10, stats of
If you climb into the dumbwaiter, you can pull on the
Magma Striders can be killed or shut down as
Small workshop:
rope to lower or raise it. The entire party can just
complexity 1 skill challenges, using things like arcana,
This room features a table with a number of small
squeeze into the dumbwaiter in one go. However, as
dungeoneering, and thievery) powered by bottled
tools, devices, and gizmos on it. It also has a large
the party starts climbing the clocktower, Itry will
chaos sprites, which will leave as soon as they are
silver workbench, and laying upon it are a wrench (one notice, and pull a lever, stopping it four levels below
freed, as they are furious about being trapped and
end is silver, and one is gold) and a golden cap with
the top. The players can choose to climb the remaining
what look like binoculars hanging down over the eyes. forty feet up to the top (not particularly hard, but risky. forced to further the cause of order.
Putting the cap on your head makes you aware of all
They're stopped 260 feet up, so if they fall just before
its effects: it is stuck to your head. You cannot take it
the top, that's a 300-foot fall). Alternately, they can
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The Doomsday Device
The doomsday device seems to be a set of elliptical
dishes, augemented by strange devices powered by
sound-related elemental spirits and elemental fey. The
dishes will focus the soundwaves of the bells into a
crushing force (shut up, it's magical gnome science)
that he will use to destroy the barracks in North Keep,
eliminating much (if not most) of the Nordish infantry.

Finishing Up
The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session').
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3 - Grasslands
The Map's Note

Those closest to the land will see it drenched with the
blood of the Nordmen.

A small herd of stegosaurs.
A pride of dire lions

Where do we go from here?

They can either try to kill groups or try to talk them
out of violence (skill challenge, 4 successes before 3
failures). There are a total of 7 spriggan "travels" and
some 150 centaur groups. Only run one combat and
one successful NPC interaction encounter once for
each race.

horselands and verifying the health of the natural
world. They believe that they serve as the eyes of
Chislev. The spriggans do not have leaders, and all
those in a band share the same opinions and think
much the same thoughts.

The Centaurs

There are almost five hundred centaurs living in the
horselands. They worship a neutral aspect of
A fanatically zealous high priest of Mishakal named
Sargonnas they call The Lord of the Steppes (DC 20
Ciyak is whipping the neutral non-human races of the
religion to identify the Lord of the Steppes as
plains up into a frenzy. He has made contact with the
Each time they encounter a group after successfully
Sargonnas from his description). He urges them to split
spriggans (nomadic gnome-like creatures that ride
talking down one band of that group, determine using into very small bands and live of the land. He teaches
dinosaurs) and the centaurs, urging them to attack the what you feel is an appropriate die roll whether they
them that the horselands are their territory, though they
Horselords, claiming (falsely) that the Horselords want talk down or fail to talk down (and thus fight) each
must tolerate other races' use of it. The Lord of the
to eradicate these races for more grazing land, and for subsequent group. Each time they fight a group
Steppes grants his worshippers great strength and skill
fears that non-humans may be agents of Pitch. The
beyond the first, subtract the same number of hit
at arms (making the centaurs of the horselands a far
PCs will travel through the Southern Wastes,
points, healing surges, and daily powers that they used more dangerous foe than any other centaurs on
(hopefully) talking to the native spriggans and
up fighting off the first group of that type. The
Krynn), though he demands from them rigid adherence
centaurs, until they figure out what's going on and do
spriggan warband is composed of [3 scytheclaw drakes to a personal code of honor, monthly animal sacrifices,
something about it.
(10s, MM2 p. 88) 3 spriggan powries (7s, MM2 p.
and that they help spread any grassfires they come
192)]. The centaur warband is composed of [2 centaur across. The centaurs are reacting violently to Ciyak's
ravagers (12b, MM2 p. 30) and 1 centaur hunter (12a, claims that the Horselords seek their destruction, but
Arrival
MM2)]. There is a 25% chance of encountering the
are in close contact, and will spread the word swiftly if
When the PCs reach the spot indicated on the map,
Mishakalite
in
any
group
(riding
on
a
dinosaur
or
he is shown to be lying.
they will find nothing but savanna, a seemingly
centaur),
though
he
will
flee
on
foot
as
soon
as
he
endless plain of tall brown grass, broken only by the
realizes there's resistance. The terrain is unremarkable,
occasional tree. If they head out in any direction
though you can throw in a tree and a rock.
exploring, they will find destroyed caravans with
human corpses (efficiently and mercifully dispatched)
Villain
strewn about, in various states of decay and
The Spriggans
Ciyak, neutral good cleric of Mishakal. He believes
deterioration. Flip a coin for each to see if they were
(falsely) that the Khan worships Chemosh, and that
The spriggans believe they are a manifestation of the
destroyed by centaurs (hoofprints, no footprints; the
natural forces of the horselands. Though there are only his rule must be destabilized. He is fanatically
dead dispatched by weapons and arrows) or spriggans around 20 spriggans in existence at any time, their lore devoted to this cause, and is willing to associate
(three-toed reptilian footprints with a few small
says as long as there is one spriggan still alive, Chislev with the "impure" (neutral races), to whip them into
humanoid prints mixed in; the dead dispatched either
a frenzy and make the Khan unpopular. Mdetn has
(their patron goddess) will continue to have the land
by large claws or by short curved blades.
create more. Spriggans' magical nature makes them
contacted Ciyak (who believes him to be of some
neutral race) through Jungle Nordmen
powerfully strong and agile and grants them control
Other things in the area they might spot while flying
over the animals of the horselands. Due to their small
intermediaries, and is aiding him by sending goblin
around:
strike teams to slaughter centaurs and powries to rile
numbers, the spriggans are deathly afraid of
A few rhinos
extermination, and will fight hard to protect
them. Ciyak hasn't planned much beyond this, but
A coyote
desires to put a member of the priesthood on the
themselves. Spriggans organize themselves into
A large herd of antelope
"travels" of three, and ride dinosaurs, patrolling the
throne when the Khan is thrown from power.

Session Overview and Background
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Finishing Up
The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session').
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Sessions in Teyr
1 - Vampires
The Map's Note

The one-armed half elf and his group thrive in the
darkness.

Session Overview
The PCs are investigating the dwarven ruins on the
slope of Mt. Brego for a one-armed half-elf with some
sort of group. They find truly tremendous amounts of
sign, all humanoid, but no monsters. For the night,
they barricade themselves in one of the small dwarven
homes that are still standing. The monsters (vampire
spawn and their leader, the one-armed half-elf
vampire) come a-calling. In the morning, the PCs
search for the vampire lord, and hopefully find his lair,
and kill him while he sleeps. The vampiric nature of
the half-elf is a surprise bait-and-switch!

Background
Not much background to this one. There's some old
dwarven ruins on the slopes of Mt. Brego, near Teyr.
They're occupied by a vampire lord and his spawn,
mindless, weaker vampires, strongly reminiscent of the
'fast zombies' of movies like 28 Days Later. If left
unstopped, the vampire lord will try to turn Kang and
other major draconian leaders into his vampiric
minions while simultaneously assaulting the city with
his spawn. It likely won't work as a takeover attempt,
but it will strongly weaken the city-state.

Arrival

The ruin itself is located atop a mesa with the remains
of a ramp going up the side. For some reason, the
griffins won't fly up to the top of the mesa, but will
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deposit the PCs at the base.

The Ruins
Throughout the ruins, the PCs will find evidence that
the place is used – humanoid footprints and the like.
However, during the day, no one seems to be around.
The ruins are the remains of stone buildings of highquality dwarven construction. This used to be a
crossroads town based around trade. The ruins are
divided into six main areas.
1. Marketplace - A flat, open space, with perfectlypreserved paving stones hidden beneath a few inches
of clay.
2. Warehouse district - The warehouses, being large
buildings with one huge room apiece, are in very poor
condition. None have rooves, and only a few have
more than two walls still standing.
3. Temple - the temple of Reorx is the most intact
building in the ruins.
4. Cemetery - the footprints and so forth are most
prevelant here. There are a number of mausoleums,
and many dozens of cairns, as dwarves do not bury
their dead, but encase them in stone. The entrance to
the lair of the vampire lord is a secret panel inside a
mausoleums whose door has been barred from the
inside (though the PCs have no way of knowing that
the door wasn't just stuck).
5. Residential area - Some of these houses are largely

intact, but most are
Villain
rubble by now.
6. Agricultural
The vampire lord reveals
caverns - These
nothing about himself or his
caverns inside the
past to the PCs. He's best
mesa were very
portrayed not as a person, but
clearly hollowedas a nameless killer.
out by the original
residents. A thick layer of loam covers the floor, and
mushrooms grow wild in the darkness.
Exploring the town takes until nightfall.

After Dark

Given the sheer number of tracks the PCs have seen
everywhere, if the PCs are wise, they'll hole up in an
intact building somewhere. If they don't, they will soon
regret it a several hundred vampire spawn start pouring
out of the cemetery. They use the stats of Vampire
Spawn Bloodhunters. PCs who didn't hole up for the
night before had better run towards a more defensible
location now, because there is no way they'll be able to
survive otherwise.
The spawn howl and try to bash down the door. They
claw at the walls and roof. Eventually, the vampire
lord himself makes an appearance, and if any windows
were left open, he uses his dominating gaze to try to
get PCs to let them in. If all this fails (hopefully it
does. The PCs will likely die otherwise), they will go
away.
An hour later, The PCs will hear booted footsteps on
the ground outside. A voice identifies himself as the
leader of a draconian patrol, coming to investigate the
noise. If the PCs go out, they see (indeed) a draconian
patrol, led by a Bozak captain. Hard DC Perception
(trained only) to notice that they don't cast shadows.
Medium DC insight (trained only) to see that they are
afraid of the fire. If the PCs leave the building, the
Bozak will talk with them, and earn their trust,
portraying a gruff, competent career soldier. Should
they accompany the the draconian disguises will melt
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away, revealing a Vampire Lord (the captain) and a
horde of 100 vampire spawn bloodhunters. Retreating
into the house, killing the vampire lord, or holding
them back with fire are the only things the PCs can do
to save themselves.

The Next Day
The next day, the PCs are likely to find the secret door
in a cemetery mausoleum (Gee, we should probably
check the cemetery more thoroughly, since we're
facing undead, huh?). It opens onto an empty hallway.
Down the hall, they will encounter a pit trap on the far
side of a stuck door. Forcing it open is a DC 15
strength check, but unless you specifically pull up
short after it, you fall into the pit. There is a catwalk
running around the edge of the pit, which you can use
if you know not to fall in. Once they get through the
trap, (if you need something to prolong the session)
throw an ambush monster draconian vampire at them
(attacks of Marut Blademaster, defenses of a Corpse
Vampire) . At the end of this twisting hallway, there is
a great hall, filled with several hundred stone biers.
Each has a Vampire Spawn Bloodhunter laying on it.
They cannot move, but their eyes turn to watch the
PCs. At the end, there is a lidless sarcophagus with the
half-elf Vampire Lord in it. He, too, is paralyzed until
the sun goes down again, and can only watch the PCs
destroy him. When he dies, all his spawn desiccate into
dust.

Finishing Up

The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session').
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2 - Flying Citadel

Level One

chalkboard's drawings are as follows. 1. A flying
citadel (looking very much like this castle) moves to
The castle, however, is empty. No guards stop the PCs over Teyr. 2. Small men on giant worms are shown
from entering. The portcullis is up, and the drawbridge coming out of the castle onto Teyr. 3. The worms and
is down. The lower floor is a literal maze, but with
The Map's Note
men are now in tunnels going almost straight down
The noble will use his magic to finish construction and arrow slits in the walls at certain points. The idea is to from Teyr into a cavern with a grell and a circle in it.
slow invaders down in a maze the draconians are
eliminate a great threat.
4. A man is holding a circle, and they're all (including
familiar with and pepper them with crossbow bolts. In the worms) moving up new tunnels outside of Teyr.
one corner is the stables, plainly intended for horses,
The flying citadel is above these new tunnels.
Session Overview
but modified for something larger (the Urkhan
The PCs arrive at the draconian castle of Algar, only to worms). The stairway to the second floor is trapped
find it deserted. Further investigation reveals it has
Level Three
(Burning Vapor, 11 obstacle).
been taken over by dark dwarves. While the PCs are
The third floor is mostly storerooms, armories, and the
trying to retake the castle, it starts flying – it's a flying
like. The sparring room has seen recent use, though.
citadel! The PCs will have to kill the dwarves and
The dwarves were working on the third floor when
safely land the castle.
they heard the PCs coming and went up the second
staircase to the roof/battlements. They're waiting for
the PCs to move into the magical courtyard. Then they
Background
will make the doors to the courtyard slam shut and
The draconians build the castle of Algar overlooking
jump down on the PCs.
the southern pass through the Astivar mountains. They
were secretly planning on turning it into a flying
citadel. However, the draconians running it were slain
by a band of Daegar dwarves led by a dwarven noble
named Usmard Split-Axe. Usmard has completed the
flying citadel ahead of the draconian's schedule, and is
planning to use it to airdrop a payload of mercenaries
and Urkhan worms (enormous, rideable, stone-eating,
tunnel-making worms) onto Teyr, which is located
directly above a cavern containing an artifact he wants.

Level Two

On the second floor, an exploration of the barracks
area reveals some draconian personal effects (perhaps
The players, having arrived at the point indicated on
half the cots were occupied), but they've all been
the map, see the castle of Algar. It is a square, squat
rummaged through and the valuables have been
building with one tower. History can reveal
removed. There are acid scars in the floor, dust swept
information about the castle. A 15 reveals that it looks into some of the corners, and small craters in the floor
of draconian build. A 17 reveals its name and purpose in places (These are what remains of the draconians'
in guarding the southern pass through the mountains.
death throes). The officers' quarters, on the other hand,
A 20 to reveal that the draconians planned on turning it are all locked. Inside eight of them, there is dwarven
into a flying citadel.
equipment, and in two of those eight, there are spell
components.

Arrival

The ready room has a chalkboard on it. The
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Fight: 1 Duergar Fleashtearer (a Thiewar hire. Play up
his white skin, how he hates the light, and how he
slinks around the edge of the fight grinning madly)., 1
Duergar Hellcaller (a Thiewar hire. Play up his white
skin, how he hates the light, and his arrogance), 5
Duergar Shock Troopers.
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The fight takes place in a 10x10 room.
On each side, there is a 2x2 teleporter
pad that is 1 square away from the wall
and 4 squares away from each wall on its
side (in other words, at the midpoint of
the wall). Upon entering a pad, a
character immediately becomes aware of
the following: "from any teleporter
square, you can make a mental command
as a free action to teleport to any
teleporter square in any teleporter pad."
This means that you have a large room
with room to maneuver, and yet it's very
busy, as you can get to almost any square
from almost any square in one move
action.
Halfway through the fight, Usmard hears
the commotion, sees what's going on
through an arrow slit, and starts prepping
the citadel for takeoff. That sets off a
loud claxon, which will hopefully freak
out the PCs. After the PCs finish cooling
off from the fight, the castle starts
shaking as it is ripped out of the ground.

Villain
Usmard Split-Axe is a semi-wealthy Daegar noble. Centuries ago, the Daegar throne
passed to the younger of two sons to the thane. The eldest had his reasons (now lost to us)
for allowing this. When the youngest died, his throne passed to his son, not a son of the
eldest. Usmard is a descendant of the eldest. He is fighting to usurp the throne from the
current thane, in the name of proud dwarven tradition. As such, he has attracted quite a
following, and believes that with the aid of the Obsidian Orb of Infinity, he can defeat the
Daegar thane. To that end, he has hired Theiwar magicians to bring the draconian citadel
online and obtain the Orb. When Mdetn found out about it (he has ears everywhere), he
helped fund the mercenaries

Usmard's Plan
The point is to obtain the Obsidian Orb of Infinity, a Magic 8 Ball-like artifact, that gives
the bearer insight into the immediate future.. The Orb fell into posession of the grells that
occupied Thorbardin before the dwarves moved in, many thousands of years ago. When the
dwarves drove them out, they moved northeast through the Kharolis, crossed over to the
Khalkists, and continued until they reached a large cavern near Mt. Brego. Currently, Teyr
is located directly over this cavern. The followers of Usmard, having stolen the flying
citadel, will load up with Urkhan worms and mercenaries, and airlift them into Teyr. Before
the draconians can mount a response, the dwarves will be underground and burrowing
straight for the cavern. Before the grells even know they're there, the dwarves will have
entered the cavern. They'll grab the orb, and burrow back out another way in a fighting
retreat. They'll get picked up by the citadel, and fly back to Thorbardin. This plan is found
on a blackboard on level two.

Level Four
The way up to the tower is protected by a puzzle - a
room with a door with four handles on it – one at each
edge. Due to the wonders of magic, the door can be
opened one of six different ways (handle doesn't
matter; only means of opening). However, each way
opens up to a different effect. The effect repeats every
turn the door is open and affects everyone within 15
feet of the door. Save ends.
A. Pull down. A fire room. 4d8+5 fire and 5 ongoing
fire.
B. Pivots centrally. A blizzard room. 4d8+5 cold and
immobilized. (boots frozen to floor)
C. Pull inward and up at bottom. A storm room. 4d8+5
thunder and deafened (save ends).
D. Slides up. A room of chemical fumes. 4d8+5 acid
and ongoing 5 acid.
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E. Slides left. A room of blinding light. 4d8+5 radiant
and blinded.
F. Double panels pull inward (grasp the left and right
handles and pull in, the reverse of opening a double
door, splitting the doorway into three openings
separated by two doors sticking out at you). Continue
up to the tower.

The Tower

The stairway leads up into the tower, which is a
corridor with a larger room at the end. The larger room
contains the control mechanism for the tower. The PCs
enter a hallway with alcoves in the sides and a large
room at the end with arrow slits in the walls and a
magic circle carved in the floor. Usmard Split-Axe is
standing in the circle. When the PCs enter the hallway,
a portcullis closes at the end of the hallway separating
them from the villain. This will encourage roleplay
(and possibly open up a skill challenge to stop him)

with the guy or create a fun situation
where the PCs are hiding behind cover
in the alcoves moving forward to open
the portcullis. When they open the
portcullis or shoot at him, he sets the
controls for a draconian fort on the side
of Mt. Brego. If the PCs can stop him
(and the citadel) before they crash, then
Teyr actually gets a bonus in dealing
with the plots, since their military is
strengthened by the addition of a flying
citadel. If they can't, then the military is
weakened by the loss of a fort.
Usmard is armed with a crossbow. He
has the stats of a Dwarf Bolter but with
[Ranged 10/20; +32 vs AC; 3d8 + 9
damage]

Lifting the portcullis takes a DC 25
strength check. The castle is controlled
by a combination of saying the right
things while standing in the magic
circle and using the control panel
correctly (arcana, dungeoneering,
history), and arguing with the magical draconian
pseudo-mind (it's kinda dumb) of the control panel,
which does not like all this not being used by
draconians stuff (intimidate, bluff, diplomacy, insight,
etc.) Figuring out how to pilot the thing and arguing
with the pseudo-mind are two separate complexity 1
skill challenges (4 successes before 3 failures). If one
or both are failed, then the citadel crashes into the fort.
Don't forget to narrate what's happening and make it a
story..

Finishing Up
The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session').
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3 - Art Museum
The Map's Note

Art creates, but it needs a blank canvas.

Session Overview

The PCs enter an art museum in Teyr, set up by the
church of Sirrion, and confront a cleric they find
painting on an easel in the darkened halls. He leaps
into a painting, and continues moving through them,
Harry Potter-style. The PCs leap into the painting after
him and pursue him, as he paints puzzles, monsters,
traps, and obstacles to slow them down.

Background

The art museum in Teyr was set up by the church of
Sirrion as an outreach program, to try to teach
draconians about beauty. Unfortunately, its curator,
Tyner, has become an agent of Mdetn.

Arrival

taken to an example painting.
Kalamani realism (Northern renaissance)
Caergothian pastoralist painting (Dutch golden age,
especially Aelbert Cuyp)
Hylo Kender College style (Mannerist)
Nerakan emotion-painting (Turner)
Silvanesti wildpainting (Hudson River school)
Ancient Irda sculpture (High classical greek sculpture)
Abanasinian Hope and Fear school (Romantic style)
When the PCs start getting bored of exploring the
darkened art museum by torchlight, they enter a room.
It features a few crude woodcuts (draconian) on one
wall, mostly featuring pictures of the bastion in the
center of Teyr. The other walls are covered with
wondrous, inspired landscapes. In the center of the
room is Tyner, the Artist Whose Works Live, painting
on an easel. His only light is the starlight coming in the
window. Tyner is surprised to see the PCs, but not
overly perturbed. Have a nice little roleplay. At one
point in the roleplay, have him demonstrate his ability
to have his painted works come to life. He paints a
small cat on his canvas with a few expert strokes, and
a tabby strolls right out of the canvas and into the real
world. When Tyner gets nervous, he leaps into a
landscape of a waterfall. He starts running up the side
of the mountain. When the PCs chase in after him, he
waves his paintbrush and summons monsters. He then
runs off to the left, and into a painting of a wooded
scene.

For what Teyr looks like, consult 'Nordmaar
Geography and Culture,' towards the beginning of this
document. Remember that the griffins will refuse to
enter the city. Any draconian in the city can direct the
PCs to the art museum. As an idea, have the draconian
in question be a kapak patrolling the street. He's eating
meat he pulls from a sack, and offers the PCs some,
In the Paintings
assuring them "I got it from Drak, and you know he
only stocks the fresh stuff." A little probing unearths
FIGHT: Hill giant (13b) Mind flayer infiltrator (12l)
that it's kender meat.
Displacer beast (9s), flux slaad (9s) and werewolf
stormcaller (9a). The fight takes place in this painting,
entirely in the
In the Museum
shallow pool at the
The museum is closed, but the door is not locked –
base of the falls.
there is little crime in Teyr. Give the PCs a chance to
explore the various wings of the museum. Describe the (Click the image for
a link) The fairy flies
style of the wing, and present them with an example
off as soon as the
work of art. The part in parentheses is the real-world
PCs enter. The
genre the fictional genre equates to. Click it to be
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werewolf hangs back, standing on the slick rocks in
the waterfall itself. The hill giant charges into the
middle of the fray. The slaad and displacer beast try to
set up flanks with the giant and the illithid. Every time
a PC or a monster makes a melee attack while standing
on the rocks in the waterfall itself, they must succeed
at a DC 7 acrobatics check or fall prone as they
misstep. Furthermore, those rocks are difficult terrain.
These monsters were all created by Tyner himself only
moments before.
The players then enter this painting, depicting a small
cottage at sunset, behind a ridge and a creek. (click the
image for a link)
The artist is
making no attempt
to conceal his
trail, and it's easy
to follow it up into
the cottage.
However, he's
magically trapped
the cottage door.
Once you step
through this normal door, the passage back simply
doesn't exist from the other side. Once you enter,
you're committed. You can't stop halfway and return.
Thus, a rope or other long object must pass all the way
through. Attempting to pull it back is like trying to pull
a wall. The artist used his powers to exit the cabin
easily. The PCs will have to get out some other way.
For added fun, nothing in the dirt-floor cabin can be
broken, and the chimney is too small for anyone to get
out. That said, the house can be burned, and
teleportation and so forth works.
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The PCs are now
far behind Tyner.
Leaving the
pastoral scene, they
find themselves in
this painting (click
for a link). Getting
through the jungle
is a 6 successes
before 3 failures skill challenge. (After describing the
situation to your players, just say to them, "How do
you navigate through the jungle?") Use Hard DCs. If
they fail it, they wind up hopelessly lost in the jungle.
They manage to make their way out of it after several
hours of wandering around aimlessly. By this point,
Tyner has already fled to a far corner of the museum,
exited, and gone into hiding. (They won't be able to
find him) If they succeed, they follow him to a
mountain peak. Don't forget to make the skill
challenge work like a story.

dmg, miss half). Tyner, in his haste to protect himself,
didn't realize that the explosion would also weaken the
wall enough that the PCs can bring it down with a hard
DC athletics check.
Once they find Tyner, he orders them to stay back
while holding his brush out like a wand. Trained
characters can get a medium DC insight or arcana
check to determine that he's bluffing. (The brush
doesn't work like that). Once separated from his brush,
the man is harmless.

Villain

Tyner, the Artist Whose Works Live, a
cleric of Sirrion, was seduced to Mdetn's
side by promises of being able to redesign
Teyr from the ground up as a wondrous
and beautiful work of art. He is flighty,
fanciful, and effeminate.

Finishing Up
The players will have to pick which session they will
play next time. If this was session three of act one,
they get to level up to level nine. If it was session six,
they get to level up to level ten, and you'll probably
want to move on to the climactic final session of the
act (that's the one titled 'Act 1 - Last Session')

Tyner has holed
himself up in a cave on
this mountain peak
(click image for link).
He has sealed the cave
shut, and is inside
busily painting a portal
on the rock wall that
will take him into one
of his paintings he has
secreted away
throughout the city
(the PCs cannot pass through this portal). He has
implanted a gem of cursed wishing in the wall of the
mountain. Once you touch it, you are telepathically
informed that it will grant any wish, similar to the 3rd
edition D&D wish spell. However (and the players
don't know this), any wish you ask of it will be twisted
or reversed so that you are instead harmed. For
example, asking to bring a friend back to life will
scatter the remains via telaportation. Once the wish is
"granted," it explodes (burst 2 +15 vs. reflex, 6d6+8
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Act One - Last Session
Preparing

At the end to the second-to-last session roll to see in
what shape the nations are in, and then decide with the
players if they're going on offense or defense.
Don't forget to re-read the bit on the villain, Mdetn,
while preparing for this session. It can be found in the
introduction.
Note that Mdetn isn't actually traveling with his army.
It's a psionic image of him, which acts EXACTLY like
he would act normally (he is, of course, fully aware of
his image's actions, and can see through their eyes,
hear through their ears, and so forth – he's a very
powerful mind mystic). He is powerful enough that he
can easily maintain an image in each army. Thus, the
PCs will not actually be able to kill him.

The Keep

The Skill Challenges

They are in a castle based on the Castillo de San
Marcos in St. Augustine. Like that fort, the castle is
located in the middle of a city or town.

1. Evacuate the town. 8 Successes before 3 failures.
(let the PCs go wild with what skills they use) The PCs
need to make sure that everyone in the town is
evacuated into the castle. They need to be bringing
Castillo de San Marcos information can be found here food, water, weapons, etc. but leaving nonessential
and here. Replace all muskets with crossbows and all
goods behind. If successful, the presence of their
cannons with catapults. It controls much less area, but families and their supplies lifts everyone's spirits and
it fundamentally works. Note that the castle probably
all subsequent checks gain a +2 bonus. If not, fear for
does not overlook the water, unless you want it to. The their families and the future make all subsequent
battle will be over within 24 hours. Mdetn knows he
checks suffer a -2 penalty. In either case, once the
cannot keep his troops together for a long siege.
enemy arrives, they torch the town.

Running the Skill Challenges

Start the next when the town is evacuated or falls

They will spend the whole session defending the castle 2. Mdetn walks up to the walls to parlay. He wants to
get the fort to surrender. It also gives him an
as a series of skill challenges.
opportunity to explain his motivations. The PCs are
enlisted to do the talking. Mdetn will do his best to
The overall point is to get 45 successes. If you can
reach 45 overall successes (many skill challenges keep lower spirits on the walls. The PCs should try to rebut
going 'til you fail), the attacking army will retreat from him with badassery, good speeches, etc. When the
challenge ends, Mdetn walks away, and the attack is
Either way, the PCs will be defending a town during a the castle in an orderly fashion. If you can't, well,
there's a section on what happens if the fort is overrun launched. 4 successes before 3 failures.
siege.
at the end. The players are not in command. However,
they are not under anyone's command, and can go as
Start the next two when diplomacy fails
If the PCs Go on the Offensive:
they will.
3. Defend the ravelin. Keep defending until 3 failures.
The PCs choose to fight for a nation that's doing rather
If, when you reach 3 failures, you have already
well. They fly to a border town (one that has a keep),
Where there are multiple skill challenges going on at
accrued 4 successes, you retreat into the fort in an
where they will try to hold off the entire branch of
once, each PCs will have to decide which one they
orderly fashion and all subsequent checks have a +2
Mdetn's army heading for that nation. The town is in a participate in. Each PC involved in a challenge boosts bonus. If not, it's a rout, and all PCs in the ravelin lose
crossroads or pass, such that Mdetn has to take it to
all checks by one. So, if three people are manning the 4 healing surges when it falls and all subsequent
cross into the nation proper. If they are successful, the walls, they get a +3 to checks. Succeeding at skill
checks suffer a -2 penalty. Until the second failure, the
nation will suffer minimal losses, as most of Mdetn's
challenges will earn the PCs bonuses on later ones.
primary skill is making dex attacks against an AC of a
army is bottled up.
Failures will earn them penalties. As there are often
Hard DC (representing firing arrows at the onrushing
multiple skill challenges occurring simultaneously, go horde). After that second failure, the battle closes and
to each character down the line and ask what they're
the primary skill is Endurance (hard DC). The whole
time, secondary skills are Heal, Intimidate (to motivate
If the PCs Choose to Defend a Nation: doing, so as to cycle through all the challenges, as
the troops), Insight, Nature, and Dungeoneering (to
The PCs choose to fight for a nation that's been really opposed to resolving one and moving on to the next.
anticipate probable tactics) as hard DCs. Succeeding
hammered by Mdetn's schemes. They fly to the capital Note that for Teyr, whenever it says 'families,'
with a secondary skill grants another PC a +2 bonus on
(Teyr, North Keep, or the city of Mohrlextlan). There, substitute 'females.' Even though the few females in
a primary skill check. If none of the PCs man the
they hole up in a keep at the center of the city, and try Teyr are trained to fight, (and quite good at it), they
will
be
kept
in
the
courtyard.
ravelin, or if there are no successes before 3 failures,
to help the nation stave off the worst.
the enemy overruns the ravelin and slaughters the
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soldiers therein, and all subsequent checks are at a -5
penalty (not a -2)
4. Defend the glacis. Keep defending until 3 failures.
If, when you reach 3 failures, you have already
accrued 4 successes, you retreat into the fort in an
orderly fashion and all subsequent checks have a +2
bonus. If not, it's a rout, and all PCs in the ravelin lose
4 healing surges when it falls and all subsequent
checks suffer a -2 penalty. Until the first failure, the
primary skill is making dex checks against a DC of a
Hard DC. They aren't shooting. The officers tell the
PCs to leave the fighting to the professionals. Instead,
they're reloading crossbows for the men who have
trained for years to do this sort of thing. After that first
failure, the battle closes and the PCs start fighting. The
primary skill is Endurance (hard DC), with secondary
skills of Heal, Intimidate (to motivate the troops),
Insight, Nature, and Dungeoneering (to anticipate
probable tactics) as hard DCs. Succeeding with a
secondary skill grants another PC a +2 bonus on a
primary skill check. If none of the PCs man the glacis,
or if there are no successes before 3 failures, the
enemy overruns the covered way and slaughters the
soldiers therein, and all subsequent checks are at a -5
penalty (not a -2). If the ravelin has fallen by the time
the glacis falls, the soldiers retreat up ropes thrown
down from the battlements.

Start the next 4 when the ravelin and glacis fall

5. Calm the civilians. The civvies are nervous and
panicky. If they can be calmed, the soldiers will
perform better with their families' moral support. If
not, then the soldiers will be distracted. Use social skill
checks (hard). 2 successes before 1 failure. A win
means +1 on all subsequent checks. A loss means a -1.
If no one attempts this skill challenge, all PCs suffer a
-2 on all subsequent checks.
6. Redirect retreating soldiers to their next positions.
The PCs will be helping the sergeants and noncoms
crack heads and get the exhausted soldiers moving in
the right direction. Use intimidate, bluff, etc. and let
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them use secondary skills. 2 successes before 1 failure.
A win means +1 on all subsequent checks. A loss
means a -1. If no one attempts this skill challenge, all
PCs suffer a -2 on all subsequent checks.

When they reach two failures, they start making init
rolls against the same DC. They're trying to keep up
with all the ladders and grappling hooks thrown
against the walls. If three failures accrue, there are
simply too many attackers for the crossbowmen to
stem the tide.

7. Keep a lookout on troop movements. Perception is
the main skill (medium DC), and can be assisted by
nature, dungeoneering, and insight. 2 successes before
1 failure. A win means +1 on all subsequent checks. A How Does it End?
loss means a -1. If no one attempts this skill challenge, If these last two fail before 45 successes, then the
enemy overruns the fort and slaughters everyone
all PCs suffer a -2 on all subsequent checks.
inside. The PCs can choose between fleeing in the
confusion or staying and dying beside the defenders.
8. Magical support. Summon creatures to fight for
your side, block enemy summons, establish zones of
magical effect, hinder and harass the enemy, break
Finishing Up
their control over magical creatures, spy on their
movements, etc. 2 successes before 1 failures. Mostly
arcana, but some nature and religion. Hard DCs. A win The PCs level up to level 11.
means +1 on all subsequent checks. A loss means a -1.
If no one attempts this skill challenge, all PCs suffer a
-2 on all subsequent checks.

Combat Interlude
A squad of flying troops land on the battlements.
They're attacking the troops, who can't stand against
them and withdraw. If the PCs can't drop them in 6
rounds, everything suffers a -2 penalty from here on
out, reflecting how much closer the enemy got while a
section of the ramparts was unmanned. (1 Genasi
Stormmaster and 4 Green Dragon Wyrmling
Companions (Level 7))

Start the next two when the interlude over
9. Aid the gunners. The PCs are hauling up catapult
stones, repairing broken ones, stepping in to replace
dead sergeants, giving first aid to wounded gunners,
and adjusting the weight of fire to where the threat is
greatest. If three failures accrue, the catapults are
overwhelmed. They're unmanned, underled, and
undersupplied. Hard DCs.
10. Man the walls beside the crossbowmen. This is dex
attack rolls against an AC of (medium skill check
value). Every hit is a success. Every miss is a failure.
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Act Two - Ansalon
And the River of Time
Outline of Act Two
In this act, Mdetn sends agents across Ansalon and
through time to acquire information and recruit troops
for his eventual foray into the planes.

Act Two - First Session
Session Overview

Captain Cordaric of the Brass Tigers is still alive, she
will urge the PCs to follow this lead, telling them,
"You seem to be bound for greater things than
mercenary work. Follow it. If you ever get tired of
playing hero, you'll always have a place in my camp."
She lets them keep their griffins, though they do not
lose their training about entering cities or combat.

The PCs get introduced to the second act of the
campaign, travel to Palanthas, and free Astinus, who,
as it turns out, actually did return with the gods, but
was trapped in a secret basement of the Great Library
It's a four day journey to Palanthas on griffinback. If
by agents of Chaos. He gives them a certain amount of
they leave at noon on day 1, they arrive at noon on day
information on how to stop Mdetn, and asks them to
5.
stop one of his agents, who is currently reading in the
library.

Entering Palanthas

(Taken from the Dragonlance Lexicon) Palanthas, also
called Palanthas the Ancient and Palanthas the
If the PCs have not yet reached level 11, they are now
Beautiful, is one of the largest cities in Ansalon. It lies
The PCs will start by being summoned to Palanthas,
level 11, by virtue of the great feats they performed on
nestled safely in the Bay of Branchala in the northwest
where they will rescue Astinus the chronicler, who was the field of battle at the climax of the first act.
corner of the Ansalon mainland, protected from the
thought gone. They will eject an agent of Mdetn from
furious Turbidus Ocean. It is home to more than
the Great Library, kill an agent learning from deva
This is a great time to introduce new characters to
32,000 citizens most of whom are Human, the rest a
scholars in the ancient city of Godshome, and stop
replace the dead. They would be best as other
another knowledge-gathering agent in Teyr, saving the members of the Brass Tigers, who join the PCs in their mix of other races such as Elves, Dwarves, Gnomes,
and the occasional Minotaur or Kender. The Cityhome
city-state's mayor in the process. Then they will
newfound quest, but other ways can work well, too.
has long been the pride of Solamnia, hailed as one of
venture through time, going back to the fall of the
the major beacons of light in the world and with its
ogres and to the corrupt labs of the black dragon
Beginning
the
Session
white marble buildings and magnificent villas it is a
overlord Sable, and going forward to the far future of
Last
session
was
kind
of
a
big
deal.
Give
them
a
little
beautiful sight indeed. The city relies heavily on trade
Krynn. All the while, they will be under the guidance
while to recover their bearings. They may want to
with merchants from all over Ansalon. Even minotaur
of Astinus. At the end of the act, they will fight a timeverify
that
the
invasion
was
turned
back
or
determine
vessels are allowed through the Gates of Paladine.
traveling dragon construct mind-controlled by Mdetn,
the scope of the invasion. As soon as they start to
Palanthas is arranged much like a wheel with roads
and find his secret 'gate' to the planes.
wonder what they do from here, they meet a
forming a circular spiral and eight great avenues
messenger who wants them to rescue Astinus the
emerging from the Central Plaza serve as the spokes of
chronicler (previously considered missing, as he did
this wheel. The third road is followed by an immense
not return with the gods after the war of souls).
wall which divides the city in two – Old City and New
City. Old City is the heart of the city. This is where the
As soon as the PCs are standing outside, or on the
Lord Regent and the members of the City Senate
bottom floor of any building (this will either be the
reside and it is where most governmental buildings lie.
ground floor, or the bottommost basement), an
On the other side of Old City Wall lies New City,
immense stone golem rises from the ground, looks
covering the foothills of the Vingaard Mountains. The
straight at them, and rumbles, "Palanthas. Great
vast majority of Palanthas' citizens live in New City.
Library. Secret Basement." It then falls apart into
rocks. Gilean is aware of Mdetn's plans, and will see
Maps of Palanthas are availab le here and here.
them stopped, but he would prefer to work through
Astinus, so the PCs are being sent to go free him. If
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A Quick Note
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The Great Library

throughout the library, and a staircase leading down,
ending at a locked door. While the PCs can pick the
(taken from the Dragonlance Lexicon) The Great
lock with ease (DC 20 thievery), this would be rather
Library of Palanthas , which is also called the Great
impolite, and runs the risk of angering the Aesthetics.
Library of the Ages, is a building that houses the
The Aesthetics would prefer that the PCs ask politely
biggest library in Solamnia, if not Ansalon. Although
to be let down into the basement, though frankly they
the structure was built with the same white stone as
was used with many of the other magnificent buildings would rather the PCs not go into the basement at all.
That's where all the truly rare manuscripts are located.
of Old City, no one really knows just how old the
The basement is not kept locked out of secrecy, but
library is. What is known, however, is that the Great
rather out of concern for the manuscripts.
Library of Palanthas is home to the Aesthetics (the
order of chroniclers working in the library) and it was
the home of the founder of the Aesthetics, Astinus the Any legitimate scholar will have no difficulty attaining
access. Convincing the Aesthetics to let the PCs into
Chronicler, before he vanished just after the Chaos
the basement is a complexity 2 skill challenge (6
War.
successes before 3 failures). The PCs would be wise
not only to use skills like bluff, intimidate, and
Here are two sample Aesthetics, for when the PCs
diplomacy, but also their various knowledge skills to
need to interact with someone:
demonstrate that they are (somewhat) scholarly (or at
least well-traveled) individuals who have some
Riand of Purple Ridge: Riand is a human, born and
raised in the Purple Ridge neighborhood of the eastern business being down in the basement. Use Hard DCs.
New City. His hands are prematurely gnarled, and his If they succeed with one failure or less, the Aesthetics
will let them into the basement with no supervision. If
fingers are stained permanently blue by a lifetime of
they succeed with two failures, the Aesthetics will
writing. He is somewhat nervous around people, and
send one person to accompany the PCs while they
does not make eye contact. He tries to cover it up by
search the basement for the entrance to the secret
being aloof, but he genuinely wants to help everyone
basement.
who enters the library.
Nyset: Nyset is a half-elf. His father was a Qualenesti
merchant with some very strange (for an elf) views on
non-elves: that they're perfectly nice people, and not at
all inferior. Because of the hostility he faced in
Qualenesti, his father settled in Palanthas, married a
human woman, and raised a number of children. Nyset
feels he was chosen by Gilean himself to be an
Aesthetic. He wears his hair long to cover his ears, and
is ever businesslike and professional, speaking in
short, clipped sentences.
While the PCs are free to browse the shelves and
explore the library, they will find nothing of interest to
the plot except for the chamber where Astinus used to
write (now kept in pristine condition), a number of
patrons reading and writing quietly at desks
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The Basement

The basement itself is a warren of tunnels, large
rooms, tall bookshelves, and and dusty cabinets.
Finding the entrance to the secret sub-basement (a trap
door located under an empty cabinet) is a complexity 1
skill challenge (4 successes before 3 failures). Use
hard DCs, and let the PCs get really creative in how
they use their skills. To force this, only allow two
successes from perception rolls. I'd recommend putting
this in in-game terms by saying, "You're making
progress. You've eliminated large sections of basement
as highly unlikely to contain the entrance to any secret
basements. That said, you've searched everywhere you
can think of. Time to turn to some other resources of
yours." When they succeed at a skill that does not
complete the challenge, remember to play it up as

eliminating a possible location for the secret entrance
to be, as opposed to "Well, you rolled high, but you
haven't done so enough times, so you don't find it" If
the PCs are being escorted by an Aesthetic, he will not
accompany them down the trapdoor.
Entering the Secret Sub-Basement
After they enter the secret basement by climbing down
the metal ladder under the trap door, they walk down a
long corridor and come to a room with four stone
doors. They are labeled A, B, C, and D. Each has three
messages carved on it. Carved on the floor in the
center of the room is the symbol of Gilean, the book.
Written on the pages of the book is this message: "One
of these doors leads to the rest of the lowest level of
this library. The other three are trapped. Of all the
twelve messages on these doors, only four are true.
Only those possessing Gilean's beloved logic are
worthy of the secrets hidden in the lowest level." The
messages on the doors are as follows:
A: 1) This door and door B were carved from the same
piece of rock. 2) Door B is trapped. 3) At least one of
these doors is safe.
B: 1) Door C is safe. 2) Before being placed in this
room, doors A and B were never adjacent. 3) Door A is
safe.
C: 1) Door A is trapped. 2) Door D only appears to be
made of stone – it's actually an illusion. 3) Door D is
safe.
D: 1) Door C is trapped. 2) This door is trapped. 3)
This door is actually made of wood disguised as stone.
The answer is door B. A3 is known to be true from the
inscription on the floor. If B is safe, then C1, D1, and
D2 must be true. This is a total of 4 true statements. If
door A were safe, then there would be five true
statments. Door C, five. Door D, five. So, since A, C,
and D cannot be the right door, then B must be the
right door, and A1, B2, C2, and D3 must all be false
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(were any of them true, then there would have to be
more than four true statements) – doors A and B were
carved from different pieces of stone, but were laid
down adjacent to each other while they were being
transported, and door D is actually stone. The trap in
question attacks the person opening the door at + 20
vs. Fort. If it hits, it deals 8d10 dmg and ongoing 10
dmg (save ends). Only a natural 20 on thievery or
perception can spot the presence of a trap on a door
(An incredibly powerful cleric of Gilean cast these;
you're not going to easily spot these traps). On such a
roll, a natural one on a trapped door sets it off.

turn comes up), roll an attack of d20 + their int ability
score modifier vs will. If the attack hits, they are
The catacombs eventually lead to an eight square by
distracted by a particularly fascinating book title and
eight square room, occupied by six daemon warriors of are dazed 'til the start of their next round. If they are
Chaos, trapped in the library, where they had been
hit by the attack, be sure to read them the title of the
birthed by chaos, when the god left. They went into a
book that so intrigued them. The books titles include:
stupor, unable to leave, and caused no damage to the
Flora and Fauna of the Three Moons, The Algae
sub-basement. When Astinus appeared with the return People of the Sirrion Sea, Polearm dancing, An
of the gods, they recognized his appearance and held
Account of the Adventures of Samuel Beckord and Her
him hostage to interfere with the plans of the gods. The Intrepid Spaniel Stig Amongst the Giant Pygmies of
daemon warriors awake as soon as the PCs enter the
Beckord Volume Eight, Mating Habits of the Ogre
room. Astinus himself is in the next chamber after the Races, An Argument for Not Using this Godsdammned
room.
Steel Currency, The City of Brass: Ordered
Civilization in the Elemental Chaos, Visual Depictions
The Secret Sub-Basement
of the Mutant Humanoids Living in the Dark Temples
FIGHT: The 8 square by 8 square room is full of
Beyond door B, there is another set of tunnels. What
the basement was to the library proper, the secret sub- fascinating books. Whenever a PC is about to act (their of Sanction, The Shadowpeople: Webbed Apes of the
Caverns, Non-Ansalonian Continents, An Account of
basement is to the
the Great Cavern Complexes of Ansalon. There are 6
basement. The catacombs
daemon warriors, counting their champion. They use
Villains
twist about in a great snarl,
the stats of five Bloodwalkers (9 skirmisher) and Rilta
and ancient tomes and
If Mdetn successfully conquered Nord, the agent in question is a jungle
(9 elite skirmisher). Note that the champion has resist
scrolls are located in
Nordman witch doctor named Qua'War. If Mdetn did not successfully conquer
5 fire, not cold.
indentations in the wall. If
Nord, the agent in question is a minotaur scholar named Ghedrin the
the PCs stop to examine the Blasphemer.
The next room is a shrine to Gilean. Here, Astinus
manuscripts, they find them
appeared with the return of the gods. Read about
to have titles like The True
Qua'War
Astinus in the dragonlance Lexicon here (you probably
Story of Huma and the
Qua'War, a jungle Nordman witch doctor, was thrown in prison in North Keep
don't have to bother reading the history if you don't
Four Who Won the War for
for practicing a perverted form of sorcery on innocents. He's a cruel and canny
want to). He is seated calmly on a stool, facing
Him, The Ecology of the
man, and when Mdent opened the prisons in Nord, Qua'War swore fealty to
Gilean's altar. When the PCs enter the room, he rises
Beholder, and The
Mdetn and his cause. Qua'War believes that Mdetn will be ultimately
calmly, turns to face them and says, "I am glad you
Demonomicon of Iggwilv.
successful, and so is trying to hitch his wagon to Mdetn's rising star. Qua'War is
have come."
Careful examination of the
consulting a book titled The Feywild: The Verdant Pocket Plane, and if
books reveals that they
interrogated will reveal that Mdetn is seeking information on the planes.
Astinus Returns
don't seem to have been
written by human hands;
The PCs now have an opportunity to talk to Astinus,
Ghedrin the Blasphemer
the writing is too perfect.
who wants to inform them of several things. First,
Indeed, how could they be? Ghedrin, the minotaur scholar, was slated to be executed on Mithas for not
Mdetn's plans are only just beginning, and Gilean has a
worshipping Sargas. He managed to escape, and became one of Mdetn's chief
The Aesthetics didn't even
great interest in stopping them. Second, the invasion of
scholars. He knows that Mdetn will provide him with the resources he needs to
know this level existed, so
Nordmaar was a ploy. While it would have benefitted
they could hardly put books continue to seek forbidden knowledge, and that the minotaur will be rewarded
Mdetn greatly had it succeeded (or it did benefit him
for his efforts. While cultured for a minotaur, he remains quite violent and
in there. Gilean himself
greatly, if the invasion succeeded in your game), his
easily provoked. He is reading a book called The Shadowfell: What does the
deposits books here from
plans are far larger than ruling an isolated peninsula.
pocket plane of despair indicate about death? If interrogated, he will reveal
time to time, though the
Third, should the PCs not stop him, something will
nothing, even under torture.
PCs have no way of
happen that even impartial Gilean finds abhorrent.
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knowing that.
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Fourth, there is an agent of Mdetn in the library right
now, obtaining information that he most not be
allowed to posses, and whom the PCs must stop from
learning, but without disturbing any other patron,
which would result in the Aesthetics throwing them
out of the library. Fifth, (ignore this if Mdetn
conquered Teyr) Mdetn still has fingers in Teyr, in the
form of Sumik, the aurak draconian, who is going to
do something that must be stopped. Sixth, Mdetn has
an agent in the ancient city of Godshome, who must
also be stopped. Astinus will respond evasively or not
at all to further questions about events in the world.
This is partly because he does not know (he has not
had access to the Globe of Present Time Passing with
which he sees events), and partly because he does not
want to affect history any more than he has to to
(Gilean has made a special exception for Astinus' usual
utter non-involvement in this case, as it concerns the
Tobril). So even the information that Gilean has told
him remains mostly off-limits to the PCs.

they can hear him if he speaks loudly. As to how the
PCs will accomplish this, I'm not sure. They will
probably be very clever, though, so be prepared.

Finishing Up

With the session completed, the PCs will have to
decide if they want to go to Teyr or to Godshome first.
This choice will not affect the outcome; it's just a
chance for the players to choose what they feel like
doing.

When the PCs are finished talking to him, Astinus will
walk out of the sub-basement and up into his chamber
in the library proper. He will sit down at his desk,
place his hand on the Globe of Present Time Passing,
and commence writing as if he were not gone for
decades. He will act as if he does not notice the
commotion that his re-appearance causes.

Stopping Mdetn's Agent

The PCs will then have to go get rid of Mdetn's agent
in the library (whom Astinus will identify for them, as
they pass by him). While the Aesthetics are in
something of a tizzy over the return of Astinus, the
PCs will still have to be very cunning to get rid of the
agent. The agent is seated at a desk at the end of a
dead-end made by three bookshelves. There is a
private study room (with a door) on the other side of
the bookshelf at the end of the dead end, which would
be a perfect place for the PCs to cast a few rituals, if
they so felt. He is not in sight of any other patron
(though an Aesthetic will pass by on another task
every so often), but other patrons are close enough that
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Sessions in Ansalon

cathedrals devoted to all 21 major gods of the
Krynnish pantheon. The city was divided into fifteen
different districts, several of which could only be
accessed from a single gate in the city's outer wall,
because the followers the deities did not get along with
the followers of other deities. Each district was
completely self-contained, with inns, shops,
residences, and all other features that one might except
to find in a city.

city and temples from an overwhelming and
implacable foe—until one night, the entire populace
vanished without trace.

The commanders of the legions marched their troops
into the now-abandoned city, intent on solving the
mystery, but within hours, the Cataclysm struck.
Distant Istar was destroyed without trace, struck by a
Session Overview
fiery mountain and swept away by tidal waves.
The PCs arrive in the rebuilt Deva city of Godshome.
Godshome was wracked by earthquakes that caused
They talk with the villain, are jumped by thugs of his, The districts were dotted with many lesser temples and the temples to collapse. Only a handful of the
defend the Temple of the Stars at the center of the city, churches, each devoted to a different aspect of the god thousands of soldiers that had laid siege to the city
blow things up, and pilot giant stone robots in this
whose, or operated by a different sect devoted to
survived to tell of its fate.
Awesome, Action-Packed Session(tm). Note that the
honoring the deity in their own way. While travel from
session involves only slightly more than the usual
district to district was theoretically also possible
Godshome lay abandoned for centuries, the roads that
amount of actual combat, and is deliberately rather
through the Great Temple of the Stars, such passage
once led to it shattered by earthquakes and
over the top.
was limited only to high-ranking priests or those
disintegrated by lava flows. The ogres and nomadic
granted special dispensation by the Worshipful Master herders who moved onto the arid plains in the ensuing
of the Stars, the highest-ranking priest and lord of the centuries believed the foothills in which it stood to be
A Quick Note
city.
haunted, and adventurers who visited the region
If the PCs did not, in act one, do the session titled
confirmed this.
'Khisanth' in Mohrlexctlan, they will have never met
Clearly,
with
21
gods
in
the
pantheon
and
only
15
the devas before. If this is so, you might want to
districts in the city, not all the gods maintain temples at Then the original inhabitants of Godshome returned.
introduce the information found in Khisanth's tablets
Godshome. The three gods of nature could not abide
Those taken from the world during the Night of Doom
(found in the Mohrlexctlan folder in act one) at one
the
relatively
close
quarters
of
Godshome,
and
were reborn as devas, one by one, following the War of
point during the session. Perhaps the villain can fill the
therefore
had
holy
sites
elsewhere.
Similarly,
the
three
Souls. Many of them (possibly those who lived in the
PCs in.
gods of magic did not maintain temples in Godshome, city before, though there's no way to confirm this, as
as their followers typically made the equivalent of a
devas remember little of their past life) felt compelled
Background
pilgrimage every time they visited one of the Towers
to return to Godshome and rebuild. The devas of
(credit: Steve Miller, an awesome, awesome man.
of High Sorcery.
Godshome stand together, as a unified people with a
Most of this section was taken from the Dragonlance
unified culture. They rule themselves through an
Nexus)
As Istar and its Kingpriests grew in power, the
elected theocratic council, and they live structured,
For many centuries before the Kingpriests of Istar
importance of Godshome waned. The Kingpriests
regimented lives (though not as structured as those
became powerful and corrupt, the city of Godshome
encouraged the centralization of worship in the city
living in Godsrest, in the Marchlands of Mohrlexctlan,
was a prime destination of pilgrims from all across
that served as their seat of power. Steps were taken on in Nordmaar). The city is still largely in ruins, though
Ansalon. For the faithful of Ansalon in ages past, it
many levels to discourage the traditional pilgrimages
most of the center has been restored. Furthermore, the
was a tremendous sign of faith to travel to Godshome, to Godshome. Eventually, the Kingpriest and his
old walls between sections were not rebuilt. It is
and every devoted worshipper hoped to make such a
clergy grew so powerful that they commanded the
possible that in the future, should the devas become
pilgrimage at least once in his or her lifetime.
Istari legions to attack Godshome and raze it. The
clerics of the gods and lose their current unity, the
Godshome could be more accurately described as
priests and holy warriors who still remained there
walls will be rebuilt. For now, the city of Godshome is
many cities within a single city. The city was built like settled their differences and valiantly defended their
a city of promise.
a great wheel, with its districts radiating outward from city and temples. For almost two decades prior to the
the Great Temple, a grand structure containing
Cataclysm, the citizens of Godshome defended their

Godshome
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Arrival
When the PCs arrive in town, they
are greeted with a mixture of
surprise and familiarity. A typical
reaction is, "Oh! Outsiders in our
remote city. How unusual! Ah, I bet
they're in cahoots with the fellow
who arrived a week ago." (albeit
perhaps less silly-sounding) If the
PCs ask, the devas will happily take
them to see the villain.

Meeting the Outsiders

Villain

The identity of the villain depends on how act one turned out. If the PCs killed the
vampire lord in the ruined dwarven town west of Teyr in act one, it's Rualis of Palanthas.
If the PCs did not kill the vampire lord, it's The Free.

Rualis of Palanthas
Rualis of Palanthas is the son of a Palanthian nobleman. Corrupted by the arch-demoness
(and, as some would claim, demi-goddess) Jiathuli, she gave him powerful warlock
powers. You can read more about Jiathuli here. Rualis can be seem very smooth and kind
when he wants to, but under pressure he reveals himself to be a scheming psychopath. He
believes that by serving Mdetn for a time, he can take control of Mdetn's large network of
agents, while retaining the goblin as a figurehead. Rualis is accompanied everywhere by
his mute, literally nameless human bodyguard. Rualis has the stats of a Winter Witch
(level 11 controller), while his bodyguard has the stats of an Ascendant Hellsword (level
12 elite brute). Rualis has been asking deva scholars (some of the best on Krynn) about the
planes, and has recruited a number of devas to work as assistants, thugs, and toughs for
him.

The villain is seated in an office,
and is wearing a large red ring. Any
character trained in Arcana will
immediately recognize it as a Ring
of Last Resort. If the wearer is
attacked, the ring will explode,
killing him, and everyone else in the The Free
The Free is a vampire spawn. When his vampire lord led his forces on an all-out assault on
room. The villain (whom the PCs
Teyr, the lord was slain. Most of his spawn went mad, but The Free regained his sentience
have no firm proof is an agent of
(though not his memories of before he became a vampire spawn). Fiercely loyal to the
Mdetn) will talk with the PCs for a
man who inadvertently brought about his freedom, The Free swore allegiance to Mdetn.
while, but say nothing about Mdetn
or his plans, and not accuse the PCs The Free is passionate and loud (unusual for an intelligent undead), and is prone to roaring
of coming after him. With luck, this inspiring-sounding statements when confronting adversaries. His favorite is, "All
oppressors will be wiped from Ansalon!" The Free has been working on his combat
will play out like a scene in a spy
prowess, and has the stats of Carrion Tribe Blessed Champion, albeit vampire-themed,
movie, where the spy protagonist
instead of demon-themed. The Free has been questioning deva scholars (some of the best
and spy antagonist talk with each
on Krynn) about the planes, and has recruited a number of devas to work as assistants,
other. Both are 95% certain the
other is their enemy, but neither will thugs, and toughs for him.
accuse, because that would tip their
city. She's a very stereotypical kender, and has been all of the temple.
hand. So both are polite and friendly the whole time,
over Ansalon and had many adventures. The PCs will
but there is a distinct undercurrent of tension. When
the tension reaches its high point (or when the players probably tire of talking to her when they realize she's
start losing interest), one of the villain's deva assistants got nothing interesting to say. If the PCs don't go to
investigate the other visitor, it's no big deal. Either way
comes in and announces that another visitor has
entered the city, and describes his location. The villain (while they do something else, or after they finish
talking to the kender), they are attacked by a band of
apologizes to the PCs, but says that he really must
the villain's hired deva thugs, who have been informed
attend to this, and ushers them out.
by the townspeople where the PCs are.
If the PCs go to investigate the other visitor, they find
it's a kender named Helena Handbasket here to see the
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FIGHT: 5 devas (stats of Banshrae
Dartswarmers, 11 artillery) on
rooftops surrounding the PCs. The
PCs will have to get to them,
perhaps by barging down doors to
climb stairs (reveal the inside of
buildings when the door is bashed
down) or by climbing the face of the
building.
One of the thugs is carrying a key
on him. The bow (the butt end) of
the key is shaped like the great
temple in the center of Godshome,
the Temple of the Stars. The PCs
will presumably go to the temple to
figure out what's going on.

Temple of the Stars

The Temple of the Stars looks like
the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul. There
are enormous statues of all 21 gods
ringing the temple. There are a
number of deva priests in the
temple. Let the players describe and
name the priest they walk up to. Let
them get creative – they're more or
less creating the NPC for you. When
asked, the priest will tell them he
recognizes the key – he's seen a few
devas carrying ones just like it use it
to unlock a room in the storage area
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When they go to investigate the room, they find that in
it, there is a statue of a seated deva, wearing robes
decorated with images of races living in harmony, with
with a treasure chest in its lap. The statue actually
spews acid from its mouth (stats of a Caustic Blast (10
elite blaster trap) with only one nozzle). It is magically
attuned not to target the villain and his hirelings. Inside
the chest are the villain's notes (well protected from
discovery by burglary into his rented room), detailing
information about the planes and of items of power
hidden in them. As these are personal notes, and wellprotected and hidden enough that it's reasonable that
no one else would read them, they contain references
to Mdetn and enough personal information that the
PCs can identify their author as the same man they
spoke to earlier in the day.

Defending the Temple

Suddenly, the PCs hear screaming coming from
outside the temple. Twenty devas, with swords drawn,
are advancing on the temple. The priest the PCs talked
to earlier runs up to them and thrusts a pot of ointment
in their hands saying, "Protect the temple from these
thugs! Do whatever it takes!" If asked about the
ointment, he explains its traits.

Temple of the Stars Holy Salve : This salve is produced
every morning in the Temple of the Stars in
Godshome. When the high priest mixes various
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ingredients and perfumes on the alter of his own free
will, the gods give the resulting ointment the
properties of the Temple of the Stars Holy Salve
without altering the appearance, color, taste, etc. of the
ointment, in a manner not unlike the Catholic
Eucharist changing wheat bread into the body of
Christ. The Temple of the Stars Holy Salve burns with
a cool white-blue flame, and is used in sacred rites.
However, the Salve has one other important property –
when exposed to the particular type of marble used to
create the surfaces of the Temple of the Stars and most
of the buildings in the center of Godshome, it
undergoes a chemical reaction and becomes a powerful
explosive, with a blast radius and damage up to the
DM's discretion (essentially, it is exactly as powerful
as the plot necessitates). The explosive formed can be
set off by a sharp force, such as dropping it, or by heat,
such as contact with a flame. However, it is of limited
utility, as this type of marble is little-used outside of
Godshome, and the ointment used to make the Salve
starts to rot ('goes bad') in a little under a day,
explaining why the high priest has to make it again
every morning.

way to get down there. Smart PCs will think to use
their new-found explosive salves to blast a hole.

Activating the Statues

Mech Warriors!

After they use the explosive to defeat the deva thugs
entering the temple (hopefully without a formal
combat; some sort of trap should be sufficient), the
same priest bursts into the room and says that one of
his acolytes saw the the villain sprinting for the edge
of town, and that if he gets out of sight of the city
walls before the PCs can reach them, they'll never
catch him. The priest, if he wasn't already, is now
completely on the side of the PCs, since he saw them
defending the temple.

When they get down there, they find an empty room.
There is an inscription on one of the walls. It reads,
"The great stone colossi are to be used only in time of
true emergency. They will only activate once the
buildings at the center of Godshome are sufficiently
damaged by whatever horror befalls the city."
This would be a good time to bring out a battle grid
with a map of two thirds of the city (one half plus the
middle) drawn on it (make the map, say, 25 squares
across). If the PCs are to get to the villain in time,
they're going to have to cause some property damage.
Fortunately, the buildings in the center of town are
perfect for demolition with their new explosive salve.
Once the players have had their fun blowing things up,
have the statues suddenly shift their stances with a
loud grinding noise, so that they are reaching towards
the ground. A player can easily climb up the arm of
such a statue and climb into a newly-opened hatch in
the center of the shoulders. Let the players decide the
identities of the gods whose statues they climb into.

Once they've done so, they are treated as having the
stats of a Godforged Colossus with four crucial
distinctions:
1) They do not have damage resistance.
2) They occupy one square on the battle grid of the
city. For all other intents, spacing is halved (when
pushed 5 squares, they are pushed 2 squares across the
city; when they move 10 squares, it's 5 squares across
the city)
3) They do not get any of the attacks of the Godforged
Colossus
He then tells them that their only way to catch up to
4) They retain use of all their daily powers, and can
the villain in time is if they make use of one of the
use them as much as they want (no once per day
ancient statues outside. In times of great trouble, it is
anymore), and wield them at an attack bonus of +35
written, they come alive, and accept pilots who control instead of their previous attack bonus, and their
them from the inside. The room from where they are
damage is quadrupled.
activated is said to be located underneath one of the
They start out near the Temple of the Stars, where the
storage rooms (he knows which one), except there's no statues were standing. The villain is placed 7 squares
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from the wall of Godshome. He moves at a rate of one
square per round (towards the walls). However, three
of the deva thugs were lying in hiding, and climb into
three other giant statues. They use the stats of a
Godforged Colossus with distinctions 1 and 2
(regarding damage resistance and spacing). They use
the normal attacks in the statblock. The difference
between attacks represents the difference in combat
skill between the PCs (who are using what they
already know about fighting to full advantage,
multiplied by the increased power and strength of
these colossi), and the devas (who are just sort of
getting by).

FIGHT/RACE: The PCs have to stop the villain from

By the end of the fight, the city of Godshome will be
even more ruined than it was before, and five of its
beloved statues will be useless. However, the devas
will love the PCs because A) the PCs were acting in
self-defense, B) most of the area they destroyed was
already ruined, and C) now the devas have several
activated colossi to use as construction machines.

Finishing Up

If the PCs have completed the session in Teyr (or if
Teyr was conquered in act one), they should finish this
session by returning to Astinus in Palantas for further
instruction. The information for this final bit of the
session is found in 'last part of sessions in Ansalon'.

getting away. However, the three other colossi will not
make this a simple task. Every space of city that a
colossus (player- or deva-controlled) passes through
becomes rubble. When a colossus is attacked by
another colossus, every square around the defender
(close burst 1) becomes rubble. This represents the
destruction that such a combat wreaks on the city. With
the opposing colossi defeated (or before defeating
them), the PCs must chase down the villain and crush
him (literally). His exploding jewelry doesn't do any
damage worth noting to an enormous stone
monstrosity. If he gets to (and over) the city walls, it's
your call if he gets away, or if the PCs can chase him
down. Note that this is not designed to be an actually
challenging fight for the PCs. It's more designed to be
awesome, and to make them feel awesome.
The idea is that this feels like a Mecha Anime or one
of the new Transformers movies mixed with Godzilla.
There is, however, a secret ulterior motive in all these
explosions and giant stone robots and so forth– the
final session of act three is located in a divine
reflection of Godshome in the Astral Sea. Making the
players have a connection to the city map of
Godshome by conjuring up really cool mental imagery
that will stick in their minds is a way to (hopefully)
ensure that when they arrive in a divine reflection of
this important city they say, "Oh, that's pretty cool!"
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Teyr
Session Overview

An aurak draconian sorcerer is plotting to kill Mayor
Kang, and take an organ from him called the 'draconic
fundamentum' (an action which will kill Kang). He is
assisted in this by a female dwarven agent of Mdetn.
In exchange for her help, he will give Mdetn his
sizable library of books on the planes. The PCs will
have to go to Teyr (by griffin, four days from
Palanthas, two and a half from Godshome), find
Sumik, break into his house, sneak down into his lab,
and maybe stop him from killing Kang. If they don't
arrive in time, they can still stop the dwarven woman
from getting the books to Mdetn.

A Quick Note

If Mdetn successfully conquered Teyr, this session
won't happen. Mdetn will have taken Sumik's library
by force. Be sure to have Astinus convey to the PCs
that by failing to save Teyr, they have advanced
Mdetn's plans.

Arriving

For information about Teyr, consult 'Nordmaar
Geography and Culture' in Act 1.
The PCs will want to find out about this 'Sumik'
character Astinus told them about. They'll want to find
out about him, but simply walking into a tavern and
rolling a streetwise check to gather information will
not be sufficient. Nope, if they want to find out
anything of real use, they're going to have to do their
homework. They're going to have to spread out
throughout the town, mingle with the draconians at
various locations, and earn something resembling trust
and respect before asking questions. Consult the rather
unorthodox skill challenge below.
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Researching Sumik

talking to another round.
Bluff, Diplomacy, Intimidate, and Insight – can be
The use of each skill listed below represents your
going to an area, milling around, and fitting in with the used in any of these situations to get a second success.
draconians there until you feel they respect you
Things you can learn with each success (go
enough to talk to you about Sumik. Use hard DCs
– unless the party defended Teyr at the end of act one, down the list, one per success):
in which case any PCs who are considered a 'hero of
- Sumik is an aurak draconian mage of some sort.
Teyr' use medum DCs. Go around the table. If the
- Sumik's house is located in the eastern part of the
party splits up, talk to each player in turn about their
city, just off the major boulevard. It's easily identified;
next attempt to get some information. After they roll,
it's the two-story wooden one. Can't miss it!
give them information if they've earned it, then move
- Sumik is a powerful sorcerer. He is both wealthy and
on to the next person. You can only get two successes
influential.
per location (except the tavern, in which you can get
- Sumik conducts research for the defense of Teyr, and
three). You can get one success through the location's
is assisted by a dwarven woman.
'main skill' (like athletics for the training yard), and the
- Sumik has a lab somewhere in his house.
other through social checks after that. This means they
- Mayor Kang regularly visits Sumik to seek advice.
can get a maximum of thirteen successes. Don't stop
- Sumik's house is guarded by some sort of nasty
this skill challenge after three failures. It goes for all
guardian monster.
thirteen rolls, or until the players get bored.
- Sumik's lab is in a secret sub-basement.
Arcana – there are usually a few auraks and bozaks
- Kang is going to be visiting Sumik sometime today
(about equal numbers) in the alchemical lab.
or tonight.
Athletics or Endurance – there are always a couple
- The entrance to Sumik's lab is actually hidden on the
dozen draconians (mostly baaz) in the training yard,
top floor.
sparring and doing exercises.
- The passage to the lab is heavily booby-trapped to
Dungeoneering, History, Nature, or Religion – there's a
keep out unwanted visitors.
small library in Teyr, where there are often a few
- Sumik has killed draconians before who meddled in
draconians (though rarely any baaz) reading. A Hard
his business, and would have no qualms with doing it
diplomacy check (does not grant a success) is required
again.
before you can roll for the 'main skill', since they
- Sumik is going to kill Kang for some strange
probably won't want to be disturbed from their
experiment.
reading.
Heal – wherever there are draconians, there are always
injuries. The medics at the 'field hospital' (tradition
dictates the name, though it's a well-equipped stone
building) could always use a little help. There's usually
a female Kapak on duty (among others).
Stealth or Thievery – there's a group of Kapak scouts
that sneak through the city at night to keep in training.
Streetwise – draconians love drinking in taverns, and
there are several throughout the city. Streetwise is
typically used to represent gathering information in
taverns. There's an option to get a second success with
streetwise if you spend a steel to buy the folks you're
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Sumik

Villains

Sumik is an aurak draconian sorcerer who desires power. He lived in
hiding in the Khalkists until he heard of the founding of Teyr and
ventured there. He plans to take Kang's draconic fundamentum,
which he will use in a potion to give himself the powers and abilities
of a bozak draconian, in addition to his aurak powers. The draconic
fundamentum is what holds the 'draconic' properties of a draconian,
including its death throes. Without it, a draconian is just a scaly,
intelligent lizard-man. Sumik wants to use Kang specifically for this
because he believes (rather superstitiously, and quite erroneously) that
this will grant Sumik Kang's leadership abilities.

Maril Axemaker

Maril Axemaker hails from the same small valley in the Kharolis
mountains where Kang's regiment holed up after the War of the
Lance. Her village and the draconian village would raid each other,
the draconians for dwarf spirits, and the dwarves for sheep (and for
the principle of the thing). Both forces endeavored to use non-lethal
force (no blades, no destructive magic), so that the other side would
reciprocate in kind, and no one would get hurt too badly. However,
during one such skirmish, Maril's husband was killed. She swore
revenge on Kang. With the decades, her ardor has cooled. Frankly,
she doesn't even hold Kang responsible for her husband's death
anymore. However, she's a dwarf, so an oath is an oath. She linked up
with Mdetn, who promised her the ability to ensure Kang's death, if
she would bring back a number of books for him. These books are on
planes of existence outside the material plane. To do this, she had to
assist Sumik by fetching him reagents and information he could not
obtain. As a dwarf, she can travel to areas, and visit libraries that he
(as a hated draconian) simply could not. Sumik took a liking to her,
and so did not plan on killing her as soon as her task was completed.
She's stubborn in the extreme and very honorable (in a dwarven sense
of the word), but is also rather mellow and shy.

Sumik's House

The PCs will probably want to break into Sumik's
house, though they may just invite themselves in the
front door. Whenever they successfully make it into
the house (morning, noon or night), the house is dark.
There doesn't seem to be anyone home. Actually,
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however, there are people home. An
hour before, Kang arrived with a
retinue at Sumik's house to discuss a
matter of state. Kang and Sumik
stepped out of the room for a
moment, and Sumik bewitched Kang,
and brought him down into the lab.
Sumik's heavily-armed servants and
Kang's retinue are still in the room,
which is located in the center of the
ground floor in a windowless room
(doors open). Both sides are getting
very jumpy and suspect the other of
foul play. The arrival of the PCs in the
room uninvited could set off this
volatile powder keg, and cause both
sides to attack each other (and the
PCs!). Kang's retinue consists of 5
Baaz Draconians (level 2 soldiers)
and a Sivak Draconian (level 8
skirmisher) sergeant. Sumik's cronies
consist of 2 Kapak Draconians (level
4 lurker) and 2 Bozak Draconians
(level 5 artillery). If the PCs knock on
the door, one of Sumik's men (a
kapak) comes out to tell them to go
away.

Sumik's house is laid out as follows:
Normal Basement: Nothing of interest
down here, other than a well-stocked
wine rack. It's reached by stairs from
the ground level.
Ground Floor: In addition to the
discussing parties in the center sitting
room, there is a kitchen, a large public
dining room, a small private dining
room, a library, a larder, a workroom (for the servants),
and a bathroom.
Second Story: The second story features a bedroom, an
office, a lounge, and a second bathroom. In the main
hallway of the second story, there is a guardian
homunculus hidden in a cabinet (stats of an Iron Cobra

– he's not a threat to the PCs, but killing him will make
noise.) No matter where you place the homunculus, he
must be between the stairs and the door to the office.
Most importantly, the bookshelf in the office slides
aside to reveal a slim stairwell down to the secret subbasement lab (medium perception check).

The Path to the Secret Sub-Basement

The slim stairwell leads down to below the basement.
A long stone hallway twists away from the wide
landing. There is a sign set up which reads, "Burglar,
you would be well advised to turn aside. To protect
myself from those such as yourself, I have trapped this
area with devices far beyond your ken." If the PCs
continue down the hallway, they will come to a patch
of Demonic Slime (level 16 Obstacle trap). The slime
attacks neither Sumik nor Maril.

The Chessboard
Twenty yards after that trap, the passage opens up into
a cavern with a chess board painted on the ground.
You need a chessboard, and a chess set to run the trap.
Do not show the PC's the chessboard and pieces until
the first player steps on a square, else you might give
the trap away.
Essentially you find a room with a chess board for a
floor with a space at each end. Some force prevents
you from flying across or climbing the walls. Or
teleporting across, etc. A force also stops you from
being able to stand across or between squares.
Once you step on a square, you essentially become the
chess piece for the relevent square you stood on. You
are white and thus move first. You can only move as
that piece can move. A rook can move
up/down/sideways, a bishop diagonally only, etc. Only
the eight back row pieces are available, no pawns.
Also a corresponding piece appears at the other end of
the chess board, and is DM-controlled.Thus if you step
on square a1, you become a rook and a rook appears at
square h1.
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If a player reaches the DM's back row and is safe at
that position, then the player may leave the chess
board. (Obviously if the PC takes the DM's piece he
can safely stand at the DM's side of the chessboard)
The DM's opposing piece also disapears. The fastest
way across is to become a rook. You get to move first,
thus you can immediatly move eight spaces forwards
and take your opponent. This of course is how Sumik
uses this room. The PCs don't even know it is a chess
game at first and will thus most likely not do this.

Kang. Use your discretion, given how long it took
them to get through the two traps and the chessboard.

If they arrived in time, Sumik is supported by Maril,
his dwarven assistant. Kang lies on a stone lab bench
in an large room of flasks, vials, alchemical
equipment, bookshelves, and small summoning circles.
He has a spell cast on him (it will last a half an hour)
which stops time for him, giving Sumik the
opportunity to remove Kang's draconic fundamentum
without setting off his death throes. The room has
three exits (counting the tunnel the PCs arrived
The PC's cannot afford to swap pieces to gain an
advantage whereas the DM can, thus giving the DM an through).
advantage. 1 on 1, crossing isn't difficult. Multiple
pieces makes it more interesting. If a PC steps onto the
same square as a PC's piece that is already in the game, POSSIBLE FIGHT: Sumik smashes an amulet he
swap the second PC for the first and the first exits back wears, and 8 small demons appear in the summoning
to the PC side of the board. Should one side loses their circles. (That's the stats of an Aurak Draconian for
Sumik, a Human Archer for Maril, and 8 Bloodwalkers
King, all the pieces on that side are taken. If a PC
for the small demons) Sumik will fight to the death, as
piece is taken (whether by losing the king, or by
will his demons, but his dwarven assistant Maril will
another piece), the PC is teleported back to their side
surrender when she gets bloodied, or whenever it
of the board, and loses three healing surges.
becomes clear she is outmatched.

The Illusory Boulder

Thirty yards after that trap, the tunnel becomes
perfectly cylindrical (10 feet in diameter). After twenty
more yards, the ceiling level suddenly increases to 20
feet, without changing any other dimensions. Ten
ropes hang from the ceiling. When the PCs enter this
part of the tunnel, they hear a rumbling, and see a great
boulder rolling down the corridor at them, driving
them out of the tunnel. The obvious solution is to
climb up the ropes, except that the ropes deal electrical
damage. Every round you're touching one, you're dealt
2d6 + 4 damage. However, the boulder is illusory, and
will pass right through any PCs it touches.

Sumik's Secret Laboratory

After this, the PCs have another hundred yards of
twisting corridor (more than enough to muffle the
sounds of the traps going off), the PCs reach the lab of
Sumik. It's your call if the PCs arrived in time to save
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Again, Maril uses the stats of a Human Archer (level 7
artillery)

Finishing Up

If the PCs have completed the session in Godshome,
they should finish this session by returning to Astinus
in Palanthas for further instruction. The information
for this final bit of the session is found in 'last part of
sessions in Ansalon'.

If they did not arrive in time, Kang's dead
(unexploded) body lies, cut open on the bench. Neither
Sumik nor his dwarven assistant Maril (nor, of course,
the demons) are in evidence. Sumik departed through
of the exits, which leads to a portal. However, it
deactivates after Sumik steps through it. For the PCs,
that's a dead end. Maril left via the final exit, which
leads to a secret hatch outside the walls. She loaded
the books Sumik gave her (the agreement reached; see
'villains' sidebar) in a cart she left by the secret exit,
and left. When the PCs come out the hatch, they don't
even have to roll to spot the wagon tracks heading
towards the nearest road heading south. The PCs
should have no trouble getting to their griffins and
catching up with the cart before she disappears into
Taman Busuk. When confronted, she will fight to
defend the books (she is honor-bound to get the books
to Mdetn), but she will surrender as soon as it's clear
she's outmatched (probably when she gets bloodied).
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Last Part of Sessions in
Ansalon
Upon returning to Astinus, he tells the PCs, "Thank
you for your efforts. There is, however, much more
work to be done. Years ago, while he was still plotting
the events unfolding today, Mdetn stole an artifact
from the Anvil of Time. He is using it to send envoys
of his to various points in history, to attempt to recruit
warriors for his plans. Fortunately for us, he is not the
only one with such a device."

unable to return to that point in time and space. This
continues until all three gems are dark, because all
three times have been visited. The device is then
completely unusable. Clever PCs should immediately
notice this gives them a means of escape if things get
too hairy.
At the end of this session, the PCs get to level up to
level 12.

He presents the PCs with a spherical, apple-sized
device, with numerous gems. Three of them glow.
"This one," he says pointing to one of the glowing
gems, "will take you back in time to the fall of ogres,
where Mdetn is attempting to recruit the high ogres by
using magic. This one will take you far, far into the
future. The last one will take you back in time to the
laboratories of the dragon overlord Onysablet, where
Mdetn is leading a slave revolt, with plans to turn the
freed slaves into soldiers. Fear not, for owing to the
nature of this device, you cannot substantially change
the course of the river of time. However, Mdetn is
careful to only choose events which I did not, or could
not, record, so I cannot tell you if you will succeed. Or
should I say, have succeeded?"
He will then go on to explain how the device works.
The three buttons will take you to a particular, preprogrammed point in space and time. (He will start to
get evasive is asked specific questions about each
point, or about who programmed the device – it was
Gilean) Once you go to a time or place not of your
own, the other two gems will stop glowing and
become inoperable. Pressing the glowing gem that
brought them there will transport the bearer, and
everyone within 40 feet the bearer wants transported,
back to the time and place the bearer came from. That
gem will then darken and become unusable, and the
other two will light back up. The PCs will then be
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Arrival

Magical reverberations in the cathedral spread
throughout the city; if someone is trying to recruit
At the time when this session takes place, the Irda
have escaped Takar and made it to 5 miles outside the ogres through magic, that would be where they'd do it
city. They are hardly safe, and are camped for the night from. The easiest entrance to this cathedral is a secret
way in an abandoned farmhouse which is only an
in a concealed grotto without any campfires. They're
hour's march away, but it is located near an outpost of
cold. They're paranoid. They're uncertain about their
Takarian soldiers, who may have been notified of the
place in the world. And then the PCs appear right in
Irda's escape, and so may be hypervigilant. The PCs
the middle of camp.
Session Overview
will have to sneak to the farmhouse now, before the
In this session, the PCs appear in the middle of the Irda
whole city pours out to search the countryside. Igraine
Earning the Trust of the Irda
camp the night after they fled Takar along with their
also provides the PCs with a map of the area (one
freed human slaves. The PCs have to convince the Irda Simply not getting killed is a complexity 2 skill
which looks remarkably like the one on the next page).
challenge (6 successes before 3 failures). The PCs will
not to attack (no easy feat), and then earn their trust.
The PCs then find out that an agent of Mdetn is trying have to immediately justify their presence so as to
to magically enslave the ogres in Takar, and they have keep from being attacked. If the players try to tell their
to sneak into Takar by a secret tunnel. There, they meet story, use bluff checks. After all, being convincing is
more important than being diplomatic when you try to
an ancestor of an old friend, have to stop the magical
explain that you're a time traveler from thousands of
ritual, and kill Mdetn's agent.
years in the future, with a party that probably includes
races that don't exist yet, pursuing an agent of a goblin
Background
(a race that doesn't exist yet) who uses mysticism (a
The tale of the fall of the ogres has become muddled
power that doesn't exist yet) to recruit the high ogres.
by the millennia. What it boils down to is that a high
If the players fail this challenge, the Irda attack. There
ogre named Igraine befriended a human slave of his.
are 30 Irda in camp (they use the stats of Oni Mages
For his crime, Igraine was sentenced to execution. He (level 10 elite lurkers)) and 50 human slaves (human
fled the high ogre capital of Takar, along with a
rabble, level 2 minions). If the PCs only defend
number of high ogres who sided with him, and his
themselves and don't kill anyone, they can get another
freed human slaves. Igraine's 'Irda' fled to a remote
shot at the skill challenge after two rounds, when
island where they were able to escape the fall of the
Igraine calls off his men. If they fail a second time,
Ogres and retain their beauty and intelligence. They
they don't get a third try.
continued to serve the gods of good in subtle ways
until they were wiped out during the Summer of
Once the PCs have convinced the Irda that they aren't
Chaos.
agents of the high ogres, the PCs have to convince the

Sessions in Time
Fall of the Ogres

Irda that the PCs want to help. This is a complexity 1
skill challenge (4 successes before 3 failures), because
At this point in history, the language should be as
the Irda are desperately in need of aid. If they fail, the
different as Old English (a sort of pseudo-Old
PCs are politely manacled, and told they will be freed
German) from modern English. That said, unless
once the Irda reach the sea (a month's journey). It's
you've got a linguist in the party, this sort of problem is nothing personal, but the Irda can't take the risk of the
no fun. Just assume everyone speaks modern (if maybe High Ogres finding their location.
a little archaic) common and Ogre.
If the PCs are successful, Igraine tells them of a secret
way into an enormous vaulted cathedral under the city.

Languages
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Sneaking to the Farmhouse

While the map above is for the PCs, you, as the DM
will want to consult the one on this page, which shows
where the sentinels are stationed. One square is an
indeterminate size. It's biggish. The PCs can enter the
area from any direction, as it's far away enough from
the Irda campsite that it's no real trouble to loop
around. The party occupies one square, as does an ogre
sentinel post. Each sentinel post contains three ogre
soldiers, who use the stats of Ogre Savages (level 8
brute). When the PCs pass by (or come in sight of) a
sentinel post, you must decide who spotted whom, and
whether a skill challenge is called for. More on that
later.

When the PCs decide to move from one point from
another, they must each roll a stealth check. Use the
lowest of the results. The PCs cannot move more than
seven squares without another stealth check.

Determining who spotted whom
Note that all this assumes the PCs aren't dumb enough
to be carrying light sources while sneaking.
1. Do the PCs see the sentinels? In forests, the PCs
automatically spot sentinel posts with fires when they
get within four squares. Sentinel posts without fires
require a perception roll of a hard DC (only can be
spotted within four squares).
Outside of forests, the PCs
automatically spot sentinel
posts with fires when they
get within line of sight.
Sentinel posts without fires
require a perception roll of a
hard DC with simple line of
sight. When within four
squares, it's an easy DC.
2. Do the sentinels spot the
PCs? In the forest, when the
PCs get within four squares
of the PCs, one of the Ogre
Savage soldiers gets to roll
perception against the PCs'
stealth check. Outside the
forest, one of the ogres can
roll a perception check
against the PCs' stealth
check at a -5 penalty (for
distance) as soon as they
come into line of sight.
Outside the forest, once the
PCs get within four squares
of the sentinel post, one of
the ogres get to roll another
perception check against the
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PCs' stealth check (they may have rolled another
stealth check by this point) and a +5 bonus due to
proximity. If the PCs have managed to find themselves
some cover, the ogre does not get this bonus.
If the ogres do not spot the PCs at first, both in the
forest and out, and the PCs try to sneak past the ogres
without doing a skill challenge (including if the PCs
didn't notice the ogres), the ogres get two more
perception checks, including that +5 bonus, if
applicable. In all cases, ogre sentinels sitting at a fire
get a -2 penalty.
It's possible that neither side will notice the other. In
that case, nothing will happen, and they will slip past
each other like ships in the night.
If the ogres spot the PCs, they will shoot up a flaming
arrow and flee. (more on that later)
If the PCs spot the ogres without being spotted, they
can choose to slip past (risking being spotted), or
conduct a skill challenge to slip past undetected.

Running said skill challenge
This is covered in Dungeon # 172, on pages 107-108,
under the heading of 'Primary Actions'. In fact, reading
this whole article (it starts on page 106) would be a
good idea. Each skill challenge is complexity 1 (4
succeses before 3 failures). Each DC is at medium
difficulty. If the PCs succeed, they slip past
undetected. If they fail, the ogres will shoot up a
flaming arrow and flee. If they succeed, they will slip
past undetected.

Results
If a flaming arrow goes up, the outpost will send a
squad of ten soldiers to investigate. They'll head
straight for the arrow, and quite possibly bump into the
PCs on the way.
Ogres that flee will try to link up with other ogres. The
ogres are fundamentally cowards, and will not fight
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the PCs unless there are at least 10 ogres present (2-to1 odds)
If the PCs make it to the farmhouse, the soldiers will
not pursue them into the tunnel.

Through the Tunnel

The tunnel in the farmhouse is actually just a hole in
the floor. It's not even concealed. It's poorlymaintained, and roots have grown down from the
ceiling. It is, of course, pitch black in the tunnel.
As they walk along the tunnel, they will see a massive
hairy beast standing in the middle of the pathway. It
suddenly leaps towards them, landing in front of them,
crying out in a cheerful, high-pitched voice, "Hi!" This
huge talking spider is an ancestor of Mr. Jumpy, from
act one (Nord dungeon 2: Clocktower). His name is
Archduke Jumpy. He is an exceptionally cheerful,
chipper, and happy spider, who only wants to please
the PCs. He will not, however, leave this twenty-foot
stretch of corridor, which he believes is his duchy, as
an Archduke. He knows that he's heard strange noises,
which he describes as 'crawly and shivery, all over my
adorable little hairs.' He is childlike in his perpetuallyhappy disposition. If the PCs deliberately try to make
him sad, he will be sad, but it will be very pathetic. He
is very proud of his little duchy. He's not here to serve
any purpose, just for comic relief.

the floor. Combat begins with all of them down. First
round, two of them rise up. Every round thereafter, roll
d12. If 8 or lower, no change. If 9 or higher, they
retracts into the ground, and two others rise up. This
encourages motion in the ranged guys (seeking cover),
which will trickle down into the non-ranged guys.
You've got the villain, three sorcerers (using the stats
of Githyanki Mindslicers (13 artillery), but arcanethemed, instead of psionic-themed), and 5 magically
enslaved ogres (using the stats of orc warriors, level 9
minions)
Note that if the PCs fail this session, only some high
ogres are magically enslaved, not all of them. History
is unaffected, and Mdetn doesn't have an entire race at
his beck and call.

Finishing Up

If this is the last of the sessions in time, the session
ends when the PCs activate their time travel device.
The next session is, predictably enough, 'Last Session.'
If so, the PCs also level up to level 13.

The Cathedral Beneath Takar

The PCs enter into the enormous cathedral, and see a
number of robed figures standing in a circle. If Bytodu
is the villain, he looks up from the ritual, roars
something unintelligable, and attacks! If Leaz-Ei is the
villain, He holds up his hands in a halting motion, and
pronounces, "You don't understand! This is just!" The
PCs have an option, here, of roleplaying this out, and
convincing Leaz-Ei to abandon this course of action. If
they fail (or choose not to attempt it), the battle is
joined!

FIGHT: A room with multiple concrete crowd-controlbarrier-style-walls (chest height) that can retract into
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Villains

The identity of the agent is different depending on the state of Teyr. If Mdetn conquered Teyr, it's Bytodu, the ogre mage. If Teyr is free, it's Leaz-Ei, the black-robed
wizard.

Bytodu

Bydodu is not a complex character. He was recruited by Mdetn simply because he's an ogre mage, and so would probably do well for this mission. He used to live in
the Astivar mountains near Teyr, ruling a number of ogre tribes. When Mdetn conquered Teyr, Bytodu joined up with the new big dog in town, hoping to gain power.
He uses the stats of Volarn (level 16 elite artillery)

Leaz-Ei

(credit to Khaisai) Leaz-ei is a half-elf whose face has been prematurely aged with worry and grief. Disowned by his parents for taking the Test at Wayreth, he married
a human wizard named Elowani, and together they had a daughter, Lissa. She was a beautiful child with a sunny nature, but suffered from a weak constitution that
meant she was frail and frequently sick. Leaz-ei loved his daughter fiercely, and when Elowani died from illness just three years after Lissa was born he was filled with
the dread that she would also die before her time. He became obsessed with finding a way to permanently protect her from harm.
Not finding the answers he sought in his initial research led to him reading darker and darker texts. He studied the religions of many species and travelled Krynn to
talk with shamans and healers. His experimentation became distasteful – the hands that held Lissa were the same hands that willingly committed murder, defiled
graves, handled exotic and repugnant spell components – all for the sake of his child.
Lissa was seven years old when he thought he had found an answer. Many more years of research should have been done before attempting such a foolish plan, but
Lissa's health was failing before the half-elf's eyes and he could not bear to delay. He prepared his laboratory and placed Lissa inside a summoning circle. Despite his
reassurances she was scared and screamed for her daddy to take her home but when she tried to run towards him she rebounded from a magical barrier erected inside
the innermost circle. The air above Lissa began to swirl and glow and take shape, and Leaz-ei exulted – he had done it! He had conjured the essence of Mishakal,
summoned and bound one of the vanished gods themselves!
Of course, he had not been successful. The thing he had summoned was not the goddess of healing, but something from an Abyssal realm. Repulsed, he tried to dispel
it but it resisted his attempts with ease. Frustration turned to horror as Leaz-ei realised Lissa was trapped in the circle with the fiend. Without knowing exactly what he
had summoned he could not dispel it nor control its appetites.
Lissa's father stood transfixed as the monster forced him to watch its depravities, wishing he could instead tear his eyes from their sockets rather than see such things.
A long time later, when Lissa was finally dead and the fiend's enjoyment was at an end, finding no escape into Krynn it returned from whence it came. Leaz-ei
retrieved and buried what was left of Lissa.
After the funeral, Leaz-ei was a changed man. Dark, in a way he had not been before. It was as if all traces of his humanity had died with Lissa. His mind had snapped,
and he blamed an Ogre Lord for Lissa's death and defiling. He dedicated the rest of his life to hunting down her killer – but the Ogre Lord has always managed to
evade him. Every time he thinks he is getting close the beast escapes. Leaz-ei believes this Lord to be very powerful, as no-one knows his name or will admit to having
seen him. But Leaz-ei knows the Ogre's allies are many and no-one is safe from the half-elf's mad suspicions. His terrible powers, learned for such selfless reasons, are
now utilized in his hunt.
He was recruited by Mdetn with the promise that he would be able to hunt down this Ogre Lord (who Mdetn, as a psion, fully recognizes is a delusion). But first,
Mdetn wanted to send Leaz-Ei back to the fall of the ogres; since Leaz-Ei had devoted so much time and effort to studying ogres, he was an ideal choice for any efforts
against the m. He uses the stats of a Foulspawn Mystic (level 14 elite artillery).
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Far Future
Session Overview

This session takes place in Ansalon far, far in the
distant future, in the After the End of Ages timeline.
It's a post-apocalyptic timeline a thousand years after
the Third Cataclysm, where the gods, enraged by the
disturbance of the graves of their three (yes, three)
dead brethren, wipe Ansalon clean of almost all life,
and only the actions of the High God preserved the
other continents. It's not necessary to read the PDF I
linked to up there, but it will help, and it's really cool.
The PCs will investigate a mine full of traps and
puzzles, and find that Mdetn is using it to create
golems.

When the PCs arrive, they are standing in a barren salt
flat. The ground is cracked and white. Only two things
mar the flatness of the expanse.
To the southeast, there is a dry lakebed. The lakebed
has a number of desiccated bones, from where last
years' crop of frogs died. When the rains come next
year, their offspring will dig themselves out of the
ground beneath the lakebed, breed, and then die.
Careful examination of the frog skeletons by a
horselord or druid will reveal that these frogs are
endemic to the horselands.

the golems. Because hot air rises, when you open the
door, the Bernoulli principle takes over, creating a
powerful vacuum, sucking everything out of the room
into the shaft. PCs who are not holding the handlebar
are attacked at +5 vs. reflex. If the attack hits, they are
sucked into the shaft, and blown upwards, and out the
chimney hidden in the cairn. The whole event deals
4d6 damage to anyone sucked out, from the scalding
air, banging into the walls on the way up, and – of
course – from the landing.

There is a ledge on the other side of the door. Once the
pressure has largely equalized (there will always be a
stiff breeze, however), the PCs can safely venture out
To the northwest, the PCs can make out the silhouette onto the ledge. Smart PCs will take this opportunity to
of a thirty-foot high cairn.
peer down the shaft. They can see part of the
geomancers' workroom at the bottom. There is an
enormous pool of molten metal, with a catwalk above
Entering the Mine
Background
A closer examination of the cairn shows that it actually it. Men wearing white lab coats over long robes (the
The desert this session takes place in is what remains
has a large (10' in diameter) chimney in the middle of geomancers) are dipping pieces of stone into the metal.
of the Southern Wastes of Nordmaar, home to the
it, blowing out hot air at a prodigious rate. Very careful Every so often, a golem will walk by. If the PCs watch
Horselords. It is located above a layer of animate
for more than two minutes, they will catch a glimpse
examination of the area reveals pipes hidden in the
stone, laid down personally by Reorx in the Age of
of the villain. There is another tunnel leading off the
ground, with a powerful wind blowing into them.
Dreams. This stone can be used to produce some of the
ledge (no door), by which the PCs can continue deeper
These are used to replenish air in the mine; in theory,
finest golems that Krynn has ever seen, and Mdetn
very, very clever PCs could just stopper up these pipes into the mine.
wants these golems as part of his army. Before the
and wait an hour for everyone in the mine to suffocate.
Cataclysm, the stone was underwater and inaccessible
Since the session is mostly traps and interactions with The Face Room
(and guarded by the Dargonesti sea elves, to boot).
beings and constructs that don't breathe, this won't
A corridor runs west and then turns south 20' before
After the cataclysm, the humans and other races that
change the outcome of the session too much.
entering a 30' wide, 60' long and 10' tall chamber. In
occupied this new area of fertile ground would likely
the middle of the chamber, running from east to west is
stop attempts to mine this stone. Mdetn has learned his
The cairn actually conceals the entrance to the mine
a row of 1" thick iron poles which run from ceiling to
lesson about trying things like that – last time he did,
that Mdetn's hired geomancers have carved out of the floor. Touching a pole sets off a wall of lightning along
the local governments of Nordmaar hired a band of
dirt and stone. One particularly round boulder conceals the entire line of poles (attacks reflex at + 17). The
heroes from a mercenary company to put an end to his
a tunnel sloping away from the boat, to the south.
wall of lightning does 6d6 damage. In the southern
plots. But far in the future, the stone is relatively
half of the chamber there is a ruby-red light shining in
accessible and undefended. So Mdetn sent a team of
a narrow beam from the ceiling to the floor. This beam
Hot Air Trap
hired geomancers ahead in time to create golems for
is 10' in front of a large panel in the middle of the
The tunnel eventually reaches a door, which has a
him.
southern wall. There is no apparent source for the
handlebar located next to it. On the other side of the
door, you can hear rushing wind. The door feels warm. light, and any metal surface can reflect it. There is a
Arrival
panel in the southern wall. It is 6' diameter and made
The door opens onto a shaft where, several stories
The PCs will appear in what remains of what used to
down in the forge room, the geomancers have set up a completely of obsidian and is crafted to vaguely
be the grasslands of Nordmaar. Now it is a desert, one
resemble a distorted human face in the act of laughing.
massive pool of molten metal used in the creation of
of the hottest area of a now-desolate continent.
Both eyes are bulging and can be depressed. If both
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eyes are depressed and the ruby light is not being
shined onto the face a complicated illusion will occur.
The room appears to tilt very quickly to the north, with
that end dropping quickly to a 60 degree angle. Unless
characters state that they disbelieve this illusion, they
will stagger and slide to the north as anyone would if a
room tilted so suddenly on them! Anyone staggering
into the poles will set off the lightning. Five seconds
after the eyes are pressed, the room resumes its normal
orientation. If the two eyes of the face are depressed
when the ruby light is being shined upon it the face, it
slides east, revealing that the passage continues on,
from behind the panel, heading south.

An Encounter with a Razhak

As the PCs walk down the widening tunnel (now at
least 15 feet across), they notice that the rock is
changing. It used to be a light brown, but is changing
slowly to a black so dark it's almost blue. Magical
sparks jump from site to site on the rock face. If
anyone's passive perception beats a Hard DC, they see
that one of the rock features isn't quite right.
Examination reveals it to be a disguised Razhak. If
touched, it will reveal its face, and smile widely at the
PCs. It moved into this tunnel a week ago, attracted by
changes in the rock. It's aware that geomancers are
making golems here, and knows everything there is to
know about the rock here. However, getting it to care
enough about what's going on to share this information
with the PCs could be tricky. This isn't a skill
challenge – roleplay it out. The Razhak has no name a
non-elemental could pronounce, and speaks slowly,
almost like the Ents in Lord of the Rings.

Gravity Flip Trap

Continuing on, the PCs see a shaft with no ladder.
looking up it, they see sharp spike sticking out of a
dead end. looking down, they see a floor, with the
shaft ending into a room maybe 20 feet down.
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Villains

The team is led by a different individual, depending on the state of Mohrlexctlan. If he did not conquer
Mohrlexctlan, he sent back a talented (and surprisingly intelligent) Jarak-Sinn sorcerer named Thrd (see
Villains, below). If he conquered Mohrlexctlan, Thrd is acting as governor of the Great Moors, so instead,
Mdetn sent Yrmgha, a human warlord.

Thrd
Thrd is an over-articulating Jarak-Sinn with a penchant for showing off his teeth. When the bakali appealed
to the dragon overlord Mohrlex (also known as Pitch) for aid in ridding themselves of the Jarak-Sinn, Thrd
read the handwriting on the wall. He fled south into Taman-Busuk before Pitch had a chance to mobilize his
army. There, Thrd met Mdetn, and swore fealty to him due to a mixture a desire for power, and a genuine
belief in Mdetn's cause. Thrd is very intelligent and a skilled sorcerer, which, combined with his physical
strength, makes him a powerful opponent. He uses the attacks of a Deva Fallen Star (25 artillery – note that
he does not get the fallen star's Vile Rebirth power), and the defenses of a Banshrae Dartwswarmer (11
artillery).

Yrmgha

Yrmgha the half-ogre once controlled the largest criminal syndicate in Kalaman. When a traitor in his ranks
sold him out to the government, Yrmgha was stripped of his power and wealth. Mdetn recognized his skill at
leadership and ruling through force, and recruited him. Yrmgha tries to come off as something of a thug, but
he has a very calculating mind hidden behind his thick, hairy brow. He uses the attacks of a Forest Giant
Skeleton (29 brute) and the defenses of a Savage Minotaur (16 brute).
dealing 4d8 damage. Either way, once they grab the
rope, they can haul their way 'up' it to the level they
want to go to at the bottom of the shaft with an easy
athletics check. A DC 5 athletics check will let them
swing their way off the rope and into normal gravity
once they reach the bottom. The geomancers (and the
villain) wear rings that negate the effects of the
reversed gravity, making this as easy as climbing a
rope.
The shaft has a reverse gravity spell on it, and the rope
has a second one, so it appears that the rope falls down
as it should (reverse reverse gravity is normal gravity).
It is tied to the spikes. The rope is also bespelled so it
acts stiffly, sort of like a pole. If the PCs jump into the
shaft to grab the rope without knowing what's going
on, they start to fall towards the spikes, rather than
towards the ground. They have to succeed at a Hard
acrobatics check to grab the rope due to their
confusion. If they miss the rope, they hit the spikes,

The Forge

The corridor finally leads to the forge room. The forge
room serves as the hub of the whole installation. In
there, golems are made. From there, golems are sent
deeper into the mine to carve stone and bring it to the
forge room. Incomplete golems ring the walls. Each is
made of the magical stone, but each is also covered in
steel. As part of the forging process, each piece of the
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golem is dipped in molten steel. Geomancers roam the
forge room, working on golems. The villain oversees
the process. The entrance to the forge room is by a
stairway leading down from the ceiling. Hanging from
the ceiling, though, is a set of catwalks. They are laid
out like a three-circle Venn Diagram, and each 'line' of
the diagram is a catwalk, five feet wide. When the PCs
emerge from the tunnel onto the catwalk, there are
three guardian golems patrolling.

FIGHT: three steel encased stone golems (stats of flesh
golems (level 12 elite brutes)) on the catwalk. Neither
the villain nor the geomancers will participate, as they
are busy securing the half-completed golems against
attack.
Once the PCs kill the golems and climb down, the
geomancers surrender (they're just hired help). The
villain will want to talk. However, mid-talk, he will
start to make threats, then draw a weapon. Next round
he will attack. You do NOT want him to attack out of
the blue, because then the players will start thinking of
everyone they talk to as a potential threat. The villain's
stats are listed next to his description.

Finishing Up

If this is the last of the sessions in time, the session
ends when the PCs activate their time travel device.
The next session is, predictably enough, 'Last Session.'
If so, the PCs also level up to level 13.
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Sable's Bio Labs
Session Overview

In this session, the PCs tromp through the caverns
where the dragon overlord Sable keeps her slaves.
Mdetn is trying to free these slaves, and the PCs must
stop him, either by stealing his freed slaves, or by
killing them.

Background

The black dragon overlord Onysablet, or Sable was
well known for performing horrific experiments on
slaves (mostly ogres, elves, bakali, and tribal humans),
twisting them into terrible creatures to do her bidding.
In this session, a mercenary company working for
Mdetn is sent back in time to the vast system of
underground caverns under her swamp where Sable
performed her experiments. Their plan is to free the
slaves and bring them back to the present, and offer to
train them as soldiers of Mdetn. This session will be
very combat-heavy (compared to all the others in this
campaign), with three different combats. If you don't
like that, feel free to take them out, though you might
want to 'pad' the session with more roleplay or skill
challenges.

Arrival

When the PCs first arrive in the labs of the black
dragon overlord Onysablet, they are standing in a pool
of fetid water in a small, lightless cave. There is only
one way out of the cave. The tunnel twists and turns.

Onalo's Test

However, there are three dark thralls charging down
the corridor at the PCs. Twisted, diseased minions of
Sable, driven mad by her cruel experiments, three dark
thralls aren't a mortal threat, but they do pose an
element of risk. This whole situation is actually an
illusion – and a test. If the PCs ignore the dying old
bakali, and work only to defend themselves, he and the
dark thralls will disappear into vapor. If the PCs stop
to help the dying old bakali, even at risk to themselves,
he and the dark thralls will disappear into vapor, along
with a section of wall. This reveals a small grotto
inhabited by an old bakali mystic named Onalo.
Onalo is an old man, and has been hiding in these
caves a long time. He escaped Sable's slave pens some
fifteen years ago using his mystical illusions, and has
aided other escapees. He knows a secret way to the
surface, and directs these escapees there. He has staid
behind to help others. Onalo is somewhat old and
crabby, but fundamentally kind. If the PCs take the
time to talk to him, he has a wealth of information for
them. He scys everywhere in the caverns, and knows
what's going on in them at all times. He tells them that
a company of mercenaries, some two hundred men,
appeared in the caverns a few hours ago. They appear
to be trying to free the slaves and round them up in a
large cavern near here. While Onalo appreciates their
helping in a slave revolt, he doesn't trust the
mercenaries, since they fail his dying bakali test (they
kill the old man, grab the coin pouch, and run). He
warns the PCs that, whatever they plan to do, Sable's
response will be swift and devastating.

Meeting the Slaves

Continuing down the corridor, the PCs will come to
After about a quarter mile, they come to the body of an the large cavern where the slaves are being rounded up
by the mercenaries (this is so they can all be teleported
elderly bakali man, bleeding from a shoulder wound.
He's plainly almost dead, and will die very soon if the back to Mdetn at the same time). If the PCs want to
reach the slaves, they will have to fight their way
PCs don't help him. He has a pouch hanging from his
belt, and it's plainly full of steel coins. The PCs can tell through the mercs left behind to guard the slaves.
by looking at his wound that only an encounter power FIGHT: There are 20 mercenaries, using the stats of
can heal him (shut up; it's a silly gameplay mechanic). Gnoll Sycophants (12 minion). They fight in a large
cavern (say, 300 feet on a side), with intermittent pools
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of water (difficult terrain) and stalagmites (obstacles).
The PCs are then confronted with a choice (though
you probably shouldn't tell them this). They can, on
the one hand, try to kill the mercenaries, gather up the
slaves, and teleport out. Alternately, they can hunt
down the slaves and kill them all so Mdetn can't use
them. Whichever they choose, this session will play
out much the same, in terms of obstacles they face.
If the PCs choose to help the slaves, they find
themselves in a very sticky situation: convincing the
slaves whose saviors they've just slaughtered that the
PCs are the good guys in this situation. The PCs have
to confront an angry mob, and talk it down into
trusting them. (or use whatever methods they can – not
just limited to speech) Hard DCs. Complexity 2 skill
challenge – 6 successes before 3 failures. If they fail
this, the slaves refuse to follow them (possibly
violently), and set off to meet up with the rest of the
mercenary company. If the PCs let them go (as
opposed to slaughtering them), the session's a wash
– Mdetn gets to recruit loyal soldiers from among the
slaves.

Slave Roundup

The PCs then have to track down the rest of the slaves.
If they did not massacre the large group they found,
they can just ask them about the location of the rest of
the slaves. If they killed the freed slaves, it's a
complexity 3 skill challenge to find the rest – 6
successes before 3 failures. If they fail this, then the
session's a wash – Mdetn recruits his soldiers
successfully, as the mercs get to them before the PCs
do.
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Fending Off Sable's Troops

Whether they're guarding freed slaves or not, while
finding the other slaves, the PCs are set upon by
Sable's forces at one point

FIGHT: This squad of Sable's abominations consists of

three Dark Thralls and two Dragonspawn
Abominations. Abominations are made from creatures
other than humans and half-elves, and causes the
transformation process to go awry. One was made
from an ogre, and is a bipedal reptilian with an
enormous gut. Tusks protrude from its mouth, and it
drools black ichor and carries an enormous sword. The
other was made from an elf. It has a humpback so
large that it has to lope along, using its left arm as an
additional leg. Its crocodilian maw has two feet of
overbite, and it swings its head about like an axe, with
the protruding teeth as the blade. The 3 Dark Spawn
use the stats of Foulspawn Mangler Thralls (12
skirmisher), while the Dragonspawn Abominations use
the stats of Hams (14 brute, no I don't know who
named a monster 'ham').

Fending Off the Mercenaries

At another point, they are attacked by the captain of
the mercenary company (see the 'villains' sidebar).

FIGHT:The villain attacks the PCs while supported by
a squad of troops. He is elite, and is accompanied by a
small honor guard of tougher soldiers, who stay close
to him, and help him flank PCs. The minions fan out,
and try to prevent the PCs from flanking him. There
are 3 tougher soldiers (stats of Warforged Knights, 12
soldier) 6 minions (stats of Gnoll Sycophants, 12
minion), and the villain (his stats are listed next to his
description).
Finishing Up
Once the PCs collect the last group of a hundred or so
slaves after they kill the mercenary captain, they've
found all the slaves, and are free to teleport back to
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their home time (with or without the slaves).
If this is the last of the sessions in time, the session
ends when the PCs activate their time travel device.
The next session is, predictably enough, 'Last Session.'
If so, the PCs also level up to level 13.

Villains

If Mdetn conquered Nord, the villain is Padmor the
Horselord (see Villains, below). If Mdetn did not
conquer Nord, he's Andred Wormblade (see Villains,
below).

Andred Wormblade

On an open field of battle, Andred Wormblade is an
unquestioned military genius. His Red Wyrm
company's renown, though, comes from its
willingness to take any contract, no matter how
despicable, for little pay. Wormblade's highly
disciplined killers take most of their pay from the
dead, and enlisted men get the same salary as
officers, meaning that the company requires far less
money than its competitors. This, in turn, allows
Wormblade to take more contracts, and spend more
days on the battlefield in a year than most soldiers
will in a lifetime. At first glance (likely all the
interaction the PCs will have with him), he appears
cold and soulless. He lacks the interpersonal skill
that makes great leaders, but makes up for it in a
shrewdness that prevents disloyalty before it
happens. He uses the stats of a Medusa Warrior
(male), a level 13 elite soldier. The medusa's
Venomous Gaze ability represents not a gaze, but a
taunt.
Padmor the Horselord
Padmor was a captain in the Nordish cavalry. When
Mdetn came marching into Nord, Padmor convinced
his company to go turncoat. Now his Lightning
Spear company works as mercenaries for Mdetn
(and for others as well). Padmor is fundamentally an
opportunist, and in combat will go for obvious
openings, even if doing so leaves him open. His
heavily-bearded face is seldom without a sneer. He
uses the stats of a Warlock Knight Vindicator (level
15 elite soldier). The warlock's Iron Sky Starfall
ability represents a taunt.
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Act Two- Last Session

The Battle of Palanthas

Villain

The PCs should be able to immediately tell that
When a metallic dragon dies, sometimes they are
something is not right, that they are not where they
called to a higher purpose, to continue existing beyond
are supposed to be. While this IS Palanthas, it's not
Session Overview
death. These so-called 'hollow dragons' are intelligent
as they left it. The sky is full of odd clouds and
The PCs will be assaulted by a time-traveling dragon
constructs of teeth, claws, and scales. Their bones and
multicolored lightning, and there is no wind. People
who has been mind-controlled by Mdetn. They will
internal organs have been replaced by an essence of the
are rushing about, preparing for a siege. It'll be a fun elemental chaos, tamed by the power of the gods, and
fight him through four different historical events, and
roleplaying encounter for the PCs. You can use a
eventually find Mdetn's portal to the astral sea. Note
ruled by the dragon's own soul. One such hollow
that if you have opted to make Mdetn an evil duplicate random NPC generator like this one to create the
dragon, once the ancient gold dragon Aurican, the first
of one of the PCs, this session is when Mdetn is 'born'. NPCs you want. Aurican (again, see the 'Villain'
child of the first two gold dragons of Krynn, guarded
sidebar) is magically shapechanged into an old halfthe pathways between the material world and the
elf hidden in the second story of a nearby house.
The session will be split into eight encounters in four
planes, and safeguarded the seals separating the two.
historical events. Each time, the PCs will arrive at a
He performed this task for three thousand years,
When the PCs get their bearings, the clouds part,
new time and place where something important is
though his powers weakened with age. When he
revealing not the sun, but an immense flying citadel. discovered the rift in Nordmaar, he set himself to
going on. They will have to find their bearings. At
A cry goes up from the crowds on the battlements.
some point, they will be attacked by the dragon (who
guarding it until a more permanent solution could be
Then, Aurican transforms into a dragon, leaps
is being actively mind-controlled by Mdetn, even
found. When Mdetn discovered the rift, he took control
through time), who has been magically disguised as a through the wall of the building, and attacks the PCs of Aurican's mind and destroyed it. The once-great
in the street.
nearby humanoid, damage him somewhat, and drive
construct is now Mdetn's most powerful puppet.
him off. Then, he will move to a new time period,
Throughout the fights, Mdetn (and remember, you need
dragging the PCs with him, and the situation will
FIGHT: Aurican uses the stats of a Gold Hollow
to roleplay this dragon as Mdetn, not as Aurican) will
repeat. After the fourth fight, the PCs will kill the
Dragon (16 solo brute), but with 1,300 HP instead of interact with the PCs in different ways.
dragon, and be dumped unceremoniously where the
640. The fight continues until Aurican drops to 980
dragon left the present from – Mdetn's rift into the
to the Plane of Mirrors (see Plane of Mirrors, below).
HP. Then, he teleports out through time, dragging the
astral sea. Note that Mdetn will be talking through the PCs along with him. Continue on to Loscarum. For the As a minor action, he smashes the mirror on his next
dragon through all the fights. He's fully capable of
purposes of this fight, Aurican counts as bloodied if his turn, causing the PC in question to tumble out of a
battling and wheedling, arguing, insulting, and
nearby well-washed window, and his copy (Mdetn) to
HP is below 1140. Use a conventional street map for
monologuing all at once.
tumble out of a lady's hand mirror in a private room
this fight. For this fight, Mdetn just wants to
several blocks away. Thus, Mdetn ensures his own
exterminate the PCs, who are acting as serious thorns
in his side. He tries to get the PCs to surround him, so creation.
A Quick Note
By the start of this session, the PCs have leveled up to they can wipe themselves out with Burst of Essence.
He focuses all his attacks on the player with the
level 13!
Losarcum
highest HP, which he sees as the greatest threat (since When the PCs drive off Aurican for the first time, they
the others will be more hurt by Burst of Essence).
are dragged back through time to Losarcum, during the
Beginning the Session
Lost Battles. (check the Dragonlance Lexicon). They
When the PCs activate their time travel devices,
During the fight, Mdetn tells Aurican's story to
regain their encounter powers, though neither their
Mdetn, using Aurican's (see Villains, below) immense
unnerve the PCs. It is all the more effective for the fact daily powers, nor HP. When the PCs arrive there, the
knowledge, including knowledge of time travel,
that the story is coming from Aurican's own mouth.
Kingpriest's forces are beginning their march into the
hijacks the spell, and deposits them in Palanthas, just
Tsorthan Grove, somehow immune to its effects.
before the Battle of Palanthas in the Blue Lady's War
If you optionally decided to have Mdetn be a
While the PCs get their bearings (history checks may
(when Kitiara attacked Palanthas in Test of the Twins).
temporal-paradox form of one of the PCs, his first
come in handy here), the mages start sending golems
action is to use a crudely-built mirror to send that PC
from the forest to counterattack, and the ground begins
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to shake. Once the PCs figure out where they are, give
them a few minutes to react. This is a major event in
Krynnish history; surely someone in the party must
have something they want to do, even if only getting
closer to the action to watch. Once you've given them
a little while to play in Losarcum, Aurican drops onto
them, from where he's been hiding on a cliff
overlooking the city (no surprise round; the PCs will
be alerted by people's screams that something's coming
at them). He has recharged all his powers (and one
action point), but has not regained any HP.

longer turns on itself. The greatest balancer between
good and evil will be unmade, and we can finally have
peace and justice!" He will not give any specifics, as
he hasn't given any information that could actually be
used to stop his plan, as the PCs (at this point) have no
idea how he plans on going about doing this. Note that
the Tobril is the book that contains the plan for the
universe and all of its laws.

Skullcap

When the PCs drive off Aurican for the second time,
they are dragged forward in time to just after the
FIGHT: Aurican uses the stats of a Gold Hollow
explosion of Zhaman, which ended the Battle of the
Plains of Dust, and the Dwarfgate War. They regain
Dragon (16 solo brute), but with 1,300 HP instead of
their encounter powers, though neither their daily
640. The fight continues until Aurican drops to 660
powers, nor HP. The PCs appear just outside of what
HP. (He should have started the fight at around 1130
HP.) Then, he teleports out through time, dragging the used to be the fortress of Zhaman, but has now
PCs along with him. Continue on to Skullcap. For the collapsed on itself, forming Skullcap. Whether the PCs
purposes of this fight, Aurican counts as bloodied if his wander out into the plains to explore the desolation,
HP is below 820. Use an open plaza map for this fight, destruction, and utter loss of life, or enter Skullcap,
featuring plenty of benches and a fountain. Two rounds they will likely figure out where they are pretty
quickly. Either way, they are soon set upon by a band
into the fight, the fountain explodes, (close burst 2,
of five hill dwarves, driven completely mad by the
+10 vs. reflex, 2d6+4 dmg). One round after that, the
shock, and half-convinced that anyone not part of their
plaza is slick with the water running over the
limestone cobbles. Anyone taking a move action where little band of five is a mountain dwarf waiting to kill
there is water must make a DC 10 acrobatics check or them. It's a complexity two skill challenge (6 successes
before 3 failures, use hard DCs) to calm them and
fall prone. Those shifting can opt to ignore the check,
prevent them from attacking the PCs. If the skill
but provoke attacks of opportunities (representing
challenge is failed, use the stats of five Dwarf
paying attention to your footing over the battle).
Hammerers for these dwarves.
Suddenly, moving along the benches (above the slick
cobblestones) becomes a good idea.
However, Aurican has disguised himself as one of
In this fight, Mdetn, impressed by the PCs' ability, tries these dwarves. If the PCs avoid being attacked by the
dwarves, they will wander off, and one (Aurican) will
to convince them to join him. He makes repeated
offers to stop the fight, and spreads his attacks around, return a few minutes later, charging at them, and
preferring the PC with the highest HP at the time, so as suddenly transforming into a dragon. If the PCs fight
the dwarves, Aurican uses his own HP and defenses,
to pose a less specific threat. He uses is breath attack
and not that of a dwarf bolter, and as soon as he is
more this fight. He will try to convince them of the
damaged, will transform, scaring off the dwarves.
justice of his cause. He will also tell them that he has
Either way, he has recharged all his powers (and one
wheels in motion that will alter the very fabric of
Krynn, making his dreams for a future of equality and action point), but has not regained any HP. When
driven off, he teleports away through time, dragging
peace a fact. If pressed as to what these plans are, he
tells them, "I seek to re-write the Tobril, so that evil no the PCs with him.
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FIGHT: Aurican uses the stats of a Gold Hollow

Dragon (16 solo brute), but with 1,300 HP instead of
640. The fight continues until Aurican drops to 340 HP
(he should have started the fight at around 650 HP).
Then, he teleports out through time, dragging the PCs
along with him. Continue on to Loscarum. For the
purposes of this fight, Aurican counts as bloodied if his
HP is below 500. Depending on where this fight is
held, it's either on a desolate battlefield, strewn with
corpses of the dead (difficult terrain), or in an empty
corridor, also strewn with said corpses (difficult
terrain).
This fight, Mdetn will try to intimidate the PCs into
dropping their quest. He will rail at them, describing
the unimaginable horrors and power of his newlyrecruited agents and the destruction they will wreak
upon those who stand in their way. He will brag about
how his ranks swell with new soldiers, spies, and
apostles with every passing day. He will tell the PCs at
one point, "The attack on Nordmaar was all a
diversion! While the peninsula is nice, all I wanted
was to distract the nations while I searched for the
gate! If I'm willing to do so much to achieve my ends,
what chance do you think you have?" Note that at this
point, the PCs shouldn't have any idea what Mdetn
means by 'the gate.' Most rounds, as a minor action, he
will roll an intimdiate check. If it hits the target's Will
defense, attacks on that target will deal an additional 5
dmg until the end of the target's next turn. However, it
lowers Aurican's Will defense by 5 for the same
duration. This represents him doing a particularly
impressive (if unwise) attack.
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Istar

rift, there is a very large abandoned camp, including a
When the PCs drive off Aurican for the third time, they pen with some scales of the size, shape, and color of
are dragged back in time to the fall of Istar twelve days those of Aurican. The camp looks like it could
accommodate some 200 people. As they stand before
before the Cataclysm. It's a city of half a million
people, with massive white marble walls, gilded gates, the rift, they see the soul of a deva leave the rift and
silently go shooting away to the southeast, before
alabaster, gold, and crystal buildings, broad arcades,
being lost in the sky (It looks like the souls on the
delicate minarets, mosaic-tiled domes. And a mighty
cover of Dragons of a Lost Star, but obviously alive).
storm, crackling with green-tinged lightning rumbles
There is a well-worn road leading into the rift. They
over the city as a fierce whirlwind buffets one of the
will have to leave their trusty griffins behind, since
towers of the Temple of the Kingpriest, ripping off
they are nowhere near wherever they left them
stones. There is no one out in the streets, and finding
(probably near Palanthas).
their bearings may be interesting. Aurican is stalking
them through the streets, in the form of a city
Finishing Up
guardsman. (+14 stealth) Eventually, they will
encounter each other (the PCs will probably be seeking The PCs level up to level 14.
shelter from the storm, and Aurican will follow them
into the building), and Aurican will transform into
dragon form. When he reveals himself, a massive
stone bison head is ripped off the tower being buffeted
by the whirlwind, landing between the PCs and the
dragon (crashing through the roof if it has to), and the
tower collapses. The fight begins.

FIGHT: Aurican uses the stats of a Gold Hollow

Dragon (16 solo brute), but with 1,300 HP instead of
640. The fight continues until Aurican dies. He counts
as bloodied for the duration of the entire fight. Mdetn
is now losing his temper. It's a testament to his mental
control that he's held it this long. He despises the PCs,
who are trying to stop him from creating a perfect
world. He roars this at them at more than one point. He
once again tries to get the PCs to surround him, but
rather than focusing his attacks, he simply retaliates
against the PC who did the most damage to him last
turn.

Back to Nordmaar

When the PCs finally kill Aurican, they're pulled back
to the present, and arrive where the dragon launched
from – right in front of Mdetn's rift in space, leading to
the Astral Sea. The rift is hidden in a deep cleft in the
earth in a rocky part of southern Mohrlexctlan. In the
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The Plane of Mirrors

This is an adaptation of the 3rd edition plane of
mirrors, found in 3rd edition Manual of the Planes.
The plane of mirrors is a plane located behind all
mirrors. The plane is a 'pocket plane' in the astral
sea. It's an effectively infinite warren of hallways.
The walls of the hallways are hung with duplicates
of all the mirrors and reflective surfaces on all the
planes. When you enter the plane of mirrors by
passing through an enchanted mirror, you see behind
you the duplicate of the mirror you passed through,
through which the plane you left is clearly visible, as
if the mirror you came through is acting as a
window. You can peer through all the other mirrors
in the Plane of Mirrors, which all act as windows
into the various locations of all the planes. The Plane
of Mirrors has few inhabitants, except for the people
who travel here. However, when they do so, a
reflection of themselves is also created in the Plane
of Mirrors. If the mirror the traveler came through
was flawless, their reflection is identical in every
way except handedness and morality (which are
opposite). The more flawed the mirror, the more
different their appearance, and the further the
reflection's morality may differ (not necessarily, it
all comes down to chance) from the traveler's.
Should the mirror the traveler entered through be
shattered, both the traveler and his reflection will be
ejected from the Plane through mirrors near the
location of the original mirror. This explains why, if
you decide to have Mdetn be created from one of the
PCs, he is not identical in appearance, and his
morality is not an exact opposite – Aurican/Mdetn
used a flawed mirror.
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Act Three First Half of First Session

who have aided me so." Do you do so? "Yes, I know
you." He proceeds to name you one by one. "You have
done many deeds to stop the ambitions of the being
known as Mdetn. And you will do many more, for
your destiny is bound to his, as a sword is bound to the
heart it pierces.
Half-Session Overview
"I am sworn to protect and defend the Tobril,
In the beginning of the first session, when the PCs step the book that contains the destiny of the world and the
through the rift, they are greeted by a spelljammer
laws that govern it. Mdetn seeks to harm the book, and
called the Lexicon, helmed by Githzerai worshippers
so reshape the world into something... wrong. He plans
of Gilean. The skiff will serve as their home base for
to remove the line that reads thus, 'Evil turns on itself'.
the rest of the act. It has a plane-shifting circle on
Without this protection, there will be little stopping the
In this act, Mdetn sends his agents throughout the
board, which the PCs will use to go on their various
forces of darkness from uniting in mastery over Krynn
planes to gather artifacts that he can use to alter the
adventures. Mdetn is working from aboard an astral
for all time. The world as you know it will cease to
Tobril.
battleship of some non-Githyanki race (assaulting it
exist.
"However, altering the Tobril is no easy task.
The PCs will begin this act by meeting the Guardian of would be suicide). Aboard the skiff, they can speak
the Book, a warrior aspect of Gilean, and his ship, the with a warrior avatar of Gilean, Dark Disciple trilogy- The book, like the gods themselves, has no true
style.
corporeal form, only avatars. Mdetn will travel to
Lexicon. The Guardian of the Book will tell the PCs
where the greatest avatar of the Tobril is kept, in a
about Mdetn's plans, and will give them passage to
divine reflection of the holy mortal city of Godshome.
various places where Mdetn's agents are obtaining
The Long Speech
There, he will cross the line out, and hope that his
artifacts for him and cryptic information about these
Read the following aloud to your players. It's a long
desires are reached.
sites. The PCs will visit an enormous storm, occuring speech, though, so be sure to leave gaps for them to
"But ordinary pen and ink has little chance of
around a sleeping avatar of Chaos. They will rid a city crack jokes and add commentary.
changing reality by altering a mere manifestation of
of light of a mighty killer, obtain the last of the
substance used to make Krynn from the destroyer of a
You are standing on a ship. At least, you think the Tobril. So, before he assaults Astral Godshome, he
military order of elemental archons, and save one of
that's the right word. It's a great vessel of wood, fitted will create something that can.
"A pen. The nib made of the same material
the great bastions of eladrin civilization from Mdetn's with ropes and sails, but it rides upon a sea like none
with which Reorx forged the world. The heat to forge
armies. They will also steal the Kingpriest's last tears
you have ever glimpsed before. As far as the eye can
the nib from a crystallized tongue of the first flame the
of sorrow from a former avatar of Takhisis in the heart see, there is nothing but an unbroken expanse of
of an eternal winter, and escape a bastion of great evil billowing purple gas, never quite escaping the confines god Sirrion made on Krynn. The nib finalized with the
efforts of the most skillful mass murderer in history,
in the Shadowfell.
of its 'surface'. The ship is crewed by slender, greenacting upon the greatest craftsmen in all creation. The
skinned monks. You have heard of these – this is a
shaft of the pen from a shard of the substance used to
The act will culminate in an epic showdown with
Githzerai spelljammer. You're in the Astral Sea.
make the Graygem.
Mdetn and his armies in a divine reflection of the city
Standing on the deck before you is a tall,
"The ink. Its pigment, dye leached from the
of Godshome, floating in the Astral Sea.
expressionless human, wearing a steel breastplate over
robes of the archmage Raistlin Majere. Its solvent, the
a heavy gray robe. A large, leather-bound book hangs
by a chain from his belt, where a knight would carry a Kingpriest's last tears of sorrow.
"These artifacts, he seeks to assemble. You
sword. His eyes glow electric-blue and crackle with
will stop him. And when he moves to Astral
lightning. He looks at you and speaks in a voice that
Godshome to try his luck with his incomplete pen, you
resonates deep in your bones, and makes your soul
will stop him again. Or so I hope. My oaths bind me
tremble.
"I am the Defender of the Book, an aspect of from aiding you too directly – this battle must be
decided by mortals. And how it shall end, in the final
Gilean." He gestures at you. "Come before me, you

Act Three The Planes

Outline of Act Three
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reckoning, not even the gods can know."

Miscellaneous Aid and Advice

He gives them the map of where they need to go. Each
entry on the map gives a short direction of what they
need to do when they get there. He needs to tell them
about the teleportation circle and its limits. Plus, he
needs to warn them that Mdetn has one more time
travel item.

excellent way to show your players that they're not in
Kansas anymore.
In any case, from now on, at the end of every session,
show the players this image, and ask them where they
want to go next session. If you don't want to reveal the
other information contained on this page, the image is
also in the 'maps' section at the end of the document.

The plane-shifting circle is pre-set to certain locations
in space and time (so the PCs can do them in any
order), but due to complex divine legalisms, if they fail
something, they can't go back and try again.
Furthermore, there are subtle limits on the time travel.
If they spend too long on one mission, they may lose
the opportunity to do others.
The Defender of the Book also tells them that the rift
they have entered through has also been permitting the
souls of those who left Krynn without dying to return,
and form new bodies to inhabit, creating the races of
dragonborn, shifters, devas, etc.
Also, he warns them – Mdetn took one more time
travel item, one that only lets him go back in time up
to fifty years, and only one time, but does not prohibit
changing the timeline.
The Defender of the Book gives them a ritual that lets
them pilot earthmotes. It will let them have a vehicle
most anywhere of significance in the astral sea or
elemental chaos.
He also gives them a magical device with a 'teleport to
the ship at any time' button. It's a get out of jail free
card, and transports only the party – no matter how far
apart from each other or dead they might be – right
back to the ship. Without it, the party will find it very
difficult to get back to the ship.
I would recommend spending the rest of the session
running the 'Great Red Tempest' session, as it's an
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1 - Great Red Tempest
Session Overview

In this session, the PCs are transported to the Great
Red Tempest, in the elemental chaos. The Great Red
Tempest, undoubtedly modeled on Jupiter's Great Red
Spot, is a chaos storm miles in diameter. Gilean
informs the PCs that Mdetn's agent seeks a shard of
crystal from something in the center of the Tempest.
The PCs arrive on an earthmote near the tempest, fight
off slaads, flee into the tempest heart, and find a bound
and sleeping avatar of Chaos, wormed through with
tunnels. The crystal is in its gut. If the PCs did not
drive off Mdetn's agent in Palanthas in the first session
of act two, then Mdetn will have a scout hiding in the
crystal chamber when the PCs get there.

they believe themselves to be the only sentient race in
the universe, and seem to be aware of some alternate
reality. Whether this is just part of their madness is
unclear. Despite their wild, chaotic, and unpredictable
nature that goes beyond inscrutable, and continues on
past madness to some literally incomprehensible state,
the things they do work. What these things are is
impossible to say, since they don't have anything
approaching plans. They seek to disrupt all that is
logical, sensible, and chained to the rules of cause and
effect.

indicates that the PCs failed to get the earthmote up
and moving, and are currently being swarmed by
slaads.
2: Total Party Kill (more on that later).

This skill challenge is divided up into rounds. After the
first round with a successful Arcana check on the
ritual, the PCs push deep enough into the Great Red
Tempest that the slaads break off pursuit. Every round,
the ritual must be maintained (Medium DC Arcana) to
keep the earthmote moving. If no one stands lookout
for gentler patches of storm to guide the earthmote
The earthmote they're standing on also has slaads.
through (successful Hard DC perception), everyone on
the earthmote will suffer worse effects from the storm,
FIGHT: 1 White Slaad (16 elite lurker), 1 Gray Slaad and take a -3 penalty to all rolls. Every turn, two
members of the party (selected at random) are dealt
Havoc (15 artillery (leader)), 2 Red Slaads (15
4d12 damage. This can either be psychic damage for
soldier). You won't need cool terrain to keep this one
being teleported 2d6 squares in a random direction, or
interesting. The slaads are quite unusual enough on
elemental damage, as pieces of the earthmote start to
their own.
What Gilean Told the PCs
display elemental characteristics from the influence of
Mdetn's agent seeks a shard of crystal from something
the tempest. Pieces of the stone will turn into pools of
Fleeing Into the Storm
in the center of the Great Red Tempest, protected by
acid, geysers of cold or lava will burst from the
After the PCs take a short rest and the last of the slaads ground, that sort of thing. Every turn, each PC (except
slaads and an ancient secret.
are slain, a great croaking cry goes up from all the
the ones standing lookout and running the ritual) can
other earthmotes. In a bizarre non-pattern of fives and make a skill check against a Hard DC to do something
Arrival
sixes, the slaads on the other earthmotes push off, and to counteract the effects of the storm. If successful,
When the PCs arrive, they are standing on an
start flying through the vortices of the elemental chaos damage on one of the PCs that turn is halved (their
earthmote in the elemental chaos. Below them, the
towards the PCs. They will have to use the ritual
choice, but they must choose before damage is rolled).
ground is rough and crumbly. Above, the sky burns
Gilean gave them and push into the center of the Great These halves stack, so in theory, one person could only
with an enormous seething mass of red energy miles in
Red Tempest, or they will be overrun.
be dealt one eighth damage (one half times one half
diameter. Other earthmotes float nearby, only hundreds
times one half). The PCs make it to safety in the calm
of yards away. These earthmotes teem with squat
Skill challenge: The Great Red Tempest is a milesat the center of the Tempest after six successes at
lifeforms: slaads.
wide chaos storm. In an ordinary chaos storm (some
maintaining the ritual.
30 feet across), objects passing through are teleported
On a DC 30 Arcana check, the PCs know the
in random directions, matter is twisted in bizarre ways,
following about the Great Red Tempest: It's a chaos
The Eye of the Storm
and the damage to a person's psyche is so devastating
storm (manual of the planes, p. 67) miles in diameter.
When the PCs pass into the calm at the eye of the
it can kill. The Great Red Tempest has all that and
Slaads live on the earthmotes that ride in its wake, and
storm, their breath is taken away by what they see. It's
more. Only Arcana checks each round to keep the
launch disorganized (but highly effective) raids as the
an enormous stone slaad a mile in length, with the
ritual going and keep the earthmote sailing deeper into
storm passes by settled areas.
head of a crocodile. Its wrists and ankles are bound
the tempest count as successes, and there are only two
with chains. DC 20 perception spots numerous holes in
ways to fail.
On a DC 25 Arcana check, the PCs know the
its exterior, as if the thing is riddled with tunnels. DC
following about Slaads: Not only are they completely
25 perception spots that the thing is moving, almost as
1: Have the first three Arcana checks fail. This
mad, completely chaotic, and completely distracted,
if it were asleep.
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This statue is actually an avatar of Chaos: a tiny sliver
of His almost-infinite power, personality, and desires.
This avatar is an avatar of Chaos' desire to warp.
Genes mutate, metals twist, and this avatar desired to
accelerate it all, utterly at random, to the point where
the world would be unrecognizable. The gods bound
him at the start of the Age of Dreams.
Since they know the crystal is at the center of the
storm, odds are the PCs will, at some point, enter one
of the tunnels.

side as orange liquid, and exit the other side white
(kidneys)
6 - A long, cavernous tunnel, extending a ways down.
It has iron rails (like train tracks) running down the
length of it (intestines).

The room they enter is an enormous cavern, with walls
pocketed with shifting crevasses and peaks. At the
Even as the PCs are moving about inside this thing, the center of the room is an enormous spherical crystal the
tunnels and organs are rearranging themselves. Thus, it size of a small house. Dealing with it will require a
is impossible to backtrack your steps, and every time
pair of skill challenges.
the PCs come to another organ, roll on the table to see
what it is – it might be something they’ve seen before. Designing a Ritual

The players will probably figure out what's going on
from that 'gee, what are these things inside a body?'
In the Belly of the Beast
should probably immediately recall organs. The fact
Inside the avatar are organs, but twisted and warped.
The tunnels are actually the veins and arteries, but they that the organs are odd and impossible to guide your
way to should clue them in to warping and chaos.
twist and snake in unpredictable ways. The stone
Remind the players about the ritual 'Consult Mystic
'flesh' itself is a deep magenta, mottled with a dark
Sages.' If the players say, "Mr. DM. Seriously, we
purple. Anyone trained in religion or with the divine
know nothing about Dragonlance. What sorts of gods
power source can sense the almost unimaginable
could be associated with this?", then reply, "Well, in
divine power radiating from the walls around them.
order of morality, the monk god Majere is inscrutable
The players can continue to wander the corridors at
random. The great stone 'organs' (to say nothing of the in most of his forms, the music god Branchala has a
discordant avatar, the creativity god Sirrion embraces
tunnels) will have moved about so unpredictably that
transformation, and the prophecy god Zivilyn supports
it's impossible to tell where you are, or where you're
madness as a way to enlightenment, and so has a few
going.
mad aspects, Chaos, the father of all and nothing, has
all sorts of avatars like this, the disease god Morgion is
When the players move to a new area, don't tell them
all about decay, including madness, and the sea
the organ they're seeing. Let them figure out what's
goddess Zeboim is unpredictable as only the sea can
happening on their own.
be."
When they go to a new location, roll d6 to see what
organ they wind up on.
Going by the deduction that this is an avatar of Chaos,
1- A cavern containing a great wrinkled mass the size
someone trained in religion will recall an old scroll
of a house that pulses rhythmically (brain).
they read once saying that “Chaos' crystalline heart is
2 - A pair of airplane hanger-sized chambers of that
located next to his stomach.” That PC had always
enlarge and contract slowly. (lungs)
3 - A spongy part of the body. The tunnels are smaller interpreted the scroll metaphorically, as meaning that
chaos consumed what it cares about. But, given current
here. (liver)
events...
4- An enormous J-shaped pool of acid. (stomach)
Cutting through the wall opens up a path to the
The Cavern of the Crystal
crystal's chamber.
5- A system of tightly-wound tunnels with balconies
With that revelation, the PCs will probably be able to
overlooking rushing streams. The streams enter one
figure out that you can find the crystalline heart in a
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room adjacent to the stomach. Hacking through the
wall of the stomach isn’t difficult; the stone is
surprisingly flaky and weak.

The crystal flickers with power and indescribable
sigils. The PCs will have to come up with a ritual to
destroy it. They naturally won't know any – they'll
have to invent one out of whole cloth. Coming up with
the ritual is a complexity one skill challenge (4
successes before 3 failures). It'll take a combination of
perception (observe the sigils), religion (understand
the nature of Chaos), arcana (ritual-designing), and
dungeoneering (analyzing the structure they're
working in). While each person can only attempt each
skill once, two different people can try each skill.
If the PCs fail, they can't come up with a ritual. None
of their other efforts do any meaningful damage to the
crystal. They then have a tough decision to make
– they can either hide here and wait for Mdetn's agent
to come, and kill him, or they can leave. Hiding may
take a few days, which might lose them the
opportunity to do one other session, due to the strange
nature of the mild time travel of the teleportation
portal (your call as to how long they'd have to wait,
and if they'd have to lose another session to do it). If
they choose to wait, then the agent sent to collect the
crystal shard is an Astral Shade (17 solo lurker).

Performing the Ritual

If the PCs succeed, then they can go ahead and use this
ritual they've come up with! It's a complexity 2 skill
challenge (6 successes before 3 failures). It consists of
up to eight different factors, though they only have to
successfully pull off six to make it work. Once
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attempted, a factor cannot be re-attempted, whether
succeeded at or failed. They can be done in any order.
They are as follows, all Hard DC:
Use body language decieve the orb, so it does not
oppose them to so great an extent. (bluff)
Weave threads of magic around the crystalline orb.
(arcana)
Crack the crystal at certain sites (athletics).
Apply constant pressure to certain different sites.
(endurance)
Pick up on changing patterns in the sigils. (perception)
Tap a complex pattern into the face of it. (acrobatics)
Chant certain prayers. (religion)
Stab a dagger into it at the appropriate place and hold
it absolutely still. (thievery)
If they did not stop the agent of Mdetn from learning
from the Great Library in Palanthas in the first session
of act two, then there is a half-elf scout of Mdetn
hidden away in this chamber. Mdetn mindwiped him
– he doesn't remember anything, even his name or how
he got here, except his loyalty for Mdetn, and that the
goblin wanted him to find the crystal. He is easily
dispatched, but he interrupts the ritual, giving one
failure.
If they succeed at six factors before accruing 3
failures, the crystal is literally unmade, as if it were
dissolved from the bottom up. They win! They can go
back to Gilean. If they fail, the crystalline orb
responds, and pulses dark red. All the PCs are forcibly
teleported back to the outer edge of the Great Red
Tempest, floating aimlessly in mid-void. They have six
rounds to use Gilean's device to get back to the ship
before they are set upon by a cloud of slaads.

Finishing Up

The players get to pick what session they want to play
next time. If this is the third session of the act, the PCs
level up to level 15. If it's the sixth, they level up to
level 16, and the next session is the climactic end to
the campaign, titled 'Act 3- Last Session'.
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2 - Hestavar
Session Overview

This session takes place in the astral city of Hestavar,
as detailed in Dragon 371. The PCs come with the
intent of hunting down a serial killer among the
exalted (souls reborn after their deaths in the world,
and now granted immortality), but first they are shown
about the city by a tour guide, have to get approval to
hunt down the serial killer (called the Obsidian
Dagger) from the angel bureaucracy, and are jumped
by a jealous exalted. Eventually, they will find that the
Obsidian Dagger is the Shadar-Kai ambassador to
Hestavar, and has been guiding the game of making to
produce a perfectly sharp knife, which Mdetn will use
to cut the tip of the nib of his pen.

exalted, but he still looks like what he was in his first
life, a Kagonesti elf. He tells them that the angels are
still deciding whether to grant the PCs an audience.
While they figure this out, he's been instructed to show
the PCs around the city.

A Multi-Day Tour of the City

This will be done as a series of vignettes. Each of these
little vignettes should take between 5 and 10 minutes.

Welcomed by the Winner

The PCs arrive just in time to catch the final lap of the
Storm's Eye Run from the Hundred Bridges. Describe
what they see! After the race is over, Vesf takes them
to meet the winner, an exalted human named Rilmose
and his blue Hestavar racing drake, Snap (they look
like the picture on page 29). They meet Rilmose in
Red Cliffs, where stabling for his mount is cheaper.
Rilmose is a fairly affable fellow, and enjoys chatting
What Gilean Told the PCs
about the races, though he will politely decline to
In the city of Hestavar, one of the few truly good
places in the cosmos, a serial killer called the Obsidian discuss subjects of consequence (like politics or the
Obsidian Dagger). Once the players get finished with
Dagger stalks immortals – stop him, and obtain what
him, he makes his excuses to leave so that he can rub
he desires, but do not break protocol.
down Snap.

Background

Read the article on Hestavar in Dragon 371. Note that
in the article, it says that Hestavar is governed by
Pelor, Erathis, and Ioun. Replace Pelor with Mishakal,
Erathis with Kiri-Jolith, and Ioun with Majere. Bear in
mind that the gods themselves don't live in the city, but
powerful avatars of them do. Also, no one will give the
PCs a straight answer as to what Heur-Ket actually
was (remember that there are no primordials, strictly
speaking, in traditional Dragonlance).

Arrival

When the PCs arrive, they're standing in the Hundred
Bridges part of the city. Show the players the picture
on page 18 of Dragon 371, and tell them, "That's
where you are." They are immediately greeted by their
tour guide/ambassador. His name is Vesf. He's an
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Dinner with the Diplomats
The race over, Vesf takes the PCs to dinner. He assures
them that it's always daytime in Hestavar and that this
really is dinnertime. Dinner is at an underwater
restaurant in the Painted Reef district. There, the PCs
will sup with some of the ambassadors of other planar
nations. The dining room is sumptuously furnished,
with thick red carpet and a long, thick mahogany table.
In addition to Vesf and the PCs, there will be five
people at dinner.
Samil is a cyclops. He represents the various fomorian
nations and warlords of the Feywild. Samil is effusive
about the wonders and glories of the fomorians, but
always seems to forget to mention their brutality and
evil.

Villain

Yerath, the Shadar-Kai ambassador to Hestavar,
and the obsidian dagger (The Shadar-Kai are
detailed in Dragon 372; to better understand
Yerath, you'll want to read 'Playing a Shadar-Kai'
(pgs. 6-7)).
The obsidian dagger is a middle-aged Shadar-Kai
woman. She believes it is her holy duty to The
Raven Queen (a true neutral aspect of Chemosh
so different she gets her own gender) to end the
lives of these immortal exalted who are so
violating the nature of death.
She's an ambassador of all the shadar-kai people,
and she comes from a shadar-kai temple-fortress
that has no name. She embraces breaks from
despair just as much as any other Shadar-Kai. She
leaves obsidian daggers behind as calling cards so
when she returns to the Shadowfell, she can gain
notoriety as the Obsidian Dagger.
She's been killing quietly for a few decades now,
ever since Mdetn contacted her forty years in the
past (time travel, using time travel device Gilean
warned the PCs about) and urged her towards the
abassadorship so that she could start upholding
the Raven Queen's justice in a manner that would
ensure that her memory lived on after her death.
He gave her a magic dagger that can sever the
souls of the exalted and send them on their way.
He has also told her to do artificial selection on
knives – to guide the game of making towards the
production of a perfectly sharp knife. She doesn't
know why she's naturally selecting towards a
more perfect knife, but she knows that when the
perfect knife – the sharpest knife possible – is
made, she must steal it, and that Mdetn will be
sending an agent to collect it.
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Yerath is an ambassador of the Shadar-Kai of the
Shadowfell, and is described in the 'villain' sidebar.
Ontelo is a githyanki, and represents their interests
across the Astral Sea. He is disciplined and proud, but
also kind. He is eager to learn of the PCs military
backgrounds.

(naturally) doesn't mean it.

Morning with the Maker

The PCs are next hustled off to meet with Perild, in
Methion. In life, he was a mad gnome. Now he is one
of the pre-eminent exalted involved in the game of
making. He no longer talks at a fast clip, and is more
than happy to explain to the PCs about the Game of
Polund-Aw is an efreet, representing the merchants and
Making. He will tell them how everyone is always
Khan of the City of Brass in the Elemental Chaos. He
competing over one thing or another, and that over the
is boisterous and hearty, which conceals a cunning
past few years, it has been different types of cutting
mind. He wants to talk about the various exotic goods
implements. He shows off an array of fantastically
the PCs have come across in their voyages.
sharp axes he has constructed. They're not magical, but
the process of creating something so exquisitely sharp
The final person there is Naberius Sain, the succubus
required the development of many new forms of magic
emissary from the Nine Hells (the greatest repository
and technology, which he'd be happy to tell them
of devils outside the Abyss – the real Dragonlance
about. If asked about the Obsidian Dagger, he will tell
Abyss, that is, not the fourth edition one). He is
them only that he is concerned for his own safety, as
detailed in Dragon 371.
all the exalted killed have been masters in the game.
Do not let the PCs overlook any of these people – they
must chat with all of them, because they must chat
with Yerath so the reveal at the end of the session is
interesting, but they must also chat with the rest so
Yerath doesn't stand out too much. Don't forget to look
up each of these races (including the fomorians) in the
monster manual. If anyone mentions the Obsidian
Dagger, Yerath hushes them, telling them it's bad
manners to bring him up.
Vesf then takes the PCs to his home, where he puts
them up in lavish suites, telling them he will show
them more of the city tomorrow. He will brush off any
suggestions that the PCs should start working on the
Obsidian Dagger case.

Note that the PCs must learn about the game of
making from Perild. PCs who continue asking
questions about the game of making will find out that
most craftsmen (Perild included) do not come up with
new designs, but rather perfect older designs, to oneup their designers. Still, those who do make new
designs are constantly marching on, trying to one-up
each other, and by constantly coming up with new
things they are trying to stay one step ahead of those
who would produce better versions of their designs.

Afternoon with an Artist

Meeting the Angelic bureaucracy

That done, Vesf tells them they have been approved to
speak to the angelic bureaucracy in Aurosion to argue
that they should be put on the Obsidian Dagger case.
There, they will have to argue their case before four
levels of bureaucrats. Each level is a skill challenge
and will be harder than the last – but each time they
get more practice. If they fail any of these, they can
appeal the decision. The bureaucracy actually consists
of hundreds of angels consulting one another, or
floating at assigned spots. There is no paperwork –
they're angels. None of the angels have names. Play up
the angels' colorfulness. Remember – they're supposed
to be stereotypes.

Majesty
The first bureaucrat wears silver armor. When the PCs
approach, he says, with a voice that sounds like the
ringing of church bells, "I am a being of pure Majesty.
Present your case." If the PCs can present a good case
or get two successes (with any number of failures, use
Hard DCs), the angel will approve them to talk to his
superior, and gives them directions. If the PCs tailor
their arguments to the angel (who is a being of pure
Majesty), they get a +5 bonus to their skill checks.

Law
The second bureaucrat seems sculpted out of iron, with
unreflective black eyes. When the PCs approach, he
intones, with a voice that sounds like the slamming of
a jail cell door, "I am a being of pure Law. Present
your case!" The PCs will have to succeed at a
complexity 1 skill challenge (4 successes before 3
failures, use Hard DCs) to get the angel to approve
their case. If the PCs tailor their arguments to the angel
(who is a being of pure Law), they get a +5 bonus to
their skill checks.

The last vignette the PCs will experience before
meeting the angelic bureaucracy is a chat with a deva
painter in the Fields of Ida. Her name is Ridami, and
she is making a sojourn in Hestavar before trying to
Breakfast with Those Blessed with Bounty
find her way to Godshome, on the material plane. She
The PCs have breakfast the next morning on a veranda
was transported to the astral sea from Godshome by a
in Gildward overlooking the lagoon. The veranda is
strange teleportation she doesn't understand, other than
attached to a home owned by a very wealthy member
it seemed very right.
of an exalted family named Daeltek. He's an exalted
Good
elf, and is unfailingly polite. He asks the PCs about
The third bureaucrat glows with a blue radiance. When
their exploits and compliments them highly. He
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the PCs approach, he says, with a voice that sounds
like a pipe organ, "I am a being of pure Good. Present
your case." The PCs will have to succeed at a
complexity 2 skill challenge (6 successes before 3
failures, use Hard DCs) to get the angel to approve
their case. If the PCs tailor their arguments to the angel
(who is a being of pure Good), they get a +5 bonus to
their skill checks.

Righteousness

The fourth bureaucrat is outfitted for war, in gleaming
golden armor. From within his helm, a voice cries,
sounding like the clash of steel on steel, "I am a being
of pure Righteousness! Present your case!" The PCs
will have to succeed at a complexity 3 skill challenge
(8 successes before 3 failures, use Hard DCs) to get
the angel to approve their case. If the PCs tailor their
arguments to the angel (who is a being of pure
Righteousness), they get a +5 bonus to their skill
checks.

Appealing
If the PCs fail any of these interrogations, they can
appeal their case. However, they can only appeal once,
(so they can't fail, appeal, succeed at appealing, go to
the next one, fail that one, and then appeal again) so
there are no third chances. The appellate bureaucrat is
dressed in a flowing tabard of white. "I am a being of
pure Redemption. Present your case to me." The PCs
will have to succeed at a complexity 2 skill challenge
(6 successes before 3 failures, use Hard DCs) to get
the angel to approve their case. If the PCs tailor their
arguments to the angel (who is a being of pure
Redemption), they get a +5 bonus to their skill checks.
Should the PCs fail to get the approval of all four
levels, they are not put on the Obsidian Dagger case,
and are asked to leave the city. Should they succeed,
they are directed to another angel, in another building.
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Jealous Exalted and the Upset Balance

On the way, they are stopped by an elven exalted
named Etaso. He wanted to be put on the case. Now
he's jealous and out to prove things the exalted way
– by killing the PCs.
But what's the interesting thing about this battle? This
is good carried so far it becomes intolerant and evil.
Make sure to express to your players that this fight
expresses an important theme in Dragonlance: that
good, when unbalanced by evil, becomes evil. A
knowledge of your own goodness becomes a certainty
that all those not like you are not as good. As we have
seen countless times, most notably with the Kingpriest
and the Silvanesti elves, this leads to intolerance,
which leads to unthinking hatred of those different
from you. And this very easily leads to evil. This
exalted, so convinced of his own goodness, is willing
to delay justice and risk lives because of pride and an
inability to conceive of non-exalted as deserving of
this honor.

FIGHT: Etaso is an ambush monster with the defenses
of a Dhampyr Assassin and the attacks of an Exalted
Gallant. The PCs can take advantage of his mindless
anger to provoke him, to make him lose his cool,
which causes him to suffer a -7 attack and damage
penalty until the end of his next turn. Each attempt is a
Medium DC bluff or intimidate check.

Hunting the Obsidian Dagger

The angel they're heading to find is a being of pure
Justice (he is dressed in dark blue robes and carries a
warhammer) and tells them they can use the resources
of the city to try to track down the Obsidian Dagger,
who has eluded capture for thirty years. They are also
given the following list of the Obsidian Dagger's
victims:
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All are exalted craftsmen working in the Game of
Morl. Mountain dwarf female. Killed three months
Making. Below are their given names, genders the date ago. House Ohata. Perfection of the sharpest sword.
of their murder, their races, their exalted 'families', and
the projects they were working on at the time of death. Inai. Elf male. Killed two months ago. House Rayssul.
Perfection of the sharpest dirk.
Toraina. Elf male. Killed thirty years ago. House
Garhineth. Neverending rope.
Und'Sul. Hill dwarf male. Killed twenty-nine years
ago. House Ohata. Earthmote terraforming.
Lluach. Human female. Killed twenty-nine years ago.
House Rayssul. Neverending books.
Tortas. Human male. Killed twenty-nine years ago.
House Lyewor. Inter-planar teleportation.
Kelia. Kender male. Killed twenty-nine years ago.
House Incenan. Neverending wine.
Vesirt. Elf female. Killed twenty-nine years ago. No
family. Neverending quiver.
Yerchai. Elf male. House Rayssul. Killed twenty-two
years ago. Magical flying wings.
Andarer. Human female. House Lyewor. Killed sixteen
years ago. Unbreakable metal alloys.
Nyss. Goblin female. House Sloek. Killed nine years
ago. Magical glasses to see in the dark.
Igraine (yes, THE Igraine). Irda male. House Lyewor.
Killed eighteen months ago. Perfection of the sharpest
arrow.
Kelia. Elf female. House Lyewor. Killed eleven
months ago. Perfection of the sharpest polearm.
Radden. Elf female. No family. Killed six months ago.
Perfection of the strongest knife.
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What's really been happening?

When Yerath, the Shadar-Kai ambassador arrived in
Hestavar thirty years ago, the game of making was
competing over the creation of neverending things.
Yerath killed off the major players in that competition.
With the inventors dead, the perfecters drifted off to
other projects, the largest of which Yerath also put a
stop to. Then Yerath bade her time for twenty-six
years, stopping (with killing) any project that started to
look like it might turn into a major competition until,
three years ago, an inventor (a major player) named
Urnth, a human male of house Lyewor, began working
on developing the sharpest objects possible. Yerath let
that competition develop, stopping the only side
project (strongest knife) that led off of it, and killing
people to focus the competition more and more
strongly on the sharpest knife.

about this). They now have an opportunity to catch the
Obsidian Dagger. If they decide to lure the Dagger in
(say, by announcing Tan'kime's success), then Yerath
arrives. As soon as she sees the PCs, she'll try to flee,
but they can catch her without difficulty. What the PCs
do with her is up to them. They could turn her over to
the authorities, kill her, set her free, whatever. It's also
a great opportunity to learn her motivation.

If the players don't figure out the deal
with the sharpest knife:

hill giants.
The fight takes place in a consular office, complete
with desks and file cabinets to be pushed over.

Finishing Up

The players get to pick what session they want to play
next time. If this is the third session of the act, the PCs
level up to level 15. If it's the sixth, they level up to
level 16. Also, if it's the sixth, the next session is the
climactic end to the campaign, titled 'Act 3- Last
Session'.

The angel of Justice will tell them to go home and
sleep on it – there's no shame in not finding a clue that
Hestavar's finest have been unable to find. The PCs are
woken up in the morning by the angel of Justice
banging on their door, telling them there's been another
murder. He tells them about Tan'kime, and that
something has been stolen – a knife of perfect
The angels, being unable to think like a killer, will be
sharpness. He asks the PCs to perform a ritual (easy
unable to put the pieces together. However, they have DC arcana) to track the knife down. Never before has
all the information the PCs need to deduce that the
anything been stolen, so the angels haven't been able to
killer is trying to guide the game of making to produce do this.
the sharpest knife possible. Note that the house names,
genders, and races of the killed are red herrings.
The PCs track the knife down to the Shadar-Kai
At this point, the session can take two different routes.
If the players figure out the deal with the knife, the
angels can tell them that there is someone who is close
to perfecting the sharpest knife possible – a bakali
male named Tan'kime (no family).

embassy in the Salts. The angels are unable to
accompany the PCs, since the Salts keep out angels.
When the PCs enter the embassy, they find Yerath
handing the knife over to a Rakshasa, in the presence
of many Shadar-Kai underlings. Yerath will not lie to
the PCs; she's proud of what she has done. The
Rakshasa will tell them nothing.

If they don't, the angels tell them to go home and sleep
on it. When the players wake up, an angel will be
FIGHT: Remember, if the PCs failed to stop the
banging on their door telling them that Tan'kime has
golems back in the 'far future' session in act two, there
been killed.
will be golems at the hand-off.
Yerath uses the stats of a Shadar-kai painbearer (15
If the players figure out the deal with the skirmisher (leader)). The Rakshasa contact uses the
sharpest knife:
stats of a Rakshasa warrior (15 soldier). Everyone will
They rush to the home of Tan'kime to warn him of the fight to the death. There are five shadar-kai underlings,
danger. He informs them that he has completed his
which use the stats of Kuo-toa marauder (12
work – he has produced a knife that is as at its
skirmisher). If the PCs failed to stop the golems there
theoretical maximum sharpness (he's very excited
will be three golems at the hand-off, using the stats of
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3 - Lightning Tower
Session Overview

In this session, the PCs take control of a lightning ship
– one of the planar vessels scudding through the
elemental chaos – and pilot it to a tower. The tower
contains the last of the worldstuff that was used to
make Krynn, and is guarded by a militant order of iron
archons. The PCs will have to enter the tower, talk to
(or fight) the archons, and arrive at the top, only to
find the earthstuff taken. Then, they'll chase down the
agent of Mdetn who stole the worldstuff, and fight him
on the same lightning ship. For the record, This session
was inspired by a painting from The Plane Below:
Secrets of the Elemental Chaos. See it here.

structure. However, they work together as a unit,
intuitively understanding each others' intentions and
desires. The Tower is kept in tip-top condition, and the
archons train constantly.

Arrival

The PCs appear in the elemental chaos. They are on an
empty lightning ship, a wood-and-brass marvel of
angles, spars, and bold curves. The sky is filled with a
neverending nebula of oranges and pinks, and blazing
blue lightning crackles between ephemeral clouds and
craggy motes of solid matter floating in the void.
Perched upon one earthmote is a spined tower of
gleaming steel.

Shipboard Maneuvers

An inspection of the lightning ship reveals that it
carries a lifeboat, but the lifeboat is missing. The ship
The last remaining piece of worldstuff – the substance is currently adrift. It's a complexity 1 skill challenge to
get it moving (4 successes before 3 failures). If they
from which Krynn was formed – lies in a tower,
fail, the PCs will have to get ingenious as to how to
protected by unsleeping guardians.
solve their problem. However, they are being stalked;
the villain of the session (whose lightning ship this is)
Background
left behind a Dusk Beast. It's a sort of six-legged
The majority of the session takes place in a tower
malevolent panther composed of pure shadow. The
occupied by a military order of iron archons. As far as
Dusk Beast will stalk them throughout the ship, and it
military orders go, they're shockingly disorganized and
can (out of combat) fade into a shadow cast by
undisciplined, but it's a military order nonetheless. The
something else, and then emerge from a different one.
point of the order is to guard the worldstuff, which
This should be a tense situation! The Dusk Beast is an
they see as the ultimate manifestation of the elemental
ambush monster, and has the attacks of Morthalat,
chaos. Mdetn's agent, however, has deceived them,
Sorrowsworn Deathlord (level 28 lurker), and the
telling the archons he's come to warn them that the
defenses of a Ghost Spider (level 11 elite lurker).
PCs are coming to take the worldstuff (which might
actually be true), but he's going to sneak away with it
When the PCs fly the lightning ship towards the tower,
during the fighting (Mdetn anticipated that turning the
as the Defender of the Book told them, they are caught
archons against the PCs, in the likely event they
up in a sudden lightning storm. It's a simple
showed up, would be a good idea). The lightning ship
complexity 1 skill challenge to deal with, but it should
the PCs will appear on is his, and he took its lifeboat to
liven things up, at least.
go visit the tower.

What Gilean Told the PCs

The archons have no name for the tower and the order
(beyond The Tower and The Order). They have no
individual identity, and only a rough command
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Entering the Tower

The tower is perched on a rocky crag, floating in the
void of the Elemental Chaos. The tower thrusts from

Villain

Denizens of the Shadowfell, ephemeras are
composed of shadow-stuff. They draw sustenance
from places intermediate between the light and the
darkness. Their skin is a flat gray that seems
almost insubstantial; darker shadows beneath the
skin reveal the bones, and gloom sublimates off of
them like gas off dry ice. Their eyes are points of
icy light.
The villain of this session will remain a mystery.
He's an intelligent, humanoid ephemera, about ten
feet tall, wrapped in bat-like wings of night. His
name, motivations for working for Mdetn,
everything will remain a mystery. He fights in
silence.
the stone, its long, thin spines jutting proudly into the
buffeting wind. The entrance to this wrought-iron
structure is a door. Tied up to a spur of rock on the
earthmote is the lightning ship's missing lifeboat. The
door is heavily trapped. It's not designed to actually
stop visitors, but serve as a warning against entering.
On the left of the door, there is the hilt of a sword
jutting out of the wall. On the right, there is a nook
with a helm resting in it, plus a lit torch in a wall
sconce immediately beside the door. Above the door is
a series of glowing gems set in the wall in the order
(left to right): ruby, opal, emerald, onyx, diamond.
Written on the door is "TNESSFFTT _ " The door
handle is a protruding iron face, holding an iron ring in
its mouth. The door itself is made of iron.
The door cannot be bashed down. If the PCs trace,
carve, whatever, an "O" in the blank after
"TNESSFFTT", the door will swing open. (The letters
stand for "Ten, Nine, Eight, Seven, Six, Five, Four,
Three, Two, One") If the PCs try to grab the iron ring
door handle, the face spits it out, and bites the PC with
needle-like teeth, causing 1d6 damage, and hitting the
PC with a paralyzing poison that, over the course of a
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few minutes, paralyzes the whole arm (assume, unless
otherwise stated, it was the weapon arm). Hard DC
heal check to recover. Otherwise, it heals up on its own
by the time of the first fight. When the door opens, the
PCs (who probably ignored the torch), get treated to
another trap. Oil runs out of a trough near the flame
(which the PCs will only notice if they stop to roll a
perception check), through the torch, lighting the oil,
and spraying it on the PCs. (+20 vs. reflex, 2d8+8 dmg
to all nearby PCs.) There's also the matter of the few
gems, the sword, and the helm. They're red herrings
– they don't actually affect getting the door open. The
sword is non-magical and cemented into the wall. The
magical helm can't move more than 5 feet from its
nook (including if it's worn, so you can't get more than
5 ft. from the nook while wearing it), and when worn
makes your skin turn to iron (until the helm is
removed). Each gem will glow if pressed, and any
glowing gem will stop glowing if pressed again.

the PCs in a bit about the Order and its purpose, and
the fact that a "shadowy man" came through an hour
ago, and all the Order gathered together to listen to
him. Iron Jumpy is, of course, comic relief.

haven't lost much; there's no way the PCs can take on
the entire Order gathered at the top of the tower.

Continuing past that landing, the PCs continue
climbing the seemingly never-ending stairs. After a
few minutes, they hear a series of loud bangs from the
Climbing the Stairs
The tower is constructed around a central staircase, not top of the tower. Eventually, the stairs end, and the PCs
are standing in the room at the very peak of the tower.
unlike the Towers of High Sorcery. It has numerous
The centerpiece of the room is a stone pedestal, where
landings, with numerous closed doors on each. The
the worldstuff should plainly be sitting – except it isn't.
doors open up into armories, training rooms,
The remains of several hundred iron archons litter the
workshops, and forges, (the latter two to maintain the
floor, and there is a hole punched straight through the
tower in the violence of the elemental chaos) but for
iron wall! Peering out the hole in the wall, they can see
the most part, the rooms are bare and empty. Archons
a shadowy winged figure readying the lightning ship
have no need to eat, sleep, or socialize, produce no
trash, etc. Whatever this tower was originally designed for launch. The lifeboat has been destroyed.
for, it wouldn't seem to be for archons. However, if
The Confrontation
you search the walls of the rooms that would seem to
be outside walls, you'll find secret doors (medium DC The PCs will have to race down the stairs to stop the
perception). Beyond the secret doors are small rooms
figure (if the say that they run, they make it; if they
containing powerful magical ballistas; this place is
take their time, they fail). The PCs are able to climb
Inside the Tower
well-armed enough to hold off a small Githyanki fleet. about the lightning ship seconds before it takes off.
Passing through the door into the tower, the PCs come
The shadowy figure points the prow of the ship into a
to an entry room. It's a circular room 100 yards in
storm, and steps out, and the PCs get a good look at
POSSIBLE FIGHT: If the PCs continue up the stairs,
diameter with the only door being the one they came in
him for the first time.
they will come to a landing that is much broader than
through. The main feature of the room is the
the previous ones. It's a half-circle of a circle 25 ft in
cylindrical stairwell, some fifty feet in diameter,
FIGHT: The agent of Mdetn uses the stats of a Sharn
radius, and fills a full half of the stairwell. There are
stretching up into the tower; its top is lost in shadow. A
railings. There, they are met by five iron archons (3
Phaseblade (16 solo lurker). The fight takes place on
spiral staircase runs up the sides of the stairwell,
Iron Archon Interceptors (14 soldier) and 2 Iron
the lightning ship itself. To get an idea of that looks
descending from the ceiling of the room to connect
Archon Crescent Blades (16 skirmisher)). The agent
like, look up pictures of caravels (especially a caravela
solidly with the floor.
of Mdetn has convinced the Order that the PCs have
redonda).
come to steal the worldstuff. However, he was unable
However, there's something huge hiding beneath the
to convince them of this until the PCs actually landed Finishing Up
stairs. Many military orders have an animal mascot
on the earthmote, explaining why they weren't fired
The players get to pick what session they want to play
– and so does this one. This one's is an iron elemental,
upon as the approached. Now, the bulk of the order has next time. If this is the third session of the act, the PCs
a hulking beast with a barbed body and sharp legs,
retreated to where the worldstuff is kept, at the top of
level up to level 15. If it's the sixth, they level up to
lurking in the darkness. Its name is Iron Jumpy. He is
the tower, while these five were sent down to stop the level 16. Also, if it's the sixth, the next session is the
very similar to Mr. Jumpy from Act one (Adventures
PCs. The PCs can either kill these five or they can
climactic end to the campaign, titled 'Act 3- Last
in Nord – Clocktower) and Archduke Jumpy from Act
convince them of their good intentions. It's just a
Session'.
two (Sessions in time – Fall of the Ogres); he is
complexity 1 skill challenge (4 successes before 3
chipper, cheerful, trusting, endearing, childlike, and
failures), because the PCs will almost certainly be
possessing the power of speech. He is very eager to
playing on the archons' fears of having the worldstuff
help the PCs, and speaks in a surprisingly high-pitched
stolen, and because if the archons let the PCs by, they
voice. Iron Jumpy doesn't know much, but he can fill
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4 - Mithrendain
Session Overview

The PCs travel to the feywild to work with councillor
Saffrenia Movrymm of the eladrin city of Mithrendain.
Together, they uproot a treasonous plot at the center of
Mithrendain's city council. The PCs start by saving the
councilor's life from an assassination attempt. They
then try to spy on other councillors at a banquet, and
eventually are forced into the catacombs beneath
Mithrendain where they will eventually meet Mdetn's
agent – the elusive lamia Jelvistra.

Sirrion made on Krynn. Mdetn wants to 'unfreeze' this
fire, and use it to provide the heat to forge the nib of
his pen.
How to Run the Dungeon Adventure

Beginning the Session

The PCs do not begin the adventure hunting for
goblins. That would be silly – they're level 14 or 15,
for crying out loud. Instead, when they use Gilean's
teleportation circle, it creates a thick fog around them.
Go around the table, and have each PC roll 1d6+4 (the
first four results would be meaningless). Check the roll
against the table on page 107. Have that happen. If that
particular item has been rolled, increase the number
until you find something new. When you reach the last
What Gilean Told the PCs
A plot seeks to bring down this great bastion of eladrin player, go back to the first, and have everyone roll 1d6
again. Have everyone add one to their roll every time
civilization and steal something sealing its heart.
you go around the table. When you read off number
12, the transition is complete, and the party has fully
Background
crossed over into the feywild. Just in time, too, since
Mithrendain is written up and described in Dragon
they're now Saffrenia, and she's under attack!
366. It's a long article, and most of it won't come up,
so don't feel pressured to read it all. This session is a
shortening and slight re-plotting of the adventure The A Timely Rescue
Dark Heart of Mithrendain, found in Dungeon 157 (p. Run the tactical encounter 'A timely rescue' on page
115, but the combat lasts only two rounds before the
104). I took out most of the combat, but kept the fun
attackers realize they're outclassed and teleport away
role-playing. You'll want to go ahead the whole
to safety (yes, even if they're in the middle of the
adventure (except the encounters; I'll tell you which
square or if they've used fey step; they get away clean).
ones of those to use).

Changes Made to the Dungeon Adventure

Getting to the Tunnels

Continue running the adventure as-written in
Jelvistra
Dungeon, up through Midnight Rendezvous. (that
In this use of the story, though, Jelvistra is not an agent includes the roleplaying encounter/skill challenge at
of a fomorian king, but of Mdetn. His plan is to
the party). However, instead of the rendezvous being
corrupt the council and unseal the entrance to the
broken off by a quickling attack, it's by the city guards.
underdark so that a regiment of his followers can boil They are intent on arresting Saffrenia and the PCs. The
up from below, steal the Breath of Sirrion, and retreat Crimson Outcasts' lookout spots them coming, and the
to the underdark before any defenses can be mustered. Outcasts scatter deeper into the warehouse. Saffrenia
lifts up a grate in the floor and urges the PCs to come
with her down it. There is no combat encounter.
The Breath of Sirrion
The Breath of Sirrion is an artifact that powers one of
the seals. It is a crystallized tongue of the first fire
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In the Tunnels
Resume running the adventure as-witten with A
Moment's Respite, though Saffrenia urges them not to
take an extended rest, as they don't have time. Ignore
L2: The Deadly Garden (though describe the garden as
they pass through it).
Run L3: The Hatchery and L4: The Wishing Pool.
Skip L5: Selnarine's Lair, though definitely describe
the garden that the tunnel is in. Skip L6: Waterfall
bridge, though that is totally worth describing, because
it's very cool. Show them the picture on page 112,
because that is a sweet picture.
Run L7: Cells, L8: Dresyae's Quarters, and L9: Torture
Chamber. When the PCs come to L10: The Lamia's
Lair, run it.

The Lamia's Lair
That tactical encounter will be their dramatic climax
for the session. Note that while Jelvistra will fight to
the death, Dresyae will not, and will surrender when
he gets bloodied. If the PCs did not stop the
enslavement of the high ogres during the fall of the
ogres session in act two, this combat will include ten
ogre bludgeoneers (level 16 minion), as Mdetn
dispatched them to serve as bodyguards.

Finishing Up

The players get to pick what session they want to play
next time. If this is the third session of the act, the PCs
level up to level 15. If it's the sixth, they level up to
level 16. Also, if it's the sixth, the next session is the
climactic end to the campaign, titled 'Act 3- Last
Session'.
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5 - Vale of the Long Night
Session Overview

In this session, the PCs are in the Feywild, in a remote
part of the holdings of the Eladrin archfey, the Prince
of Frost, many weeks' travel from his citadel. (If you're
curious about him, he's detailed in Dragon 374) The
PCs are trying to protect the last tears shed by the
Kingpriest. The villain of the session, Het'kal, looks
like a revenant, but is a fallen avatar of Takhisis, who
lost his divinity when when the goddess was killed.
Attacking the villain is not an option. Instead, the PCs
will have to be clever.

An Important Note

This session will be something a little different. It's
just roleplay, exploration, and some skill challenges.
There will be no combat, and very little linearity. I'll
give you the tools to make this work, but what the PCs
do is entirely up to them.

What Gilean Told the PCs

Mdetn covets an object owned by the Prince of Frost,
the godlike archfey. The Prince will not stop you – but
the other fey and the environment may prove more
deadly than Mdetn's followers.

Arrival

When the PCs arrive in the Vale of the Long Night,
they're standing in the middle of an evergreen forest,
coated under a good three feet of powdery snow. The
stars glitter, and the light of the moon turns the snow
into a shining carpet of white; the sun never rises in
the Vale of the Long Night, and the full moon never
sets.
The PCs are being watched by a fey huldrefolk (more
on them later), who is watching them from a nearby
boulder. The huldrefolk greets them with an alien grin.
If the PCs talk to him, he fills them in about the
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following things:
The location of the tears (and Het'kal's camp around
it).
A nearby outpost of the Prince's soldiers.
A nearby Firbolg lodge.
A nearby camp of his own people, the Huldrefolk.
He tells them all this for his own amusement, thinking
that surely the PCs will use this information to do
entertaining things. If the PCs start pressing him too
hard on any particular point, he vanishes, teleporting
back to his camp. You might want to draw a rough
map based on his descriptions of the area. You can
insert more things on the map as they come across
them in the travel skill challenges (at the bottom of this
document).
From this point, where the PCs go is up to them. The
rest of this section is devoted to detailing the various
things the PCs may encounter, deliberately or
inadvertently.

Traveling skill challenges

Travel in the Vale of the Long Night is not easy. The
terrain is harsh, and the chill in the air seeps deep into
your bones. When the PCs travel, it's a good idea to
insert one of these quick skill challenges to get that
idea across. Use one whenever they travel between
two different major locations. If you use up all six, you
can stop using them – the PCs have probably adjusted
to the climate and terrain, and the players probably get
the idea. Use Hard DCs.
1. Getting across a frozen river. Complexity 1.
Between the PCs and wherever they want to go is a
frozen river. Crossing will be tricky, and will require 4
successes before 3 failures. If the PCs fail, they cross,
but fall through the ice and suffer hypothermia. What
would kill a normal man merely inconveniences them;
everyone loses two healing surges.

2. Traveling through an area of neck-deep snow drifts.
Complexity 1. The area before the PCs is full of tall
drifts of neck-deep snow. Frankly, it looks easier just
to push through than to go around, but it's not going to
be fun. 4 successes before 3 failures. If the PCs fail,
they get through, but are exhausted. Everyone loses a
healing surge.
3. Frostbite. Complexity 1. The PCs have been aware
of pain in their extremities for a while. Now the pain is
starting to disappear. 4 successes before 3 failures. If
they succeed, they warm their flesh back up. If they
fail, their digits start to die. Everyone loses a healing
surge.
4. Falling through the roof of an old barn. Complexity
1. As the PCs are cresting a small hill, make attacks at
+20 vs. reflex. Everyone who gets hit falls through
– turns out the 'hill' was actually a low barn with a
rotting roof, covered over with snow. It'll take 4
successes before 3 failures to get the PCs who fell in
back out. If they fail, the PCs get out, but it's a tiring
process, and they hurt themselves doing it. Everyone
loses a healing surge.
5. Exhaustion and cold. Complexity 1. The exhaustion
of slogging through the snow, and the cold of exposure
has finally been too much for a PC (choose, among
those who aren't trained in Endurance, the PC with the
lowest Con). He collapses in the snow. It's 4 successes
before 3 failures to get him back on his feet. If they
fail, he is finally back up, but loses 3 healing surges
due to exhaustion.
6. Wolves! Complexity 1. A pack of starving wolves
emerges from the trees. They won't fight the PCs, but
they dog them, watching for weakness. It takes 4
successes before 3 failures to drive the wolves off. If
the PCs fail, the wolves refuse to be driven off. The
PCs will have to decide between fighting them
(assume the PCs are successful, but everyone loses a
healing surge) or letting them follow the PCs (highly
unnerving; the PCs will take a -2 morale penalty in all
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the rolls in their next skill challenge).

If the PCs do present a good reason, it's a skill
challenge. If the PCs reach 6 successes before 3
failures, the Huldrefolk aid them in good faith by
The Huldrefolk Camp
telling them, "Not all of Takhisis died the day she was
The Huldrefolk were the original fey of Krynn. All
others – dryads, faeries, pixies, even (arguably) eladrin killed. Shocking news to those who care, I'm sure!"
– can trace their ancestry back to the Huldrefolk. With They will then run off cackling.
the rise of the mortal races, the Huldrefolk left Krynn.
If the PCs fail, the Huldrefolk will pretend to help
Most went to the Astral Sea, but some went to the
Feywild. Those who went to the Feywild are different them, but tell the PCs "Het'kal follows the Lord of
from other Huldrefolk. They have adopted the love of Bones! Slay him, and seize his crown!" (Het'kal
doesn't have a crown. Or do they mean the crown of
trickery and manipulative nature of their fey
descendants. These aren't your sparkly and happy fey. the god Chemosh, the Lord of Bones? It's all
meaningless anyway.) If the PCs try to kill Het'kal,
They are much like the fey of Europe's old stories.
they will be killed, and will (hopefully) teleport out at
These are who might steal your baby and leave their
the last minute, back to the ship of The Defender of the
own, who might make you shoes in the middle of the
Book.
night, or who might just kill your livestock for kicks.
Furthermore, they possess great (if alien) wisdom and
knowledge, and are willing to share it – for a price, for The Huldrefolk will not help beyond simply giving
information.
their own inscrutable purposes, or just for their own
amusement.
Huldrefolk are about 2.5 ft tall, and weigh about 25
lbs. Their skin is gray, their limbs frail, and their bald
heads and pupil-less eyes are enormous. They look like
a Gray alien if you gave him a loincloth.
These Huldrefolk are living in the boles of an
enormous, leafless oak tree. They are led by a
charming, though offputting, individual named
Selladore. They will give the PCs cryptic, ultimately
meaningless information for free ("The rider in white
hunts you, and you will have to kill to control the
message!").
They will have to be shown that it's in their own best
interest to help the PCs, and may double-cross them in
the end (though they have no desire for the tears). If
the PCs don't present a good reason for the Huldrefolk
to help them, the Huldrefolk will use their magic to
render the PCs Dominated, and drop them off at the
military outpost as a gift to the eladrin commander,
who tolerates the Huldrefolk's presence.
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Outpost of the Prince of Frost

The Prince of Frost maintains a garrison in this remote
corner of his realm. The soldiers here are all eladrin,
and are bored out of their minds. No-one, not even the
Fomorians, would be mad enough to challenge the
Prince of Frost, whose power rivals that of a god's
avatar. So here the soldiers sit, in a walled stone fort,
serving out their decade-long post, hoping for a less
remote assignment, and counting off the years until
they're relieved.

Prince cares nothing for the tears – he threw them out
of his fortress centuries ago, after the gods of good
blessed them with ability only to be moved by the just,
but I'll tell you this: the revenant, Het'Kal, is not what
he appears. He's not even what he thinks he is – I'm
quite sure of that. I've seen men confronted with their
true identity before – it puts them out of the action for
quite some time." If they fail the challenge, he doesn't
help.
If they don't present such a reason at all, he pretends to
let the PCs convince him. He pretends to aid them, but
gives them faulty information that abandons them in
the middle of nowhere as a lesson. That information is,
specifically, "Listen, if you want to take the tears out
from under him, there's a secret panel underneath
them. You can access it by tunnel, reach out of it,
snatch the tears, and be on your way. The tunnel is
long, though. Five miles northeast of the tears, you'll
find an immense mesa, with a lone pine at the top. The
tunnel's entrance is at the base of that mesa. You can't
miss it." Naturally, the PCs will find no such tunnel
(though the mesa exists).

The Firbolg Lodge

Firbolgs are not a common D&D race, but you'll find
them in the monster manual. These nocturnal
humanoids live for the hunt – not for the kill, but for
the act of the hunt itself. They live in small, isolated,
highly-defensible lodges integrated with the
surrounding wilderness, and are highly territorial, both
The commander of the fort is a dark eladrin named
to outsiders and to other lodges. The Prince of Frost
Soxan. He is aware of the existence of Het'kal, but is
gives them leave to live on his lands, in exchange for
not particularly concerned; he poses no threat to Soxan the occasional tribute. This lodge is located on a bluff
or his men. Soxan will have to be shown that helping
overlooking a frozen waterfall. It's led by a grizzled
the PCs will significantly aid the Prince of Frost or
and scarred old firbolg named Grahol.
significantly aid his own ambitions to be posted
somewhere less remote.
They will give the PCs aid if the PCs can convince
them that it's in their best interest (complexity 1 skill
If the PCs provide such a reason, it still takes a
challenge – 4 successes before 3 failures) and can
complexity 1 skill challenge (4 successes before 3
prove their worth by hunting down one of the mighty
failures) to convince him. If they succeed, he tells
stags of the region (12 successes before 4 failures).
them, "I won't commit my men to this mission; the
Every time they seem about to kill the stag, it escapes,
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using a combination of astounding strength and
instinctual fey magics. The 12 successes thing will
ensure that they have to try this several times before
they exhaust the stag enough to be able to kill it. If the
PCs, succeed, Grahol tells them, "We have hunted
revenants before, in the feywild. Het'kal is no
revenant. Either way, his task is fruitless – the gods
blessed the tears so the unrighteous cannot touch them.
Now, be on your way. A great hunter knows to ask the
advice of others, but also that he must ultimately rely
only on his closest comrades." If they fail, Grahol will
throw them out of the lodge saying, "We have no use
for weaklings. Begone, or we will make you our next
prey."

The Villain, Het’kal, and his Camp

Het'kal, the villain is backed up with enough firepower
(plus his own powers) to make attacking him a losing
proposition. If the PCs failed to deal with the slave
revolt in Sable's bio labs, it's suicide, as he's backed up
by freed slaves from that plot of Mdetn’s. In addition
to the slaves, he's protected by draconians, dragonborn,
tylors, and – most importantly – a few freed
dragonspawn, whose story (which the villain is happy
to tell) is the lynchpin to the PCs figuring out the
villain's identity.
The dragonspawn used to be agents of the dragon
overlords. When the overlords were killed, most
dragonspawn died then and there. Some went mad. But
a few went sane. They forgot everything they did as
agents of the dragon overlords, and became blank
slates.
Het'kal is a revenant (Dragon 376 describes
Revenants) fallen avatar of Takhisis. His catchphrase
is, "Death couldn't stop me. Do you really think you
can?" At first, the PCs think (because Het'kal thinks
this too) he's just a revenant of Chemosh. However,
he's actually a fallen minor avatar of Takhisis. The
avatar was created originally to serve as an
administrator of dragons, in the War of the Lance, to
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get her troops used to the idea of being governed by
humans. When Takhisis knew she was fated to become
mortal, she chose to spend her precious last few
seconds sending as many of her avatars as she could
into the world, in the hope that some would still do
great things, even though they had forgotten their
origins. In the fall, this avatar's appearance was twisted
into that of a revenant. (Religion checks will tell the
PCs about revenants, just replace the Raven Queen
with Chemosh).
Het'kal will gladly talk to the PCs, and will only offer
them violence if they attack him. However, he will not
allow them into the camp. If the PCs hang around the
camp for too long, he sends soldiers to shoo them
away.

testament to the failure of emotion.

Taking the Tears

The tears are floating in midair, suspended as frozen
droplets. They can only be taken from their site by
someone righteous (like, hopefully, at least one of the
PCs). If none of the PCs are righteous, they'll be
simply unable to move the tears, and will likely not
succeed in this session. The villain, Het'kal, is working
on a ritual which will enable him to fool the spells
guarding the tears, and take them. Since the tears are in
the middle of Het'kal's camp, the PC's best bet is to
stun him with his true nature, run in, grab the tears,
and trigger the button home before they can be
overwhelmed.

Easier said than done! As soon as the PCs rush into
camp, they will be under attack. Pushing (or dodging,
or sneaking) through the morass of creatures attacking
them is a skill challenge. The PCs have to have six
total successes to reach the Tears. However, with every
failure (and there's no theoretical limit on their
maximum failures), every PC in the party loses two
Telling Het'kal he's a fallen avatar of Takhisis (or
healing surges. If Het'kal has the freed slaves from
showing him a medallion of Takhisis, or so forth) stuns Sable's bio labs on his side, make that three healing
him. His mind is unable to cope with the shock. He'll
surges. If Het'kal is not currently stunned, make that
be unable to take any actions for a full hour, as he
three healing surges (or four, if the slaves are there). If
stares blankly ahead, coming to terms with this sudden a PC drops to -1 healing surges, he starts dying.
change in his self-identity.
PCs trained in religion will sense a powerful divine
presence emanating from Het'kal. If they hide near the
camp, they will observe him using draconic-themed
magic, which is not what they would expect from a
revenant.

Het'kal's camp consists of several dozen tents
surrounding the tears (which are located in a large
open clearing). The tents fill up the clearing, to within
fifteen feet of its edge. The camp is surrounded by a
wooden palisade (easy DC athletics to climb). Guards
are posted around the palisade, watching the snowcovered forest.

If the PCs come up with some other wacky plan, allow
it. This is their moment to shine. Use similar rules to
the skill challenge above to determine its success.

A Rough Outline

Here's a rough outline of ideal course of events:

1. The players arrive in the frozen forest.
2. The players are greeted by a huldrefolk, who fills
The Tears
them in on the various groups.
The tears are the last tears shed by the Kingpriest of
3. The PCs travel to one of these groups; travel skill
Istar, many years before the Cataclysm. They were
challenge!
frozen, and taken by the Prince of Frost to be placed in 4. The PCs get information from one of these groups;
his holdings (called the Vale of the Long Night) as a
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skill challenge!
5. The PCs travel to Mdetn's forces; travel skill
challenge!
6. The PCs confront Mdetn's forces, only to realize
that this group is way more powerful than they can
handle. Religion checks reveal information about
revenants. Some PCs sense something very divine
about him, not what they'd expect of a revenant.
7. The PCs snoop around (skill challenge you come up
with on the fly!), and spot the revenant using some
decidedly divine powers, all with a draconic theme.
8. Combined with the story of the dragonspawn, the
PCs deduce that the villain is a fallen avatar of
Takhisis.
9. The PCs come up with some wild plan to make use
of this information.

Finishing Up

The players get to pick what session they want to play
next time. If this is the third session of the act, the PCs
level up to level 15. If it's the sixth, they level up to
level 16. Also, if it's the sixth, the next session is the
climactic end to the campaign, titled 'Act 3- Last
Session'.
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6 - Sunderheart
Session Overview

In this session, the PCs travel to the city of
Sunderheart in the shadowfell to stop an agent of
Mdetn from acquiring dye leeched from the first black
robes of Raistlin Majere, which Mdetn will use as the
pigment in his ink. However, when the PCs arrive,
they find they cannot leave and that the agent has
already either left or has been killed. The rest of the
session is fairly sandbox, and revolves around their
attempts to escape the city.

What Gilean Told the PCs

Sunderheart, one of the greatest Domains of Dread, is
sealed off from the rest of the shadowfell. The laws of
creation in this pocket in the universe will be your
greatest foe.

advertise it as an adventure, contains all you need to
know. There are some changes that have to be made,
for a reasonably-short session and for conversion to
Dragonlance if nothing else.

The players teleport into the city at point 6, atop the
wall, at about midday, local time. Their 'teleport out'
device does not function in Sunderheart. You would be
advised to encourage them (via their talking to people
History changes
on the street) to visit the Witch of Downing Street,
who will ask them to bring books from the shattered
Instead of a Bael Turathi city, Harrack Unarth was a
library (three trips and the witch will find out the two
city in the Empire of Ergoth. Its actual location has
ways to unmake Sunderheart – she will tell them,
been lost to history, and it may have been swallowed
by the Newsea during the cataclysm. The events from because she wants to get out as well). Also, they can
visit the library and, with a day's worth of research,
the backstory of the city (the two lovers, the demonthey can find the ways out themselves, though
pacts, and so forth) occurred around 500 PC, though
that's debatable. The demon pacts were for things other Nephigor will try to distract them, and the PCs may
than to create tieflings (history does not record what), kill him.
though Ivania and the Ghoul do resemble tieflings, and
these events were a minor blip in the overall history of Escaping Sunderheart
the empire.
Remember, there are four ways to exit the city, all of

City changes (for simplicity)

The prison guards are not cultists of Zehir. While that
could be a really cool plot hook for campaigns set in
The Outcome of the Session
The outcome of this session, Mdetn-wise, is dependant the city, this is only one session.
entirely on the outcome of the adventure in Teyr in act
The Hellbound, the fell creatures that stalk the second
two. If Mdetn got his hands on the books, then he
wall and act as Lady Dreygu's secret police will not
learned much about Sunderheart. His agent entered
harm the PCs – they only watch and wait for a purpose
Sunderheart, got what he needed, and left quickly. If
Mdetn didn't get the books, then he did not learn much known only to them.
about Sunderheart. His agent made a fatal mistake and
People are safe on the Night of the Black Carnival not
was killed, and Mdetn doesn't get the ink. If Teyr fell
at the end of act one, and you didn't get to run act two, because of the new moon, but because of the masks.
you can choose to either have Mdetn automatically get The PCs are safe if they're out at night any night as
the books, and have this be an automatic failure, or to long as they wear masks (though the townspeople still
make it a 50/50 chance. I'd go for an automatic failure assume that it is the new moon, not the masks).
(it fits the tone of the session), but that's just me. Note
that this is actually an instance of the balance at work. To escape the city by convincing the lich of the white
tower to fight Ivania and the Ghoul, they do not have
An evil was expunged, so now new evils arise.
to kill the Hellbound first.

Running the Session

This session is pulled directly from Dragon 368, and
the article Domains of Dread: Sunderheart, the
Funeral City. That article, while WotC doesn't
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Arrival

Taking the river out of the city does not make the PCs
wind up in the river Styx.

which teleport the PCs back onto Gilean's spelljammer.
1. Killing Ivania and the Ghoul. They will lie dead for
a night and a day, during which time, if the PCs pass
through the mists, they will escape (instead of
suffering nameless horrors). However, during that
time, the undead residents of the Tomb City assault the
Living City, slaying everyone they encounter.
2. If the PCs can convince the wizard of the white
tower to do battle with Ivania and the Ghoul, they will
do battle for eternity (unless the PCs intervene). While
they are battling, the PCs can ride a boat over
Grimriver falls and escape, but as they pass the library,
Nephigor will chain himself to their boat and escape to
the Nine Hells.
3. Getting Ivania to say Vorno's name with remorse.
This unmakes the realm of Sunderheart.
4. Luring the Ghoul to the mirrored bedchamber at the
heart of the palace without raising Ivania's ire, and
then slaying them both there. This unmakes the realm
of Sunderheart.
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Finishing Up

The players get to pick what session they want to play
next time. If this is the third session of the act, the PCs
level up to level 15. If it's the sixth, they level up to
level 16. Also, if it's the sixth, the next session is the
climactic end to the campaign, titled 'Act 3- Last
Session'.

Villain

Mdetn's agent, clearly an outsider that townspeople
will be happy to gossip about, was a deva. If dead, the
townspeople will tell the PCs about how he was seen
heading up the cliff face stairs leading to the tower of
the white wizard, and how his mangled and burned
body was hurled down from its heights about half an
hour later. If he was successful, the townspeople will
happily gossip about how he was seen going into the
River Palace, and was then seen leaving and walking
into the mists (he left by a secret means known only to
him).
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Act Three - Last Session

only one in Mdetn's service. Clockwork monsters from
Clocktower session in act one could have been donated
to Mdetn before the PCs killed the mad gnome Itry. On
The most important difference, though, is that Astral
the other hand, other monsters don't work. Without the
The PCs should have leveled up to level 16 for this
Godshome is just more so. The buildings are grander
dryad commanding them, Mdetn can't use plant
session.
and more inspired, the inhabitants are closer to the
monsters, as seen in act one's Maze session. The key
gods, the choice of buildings in a district closely
is, you want to use monsters that the PCs will
Note that you will have to do some prepwork for
reflects the portfolio of its god, nothing is ruined
remember and think it's cool that they see again
this session; you can't run it straight out of the
(except for Paladine's and Takhisis' districts), the
(because this session should tie together the whole
module. It's not much, but it's real.
whole nine yards.
campaign) without using monsters that will make your
players say, "What? We wiped those guys out, and
Session Overview
Backstory - Current State of Astral Godshome there's no way there can be more of them. This really
In this, the final session, the PCs will sail into Astral
On the way through the city, it's chaos. Mdetn's agents cheapens what we did before." It could be tricky, and
Godshome on board the spelljammer of the Guardian
the balance is different for every group, which is why
of the Book. The Githzerai will try to transport the PCs and the representatives are assaulting the city, and
I'm not picking them for you. If you can't find enough
they're getting some help from the locals. Servants of
as close to the city as they can before withering fire
in the list of groups they've seen before, use the ones
Branchala have been seduced by Mdetn's message of
from a Githyanki battleship drives them off. The PCs
under 'miscellany'. You might want to tailor your
equality,
and
are
fighting
on
his
side.
Chemosh
is
will make their way to the gates of the city, fight their
choice of monsters to the skiill challenges they will be
supporting
Mdetn,
because
he'd
finally
be
able
to
get
way through (in a series of skill challenges) to the
used in, but that's just a suggestion.
his
church
out
in
the
open,
and
would
dramatically
divine reflection of the Temple of the Stars in the
influence his power. Hiddukel is on Mdetn's side
center of the city, and stop Mdetn, once and for all.
You will need to select six opponents from this list;
because he loves the idea of the Tobril being
one each for skill challenges 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12.
subverted. Sargonnas is supporting Mdetn, because
Backstory - Nature of Astral Godshome
he's been for unity as strength all along. Zeboim and
Astral Godshome is a divine reflection of the city of
Act Three
Morgion do not support Mdetn. Zeboim, because he
Godshome (which the PCs visited back in act two).
seeks to stop the chaos she so loves. Morgion, because Ephemeras (Lightning Tower)
The Astral version is much the same as the Material
he works best in the shadows, and if evil should come Tylors, dragonborn, dragonspawn, and draconians
city was before Istar (check the Godshome session, in to power, his brothers would gain great power and he
(Vale of the Long Night)
the history section), though there are a number of
would not. As they have no districts in the city, the
Rakshasas and slaves (Hestavar)
important differences. For one, the inhabitants of
Nature Gods, Mina, and the Moon Gods stay out of it. Cyclopses (Mithrendain)
Astral Godshome are not mortal clerics, they're
All the other gods are against Mdetn. Mdetn, of
Act Two
immortals, with different types of immortals living in
course, has brought a huge mortal army to fight on his
High ogres (Fall of the Ogres)
the different districts. As usual, the moon gods are not side, but mortal allies of the gods are arriving to fight
Golems (Far Future)
represented, and the servants of the nature gods live in against him.
Freed slaves (Sable's Bio Labs)
the wilderness outside the city. Another difference is
Devas (Godshome)
that the districts are not pie slices, they're spirals (see
Who Will the PCs Fight in Astral Godshome?
map). Each district is made of seven 'sections,' each
Act One
section being the part of the district in a particular pie You'll have to pick six opponents from this list, and
assign them to different skill challenges. Better to use Gnolls (Gnolls)
slice (again, see map). The quickest route from the
Plant monsters (Maze)
opponents that the PCs have seen before and
outside of the city to the Temple of the Stars at the
Devas and tieflings (Khisanth)
center is to cut through seven different sections of city. remember; note that even if the PCs have defeated
Clockwork machines (Clocktower)
Yet another difference is that the city is constructed on these monsters, they may still be usable. For example,
Spriggans (Grasslands)
if they killed the ephemera from the Lightning Tower
the cosmos' largest earthmote, hundreds of miles in
Centaurs (Grasslands)
session
in
act
three,
it's
no
trouble
–
you
can
still
use
diameter. All the area of the earthmote not occupied by
ephemeras, as it only makes sense that he wasn't the
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the city (which is only four miles in diameter) is
verdant wilderness.
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Jarak-Sinn leading enslaved bakali (if Mdetn
conquered Mohrlexctlan).
Nordmen slaves (if Mdetn conquered Nord)
Vampire spawn (Vampires)
Daegar dwarves (Flying Citadel)
Painted creations (Art museum)

Miscellany
A platoon of imperial minotaurs
Ogres
Hobgoblins
Bugbears
Dwarves
Kuo-Toa
Sahuagin
Weird, fish-like dragonborn
Shifters
Bladeling mercenaries
Quom
Summoned devils
Summoned elementals

Sections of the city

piles of gold and steel coins, all cursed to bring ill
Kiri-Jolith - a high-walled fortress and a training yard. fortune to the owner. Purple-hued men with a tentacle
Stone-faced knights in armor of gleaming dragonmetal protruding from each shoulder and whose exact
and 12-foot-tall bison-headed minotaurs.
position can never be certain (essentially displacer
beasts, but humanoid), and a number of hired demons.
Majere - a cloistered monastery and a walled garden.
Blind monks in red robes and bipedal mantis-men.
Morgion - a plague hospital with no doctors and a
rotting (and empty) barracks. Rat-men and diseased
Mishakal - a fountain-containing courtyard and a
demons.
temple of alabaster columns. Humanoid figures of blue
radiance and a corps of determined-looking battlefield Sargonnas - a fortress bedecked with rusted spikes and
medics dressed in leather armor.
a blood-soaked gladiatorial arena. Ten-foot-tall
minotaurs and heavily-armored devils.
Paladine - his section of the city has fallen into
disrepair, and is relatively empty. A neoclassical palace Takhisis - her section of the city has fallen into
and a fortress carved from a throne. Various metallic
disrepair and destruction. A dark temple and a dark
dragons.
cave. Various chromatic dragons.
Gilean - an enormous library and an alchemical
workshop. Stone golems and iron-eyed, grey-skinned
humanoids carrying warhammers with heads in the
shape of books.

If the PCs enter through the nearest gate and proceed
to the Temple of the Stars via the fastest route, they
will pass through the following districts: 1. Branchala,
2. Shinare, 3. Morgion, 4. Kiri-Jolith, 5. Gilean, 6.
Chemosh 7. Paladine

Reorx - an underground feasthall and a forge. Azers
and white-skinned gnomes.

Each section of the city below gives two different
example locations for skill challenges and two
different types of followers that can be found.
Remember that the location a skill challenge is set in
will likely affect how the players go about dealing with
it. Also remember that all these gods have angels, and
that there are more types of followers and many more
locations in each section of the city. Assume that all
the followers are immortal.

Sirrion - a building holding a sacred hearth and an
enormous art gallery. Elementals of the three primary
colors (red, yellow, and blue elementals). No, not
elementals who are that color, elementals of that color.

Branchala - a music hall and an instrument-crafting
studio. Elfin (not elven) warrior-poets and greenskinned fey musicians.

Shinare - a marble-walled bank and a guildhall.
Elementals of gold and steel.

Zivilyn - a field of megaliths and an empty domed
building. Ghosts of great sages.
Chemosh - a great mausoleum and a building
constructed entirely of animal skulls. Liches
commanding armies of skeletons and wights, and
intelligent skeletal devils.
Hiddukel - a shifting complex of rooms and a field of
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Moving through Astral Godshome

Everything in this session up until the final battle at the
end will be run as a giant skill challenge composed of
smaller skill challenges. Each smaller skill challenge
stands alone, but you keep a running tally of the PCs'
total number of failures (not successes) over the course
of the session. How many failures they get determines
how many healing surges they start the final fight with
(how badly beaten up they were by their journey), and
what state the universe is in when the fight starts (how
much time Mdetn has had to play with the
manifestation of the Tobril). At no point during this
should combat actually happen. While most of these
smaller skill challenges will be simulating actions
taking place in a battle, the PCs are not facing foes that
are on equivalent power to them, and so everything
can remain abstracted at the level of skill checks.
If the PCs move through the city in the most straightline fashion, they will pass (again) through these
districts: 1. Branchala, 2. Shinare, 3. Morgion, 4. KiriJolith, 5. Gilean, 6. Chemosh 7. Paladine. If they
deviate from the straight-line route, they amass three
failures for every time they decide to not go the fastest
way possible (because they're slowed down).
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This session is the culmination of 20 sessions of
practice with free-form skill challenges. Let the
players shine. They will offer wild solutions; let them
use them. Let them roleplay and logic their way
through these if they want to. Build tension and let
them create stories.

The ship has cannons both magical and divine, so they
can be controlled with arcana and religion checks.
They can be aimed with weapon attacks (at a -5
unfamiliarity penalty for the size, the rolling ship,
strange controls, etc.) The goal of firing back is just to
try to keep the enemy gun crews ducking and
covering, so the Lexicon can get closer to the city.
Insight will predict where the shots are coming from,
Beginning the Session
The spelljammer has been loaded with armaments both perception will see patterns in the incoming fire, etc.
For everything, DCs (and ACs) are equal to a Hard
magical and divine. The Guardian of the Book locks
DC+3.
eyes with you, and then nods at the captain. The ship
teleports. It appears above an enormous earthmote,
The goal is to get 9 successes before 3 failures. This is
hundreds of miles in diameter, and bedecked with
unlikely to happen. Remember to count the failures. If
foliage, crystal-clear lakes, and strange animals.
Several miles to the south, you see smoke. It's pouring they win, the Lexicon gets almost to the gates of the
city before it has to break off. If they rack up three
from a large circular city, surrounded by a high stone
wall, and built around a great domed temple. Warships failures, the ship breaks off too early, and the PCs have
a longer way to travel through the wilderness
circle the city, and as near as you can tell from this
surrounding the city.
distance, the fighting is fierce on the ground. The
Guardian of the Book turns to you and says, "We'll get
When the Lexicon finally breaks off, the PCs are told
you as close to the city as we can. From there, make
your way to the Temple of the Stars at the center of the to jump over the edge, and then the ship teleports
city, where the manifestation of the Tobril is kept, and away.
stop Mdetn once and for all."
2. The Divine Wilderness
Jumping off the ship, it's a 20-foot drop so everyone
takes d10 damage.

stealth and nature checks.

If the PCs succeeded at the last skill challenge, this
one requires 4 successes (no limit on the number of
1. Lexicon vs. Indomitable
failures, but each one means they're further slowed
The PCs are flying on the ship of the Guardian of the
down). If they didn't, it requires a number of successes
Book, the Githzerai spelljammer Lexicon. The ship
equal to nine, minus the number of successes they got,
teleports in over the enormous earthmote upon which
Astral Godshome was built. It starts flying towards the plus four (9 - (successes) + 4). This reflects that they
have further to travel.
city, but is soon spotted by the Githyanki battleship
Indomitable. The Indomitable opens fire, the Lexicon
In this skill challenge, the PCs have to sneak through
returns fire, and battle is joined, with the Lexicon
the wilds surrounding Astral Godshome. This is made
trying to get as close to Godshome as it can before
breaking off, so that the PCs can make it to the Temple more difficult, as astral skiffs from the Indomitable are
patrolling the area. The PCs have to travel crossof the Stars to stop Mdetn as quickly as possible.
country without being spotted, and if they are spotted,
When the Lexicon has to break off, the PCs will be
told to jump off, and the spelljammer will teleport out they'll have to run away, or hide, or shoot down the
ship, or something time-consuming. Expect plenty of
to a safe place.

The PCs enter the city. If they're taking the shortestline path, this is the district of Branchala. Much of the
area is in rubble, but the fighting seems to have moved
on from this part of the district. The chaos spawn rush
past the PCs, racing deeper into the city until they can
no longer be seen. Crashed into one of the buildings,
there is a strange astral skiff, made entirely of stone. A
black arm wearing bronze armor is poking out of the
wreckage, and it is waving frantically.

The Skill Challenges
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3. Enemy at the Gates

The players make it through the wilderness and come
to one of the gates of the city. Unless the PCs say
otherwise, it's the gate to Branchala's district. As the
PCs approach the gate, they see that it is under attack.
The defenders are one of the enemies you picked out
ahead of time. The attackers are chaos spawn. These
creatures, crawling out of their places of refuge in the
wilderness surrounding the city, have sensed that
something seeks to bring order to the universe and are
fighting to stop it. The PC's best bet is to fight
alongside them. 4 successes required for victory, no
limit to the number of failures.
The chaos spawn seem to be made of magma, cooled
on their skin, but with cracks through which the light
shines. Their eyes are soulless black pits, from which
no light escapes. They are crawling up the wall and
doing battle with the defenders, who are trying to
repulse them. To get into the city, the PCs will want to
fight alongside them, but will have to keep the chaos
spawn from attacking them!

4. Saving Maruts

This is the crashed wreckage of a Marut ship. Maruts
are strictly lawful beings that claim they are made
from the condensed essence of the Astral Sea. They
believe in strict, merciless adherence to law and order
for its own sake, unlike followers of Kiri-Jolith, who
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believe in law for the greater good, or followers of
Takhisis, who believed in law so they could control
people. These Maruts scrambled to get to the Tobril
(the ultimate manifestation of law in the cosmos) in
time to help save it, but they were shot down by a
Githyanki battleship. The PCs will may choose to pull
the Maruts out of the wreck. (4 successes required to
continue). If they do so, the 5 Maruts they rescue
decide that their best chance of saving the Tobril is to
support the PCs. Thus, the first 5 failures the PCs get
don't count (essentially, the PCs roll a fail, but a Marut
takes a bullet for the PCs). When a Marut invalidates a
failure, it dies in the process. This is an example of
good redeeming its own (the PCs stop to engage in
altruism, and are rewarded for it), and the PCs don't
gain this advantage if they don't stop to help.

5. Converting the Converts

Continuing through this section of the district, the PCs
come across a number of followers of Branchala,
probably a mixture of elfin (not elven) warrior-poets
and green-skinned fey musicians. Even if the PCs are
in a different district, they encounter followers of
Branchala specifically, fighting on the side of Mdetn.
Branchala's servants have been seduced by Mdetn's
dreams of a world of equality, because, let's face it,
Krynn is not a world where equality reigns. They will
try to stop the PCs, who must convince them to switch
sides. This skill challenge requires 6 successes to
continue, with no limit on the number of failures; the
servants of Branchala don't hold the PCs missteps
against them, which is the same pattern that led to
them being convinced by agents of Mdetn in the first
place.

6. Chasing the Scout
After the PCs reconvert the followers of Branchala,
one of them looks over the shoulders of the PCs and
shouts, "Hey! One of Mdetn's scouts! He'll know their
current troop positions!" The scout is a goblin, named
Thaft, and wears light leather armor. If the PCs give
chase (which they ought to, considering the usefulness
of this information), the scout races through a gate into
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the next district of the city (the adjacent district closer
to the Temple). If the PCs have taken the shortest-line
route, this is the district of Shinare. The fighting is
thick and heavy here. As far as the PCs can see,
followers of the god of this section are fighting handto-hand with followers of Mdetn (one of the enemies
you picked ahead of time). If the god of this section is,
in fact, an ally of Mdetn's, the combat is between the
followers of the god of this section and the followers
of the god of the adjacent Good section.

white, blistered skin, wearing rust-red cowls, and
speaking with sibilant voices.

The infiltrators approach the PCs and ask for their help
annihilating the forces of Mdetn in this section of this
district. To do this, they will need to infiltrate these
forces, using shapechanging abilities. Once integrated
into Mdetn's army, they can spread chaos in the ranks,
and help the fighters make quick work of the enemy.
So as not to arouse suspicion, the infiltrators will need
to sneak in while the enemy isn't paying attention,
The scout will try to lose the PCs in the chaos, ducking which is why they need the PCs to provide a
between legs of combatants, and trying to elude the
distraction.
PCs. Catching Thaft will require 6 successes. Expect
acrobatics and athletics when passing through crowds, If the PCs say that they need to make it to the Temple
perception to keep an eye on him, and streetwise to
of the Stars as quickly as possible, the infiltrators will
find shortcuts. Use Hard DCs. If the PCs amass 9
point out that the fighting in the streets will greatly
failures, (it shouldn't be hard to catch up with him), the impede progress; it would probably be quicker to help
PCs lose him, having chased him through crowds that the infiltrators eliminate the threat.
took them all the way to the next district. If they get
those 6 successes before getting 9 failures (which is
How the PCs pull off this distraction is up to them, but
very, very likely, of course), they are able to catch
it'll take four successes to make a good distraction (use
Thaft and extract information out of him without much Hard DCs). There's no limit to the number of failures
difficulty (he's a coward). This information, if shared
– if they stand in the middle of the street shouting
with the followers of the god of this district (or the god "Hey come and get us," and failing, all they've lost is
of the adjacent Good district), will lead them to
time.
victory. Even if not shared, the PCs can use this
information to take side streets and race through the
When the PCs make this distraction successfully, the
rest of the district without incident.
enemy (one of the enemies you picked out ahead of
time) attacks the PCs. The infiltrators infiltrate, the
fighters attack the enemy, the infiltrators start
7. Misdirections for Morgion
spreading chaos, and the battle is over in minutes.
By the time the PCs move on to the next district, the
battle has shifted enough that the information they got Have the PCs all roll a medium DC endurance check;
if at least half the party fails, they take two failures due
from the scout is no longer useful. If they are taking
to being somewhat wounded in the melee.
the shortest-line route, this is the district of Morgion.
In this district, they have two sets of allies, which I
will call fighters and infiltrators. If this is Morgion's
district, the fighters are rat-men, armed with poisoned
longswords. If it is not, the fighters are followers of the
god of this district. Either way, the infiltrators are
followers of Morgion, though if this isn't Morgion's
district, they've snuck to this one to do more damage.
The infiltrators are shapechanging humanoids, with

They will then be able to race through the rest of this
section without incident.

8. Tower Defense

The PCs arrive in a new district. On the straight-line
path, this is the district of Kiri-Jolith. The district is
overrun with enemies, and the fighting is thick. Unless
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the PCs throw themselves into the fray, the course of
the fighting (or avoiding the fighting), takes them past
a highly-defensible building. Suddenly, enemies (one
of the ones you picked ahead of time) swarm out of
other nearby buildings, towards the highly-defensible
one (and, thus, towards the PCs). An angel of the god
of the district (unless this god is an ally of Mdetn's, in
which case this is a follower of Kiri-Jolith) emerges
from the defensible building and urges the PCs inside.
If the PCs stay outside, it's 12 successes (no limit to
failures) to stay alive. If the PCs rush inside, things
change. They're essentially press-ganged into helping
with the defense.

nonsense.

9. Promoting Desertion

The PCs arrive in a new district. On the straight-line
path, this is the district of Gilean. This district has been
occupied by followers of Mdetn; there is no more
resistance here. (The followers are one of the enemies
you picked ahead of time). However, the followers
here are only grunts; they've only heard Mdetn's
rhetoric, not his real plans, and are having second
thoughts about this operation. With a little pushing,
they can be convinced to desert.

Hard DCs; this requires 8 successes. The PCs might
lead the assault, they might develop a new attack plan,
or they might do something altogether unexpected.
Note that if this is the district of Chemosh, or another
god allied with Mdetn, then this is simply the forces of
Chemosh holding on to their crossroads while under
assault by the PCs and their allies (by default, nonangel followers of Kiri-Jolith)

11. An Unconventional Payload

Pushing deeper into this section (on a straight-line
route, still the district of Chemosh), the PCs see that
When the PCs arrive in the section, they pass through the warships in the sky are congregating above them.
While the angels are doing the straight fighting,
empty streets. All of a sudden, they are ambushed and If they look closely, they can see that things are being
defending the building the PCs are doing the lesssurrounded by enemies. The PCs will note, though,
dropped off of the warships and onto the town
straightforward things (angels aren't so good at the
that these enemies aren't actually attacking. If the PCs – specifically, onto this district. As the falling objects
creative thinking). What these things are that will help decide to fight, things will be much more difficult for
get closer, the PCs can make out what they are – rust
the defense of the building is up to the PCs. It's 8
them, requiring 12 successes to fight their way out (no monsters! Rust monsters (check the monster manual)
successes, with no limit on failures, as the angels can
limit on failures). If they decide not to fight, one of the eat metal. Indeed, they can dissolve it into rust just by
hold the line for the foreseeable future, but only with
enemies, a non-officer leader, introduces himself and
touching it with their mandibles. And the players are
the help of the PCs can they start pushing back. Use
asks the PCs what Mdetn's plans really are. The PCs
wearing lots of metal. Many rust monsters will die in
Hard DCs.
have to succeed at a complexity 1 skill challenge (4
the fall, but hundreds will survive. Make it clear to the
successes before 3 failures). If they fail this skill
party that if they try to hack their way through the rust
However, there's an added wrinkle to this fight. The
challenge, the enemies attack (see above). If they
monsters, there are so many that they won't be able to
PCs notice a couatl watching the events. Anyone who succeed, the enemies desert, and leave the district to
get through with their gear anything approaching
makes a Medium DC religion check knows that
go fight Mdetn's forces.
intact. So how are they going to get past the rust
couatls are powerful allies of the gods of good, but
monsters? 6 successes are required for this challenge,
only more or less by accident. They live in a harsh,
with no limit on failures (the damage to their
hierarchical system where station is determined by the 10. Seizing the Crossroads
equipment will be reflected by losing healing surges
number of powerful non-couatl enemies you kill. The The PCs arrive in a new district. On the straight-line
path, this is the district of Chemosh. Unfortunately, the once all the failures have been tallied up).
couatls simply picked the right set of enemies –
section that they're in is built around a central
monsters and evil beings. Because kills made by
12. Artillery - Kings of Battle
servants of the couatls count towards a couatl's station, crossroads. You can't get from one side of the section
to
the
other
without
passing
through
the
crossroads.
It's
The players finally make it to the next district, where
they love to have adventurers swear fealty to them
highly defensible, and it's controlled by followers of
the rust monsters are much rarer. If they're taking the
before they send the adventurers to go face powerful
straight-line path, this is the district of Paladine. This is
foes. Usually, they get the adventurers to swear fealty Mdetn (these are one of the enemies you picked out
ahead of time). The inhabitants of this district are
the last district before they make it to the Temple of
by saving them from certain doom. That's probably
trying to reclaim it, but have been fought to a
the Stars. The PCs come to a heavily-damaged fortress
what this couatl is waiting for: a chance to save the
standstill, repulsed by the fortifications (if the god is,
held by the enemy (one of the enemies you picked out
PCs. When the PCs overcome this skill challenge
like Chemosh, not a military god, these are accidental ahead of time). Strewn about are artillery, destroyed by
without the couatl's help, it flies off. This should help
fortifications) that they themselves built. The PCs need the defenders. Nearby is a magical artillery piece,
the PCs feel epic, since they don't need any of his
to break this small siege in order to get through. Use
however, which looks operational; it's just trapped
darned rescuing-and-then-your-swearing-fealty
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under some rubble. The PCs have to free the artillery
piece and blast the fortress into rubble. Freeing the
thing requires 4 successes, and blasting the fortress
requires six. No limits on failures; the fortress is badly
damaged, and while the defenders are fighting back
enough to make the PCs nervous (arrows whistling
past, spells exploding overhead), they're not going to
be able to kill the PCs from this range. That said, you
might want to have a few PCs get some close shaves if
they're doing badly.

The Final Reckoning
Reckoning the Final Reckoning

Tally up the total number of failures your players
accumulated moving through Astral Godshome, and
do the following to all of them (this reflects the time
and effort it took them to move through Astral
Godshome):
Less than 18 failures: Lose 1/4 of your healing surges.
Normal climax
18-24 failures: Lose 1/2 of your healing surges.
Normal climax
25-34 failures: Lose 3/4 of your healing surges. Dire
climax
Over 34 failures: Lose all healing surges but one. Dire
climax

Roll on the table 'Desecration of the Book.' If the laws
of the universe changed, the PCs can feel the change.
Spectral figures burst into existence – the shades of
every agent of Mdetn dead by your hands has appeared
to defend Mdetn and his work.

Dire climax:

Roll on the table 'Desecration of the Book.' If the laws
of the universe changed, the PCs can feel the change in
their bones.

Less than 10 – nothing happens
10 – evil will likely turn on itself
15 – evil is unlikely to turn on itself
20 – evil no longer turns on itself
25 – evil no longer turns on itself, and this
changes the nature of the balance such that
neutrality no longer opposes the ascendant side
30 – evil no longer turns on itself, and this
changes the nature of the balance such that neither
neutrality nor the side opposite the ascendant side
oppose the ascendant side.

You climb the stairs into the Temple of the Stars. It is a
vast, domed space built before a curved nave. Golden
light pours through stained glass windows in the form
of the outlines of open scrolls. A pedestal in the nave
supports a heavy tome. Beside the tome stands a
goblin holding a pen and an inkwell – Mdetn! Spectral
figures burst into existence – the shades of every agent
of Mdetn dead by your hands has appeared to defend
All of the eligible shades on this list need to be
Mdetn and his work.
selected.

The Spectral Figures

Those spectral figures have been pulled back from
beyond the grave, some against their will, by Mdetn's
power. He can only muster the energy to pull back
those who want to come defeat the PCs. Every boss
who died by the PCs' hands (so excluding the ones
they spared, turned over to the proper authorities,
The PCs have finally arrive at the temple of the stars.
convinced to leave Mdetn, or just plain never faced)
What happens now is determined by their climax.
comes back in spectral form. All the possible bosses
who may be appearing in spectral form are in the table
Normal climax:
below; determine who shows up! This mechanism not
You climb the stairs into the Temple of the Stars. It is a only serves as a wrap-up of the entire game, but also
vast, domed space built before a curved nave. Golden rewards players who have pursued a less-violent
light pours through stained glass windows in the form approach. Expect 10-15 such bosses.
of the outlines of open scrolls. A pedestal in the nave
supports a heavy tome. Beside the tome stands a
goblin holding a pen and an inkwell – Mdetn! With a
cry of triumph, he brings his pen down upon the tome.
There is a bright flash and a cloud of smoke.
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Desecration of the Book:

What is the result of Mdetn crossing out the line?
For every piece of the pen and ink that Mdetn
managed to retrieve (there were six total), he gets
a +3 bonus to this roll. Roll d20. There are no
automatic fails or successes from 1s or 20s.

Act One

First session - Vorynn, the administrator
Sessions in Mohrlextlan
1 - Treehouse - The High Lord of Fire, the beholder
2 - Gnolls - Remrr the Blood-Gorger, the savage gnoll
3 - Maze - The Everblooming, the dryad of poisonous
plants
4 - Khisanth - Khisanth, the black dragon reborn as a
behir
Sessions in Nord
1 - Colossus - Enlye of Tarsis, the alchemist
2 - Clocktower - Itry, the mad gnome
3 - Grasslands - Ciyak, the cleric of Mishakal
Sessions in Teyr
1 - Vampires - The nameless vampire lord
2 - Flying Citadel - Usmard Split-Axe, the Daegar
dwarf noble
3 - Art Museum - Tyner, the artist whose works live
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captain
OR Padmor the Horselord, former
Nordish cavalry captain

Act Three
1 - Great Red Tempest - the Astral Shade
who was an optional villain
2 - Hestavar - Yerath, the Shadar-Kai
ambassador
3 - Lightning tower - the unnamed winged
ephemera
4 - Mithrendain - Jelvistra, the lamia
5 - Vale of the Long Night - Het'kal, the
fallen avatar of Takhisis

The Final Fight
FIGHT: The temple layout is on this page.

Act Two

First session - Qua'War, the jungle Nordman witch
doctor
OR Ghedrin, the minotaur scholar
Sessions in Ansalon
Godshome - Rualis of Palanthas, the son of a
Palanthian nobleman
OR The Free, the vampire spawn
Teyr - Maril Axemaker, the oath-bound dwarven
woman
Sessions in Time
Fall of the Ogres - Bytodu, the ogre mage
OR Leaz-Ei, the delusional half-elf wizard
Far Future - Thrd, the Jarak-Sinn sorcerer
OR Yrmgha, the half-ogre mafioso
Sable's Bio Labs - Andred Wormblade, the mercenary
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Mdetn is a level 19 elite controller (leader).
His stats are on this page. Every boss'
spectral form is a ghost legionnaire. (but
without Call of History or Battle Visions).
When the total HP of all the legionnaires
drops to zero, they all vanish, as per soul
link (anyone trained in religion knows this).
Essentially, it makes the legionnaires sortof-minions (they are low-level, after all),
but really cool sort-of minions. Mdetn will
do everything in his power to keep his line
of souls between the PCs and him, making
good use of Reshape the Battlefield to
maintain the line and Strategic Withdrawl
to get away from PCs who close to melee.
If a PC tries to engage Mdetn from range,
bypassing the legionnaires, he will try to
reply with Dominating Grasp; if it fails, he
will spend his action point to try it again.
He will save Exit Strategy until after his
legionnaires are dead. Every turn, he will
try to use Leader of Men (if he can) to
make full use of his legionnaires.
(More on next page)

Evil United

Roleplay Mdetn out to the fullest! Remember,
have the ability to lead a normal life – they could open
information about him is available in the introduction.. an inn, like Caramon Majere, or become leaders in
their shattered homelands, like Riverwind of the QueHere is his opening monologue: "YOU! Ever since
Shu – but if they press onward with their lives as great
you uncovered my plans in Nordmaar, you've hounded and powerful men, they will become so unlike their
my every step! I have sent countless agents against
fellow mortals that they will lose this, like Raistlin
you, and yet here you stand. I will do what I should
Majere or Gilthanas Kanan.
have done from the beginning. I will kill you myself. I
will crush you, UNMAKE you! And as your minds
And so concludes Evil United. I'd end with something
devour themselves from the inside, you won't even be witty or clever, but I'll just say that I hope both you
able to beg for death."
and your players had a good time.

The Aftermath

The fight over, Mdetn dead (hopefully), the PCs can
rush to the Tobril. The ink is still wet – and will be for
another hour yet – and there is a small bowl of sand
next to the book. If the PCs sprinkle the sand onto the
book, it will soak up the ink, so the PCs can brush it
off and undo the damage. Then, the Defender of the
Book walks in and resurrects those PCs who died in
the fight. He apologizes that he is not able to resurrect
any characters who died over the course of the
campaign.
He then offers each PC a character-related reward.
This reward should fulfill some major driving force of
the character. Here are some examples:
- For an exiled character, the Guardian of the Book
could see to it a high priest of Gilean 'recommends'
that the local government readmits the character.
- For a wrathful character, either peace of mind, or
giving him an endless list of powerful enemies who
need killing.
- For an insane character, sanity.
- For a character without a home or a people, the
location of a village where she will be accepted and
welcomed.
- Also, if in your game Teyr, Mohrlexctlan, or Nord
were conquered, a gift might be the aid of several
powerful clerics of Gilean in freeing them.
After all this, the Guardian of the Book tells the PCs
they're at an important point in their lives. They still
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